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Descriptive Summary

Identifier  ICU.SPCL.BURGESS
Title        Burgess, Ernest Watson. Papers
Date         1886-1966
Size         105 linear feet (204 boxes)
Repository   Special Collections Research Center
             University of Chicago Library
             1100 East 57th Street
             Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.
Abstract     Ernest Burgess(1886-1966), Professor of Sociology, University of Chicago,
             1916-1952. Contains correspondence; manuscripts; minutes; reports;
             memoranda; research material that includes proposals, case studies,
             questionnaires, tables, and interviews; teaching and course materials, class
             record books; letters of recommendation; bibliographies; student papers;
             offprints; and maps and charts. Includes material relating to professional
             organizations with which Burgess was associated. Topics reflect Burgess' interest in urban sociology, family and marriage, crime and delinquency,
             parole, census work, and gerontology as well as research methods such as
             statistical predictors, factor analysis, case studies, and the use of personal
             documents. Also contains research projects on the Protestant church and
             the effects of radio on the development of children. Papers by students and
             colleagues include writings by Saul Alinsky, Nels Anderson, Leonard Cottrell,
             Paul Cressey, John Landesco, Walter Reckless, Clifford Shaw, Paul Siu,
             Frederick Thrasher, and others. Supplemented by the separately described
             Ernest Watson Burgess. Papers. Addenda

Information on Use

Access
Series VII contains files of Nels Anderson's research on homeless men that are restricted due to their fragile condition. Photocopies have been placed in Series VI, Subseries 1. The remainder of the collection is open for research.

Citation
When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Burgess, Ernest. Papers, [Box #, Folder #], Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library.

Biographical Note
Ernest Watson Burgess was born on May 16, 1886 in Tilbury, Ontario, Canada to Edmund J. Burgess and Mary Ann Jane Wilson Burgess. His father was a minister in the Congregational Church. Burgess attended Kingfisher College in Oklahoma and received his B.A. in 1908. The following year Burgess entered the University of Chicago as a graduate student in the Department of Sociology. He received his Ph.D. in 1913.

After several years of teaching in several Midwestern schools and collaborating in several social surveys, Burgess returned to Chicago with an appointment as Assistant Professor in Sociology in 1916. He has been called the first "young sociologist," since all the other professors had entered the field from other professional areas. His career spanned five decades from 1916-1957, when his emeritus appointment ended. Burgess remained active a number of years beyond this retirement, co-authoring a text on Urban Sociology with Donald Bogue as late as 1963.

In 1927 he achieved the status of full professor, and in 1946 he became chairman of the department. Although he retired as professor in 1951 at the mandatory retirement age, he remained active and salaried as Chairman until 1952. It was during this same period that he founded the Family Study Center, which later became the Family and Community Study Center.

Burgess was active in many professional organizations. The leading sociological organizations to which he was elected President include the American Sociological Society (1934), the Sociological Research Association (1942), and the Social Science Research Council (1945-1946). He took over the directorship of the Behavior Research Fund in Chicago from Herman Adler, from 1931 to 1934. In 1942 he became President of the National Conference on Family Relations, an organization which he had helped found in 1938 after his involvement with the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.

His editing roles were extensive. He was managing editor of the American Sociological Society from 1921-1930, and editor of the American Journal of Sociology from 1936-1940. As Director of the Behavior Research Fund, he had the opportunity to edit a number of monographs from various areas of the social sciences, many of which represented pioneering efforts in their respective fields.

His involvement in a number of other distinctive organizations ranged from sponsorship to chairmanship. Among these were the American Law Institute, Vincent Astor Foundation, Chicago Census Advisory Committee, Chicago Urban League, Chicago Area Project, Chicago Crime Commission, Committee of Fifteen, Douglas Smith Fund, Illinois Citizens Committee on Parole, Illinois Academy of Criminology, National Recreation Commission, International Congress of Criminology, and The City Club.
Ernest Watson Burgess died on December 27, 1966. He was 80 years old.

Leonard Cottrell has written "Professor Burgess was not a systematic theoretician but an eclectic par excellence." Despite a truly "eclectic" approach to theoretical and methodological camps, Burgess applied all these different perspectives to the same set of research interests for nearly five decades. It can be argued that the truly systematic feature of his research, as distinguished from the more comprehensive theoretical structures erected by the earlier founders of sociology, was an effort to develop a reliable tool for prediction of social phenomena, e.g., delinquency, parole violation, divorce, city growth, and adjustment in old age.

Empirical research pursued for the purpose of prediction lies at the foundation of each of Burgess' major research projects. As Burgess wrote in 1929: "Prediction is the aim of the social sciences as it is of the physical sciences." Cottrell wrote that "the emphasis, therefore, was not on testing theoretically derived hypotheses so much as on identifying efficient predictors." For the sake of improving prediction, in addition to statistics and "factor analysis," Burgess constantly supported the more "subjective" case study methods and the use of personal documents. Burgess defended the study of the actual cases themselves in full detail, not only from the statisticians, but equally from the "theoreticians" who attempted to typify and classify the person. As Burgess wrote in "The Family and the Person" (1928), admitting all these and other criticisms that might be raised, there is a certain type of knowledge or understanding that comes from the examination of personal documents which one does not obtain in dissertations on the origin and nature of personality, nor from psychological, psychiatric, or psychoanalytic classifications of personality types.

Throughout his career Burgess participated in efforts to promote the collaboration of specialists from all the different social science areas to work together on joint research projects. His final project to study old age typified this by combining the efforts of medical doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, anthropologists, and sociologists in a single all-inclusive effort.

Ernest Burgess' career spanned all phases of the development of sociology at Chicago. Beginning with the early years in which sociology and anthropology were wedded in the same department, to the development of specialized research centers for contemporary social phenomena, e.g., the Family and Community Research Center and the Chicago Community Inventory, Burgess' influence helped to maintain a strong empirically oriented series of research projects and dissertations.

Scope Note
The Ernest W. Burgess Papers consists of 105 linear feet. The collection has been arranged into seven series: I. General Files, II. Academic Materials, III. Research Studies and Projects, IV. Work of Students and Collaborators, V. Burgess' Writings, VI. Maps and Charts, and VII. Restricted.
The materials in this collection are supplemented by those in the Ernest Watson Burgess. Papers. Addenda, described in a separate finding aid.

The division of the collection into series has been effected primarily on functional lines with respect to origin, but there are several exceptions. Initially, the Research section was to contain the raw data and work most directly related to the processing and presentation of results of a specific research effort. The general correspondence related to any research effort was placed in General Files, under the subject heading of that research project. In numerous cases both correspondence and write-ups were found with related data in the Research section. Therefore, although the above separation has been followed for the most part, one should not assume that there is no correspondence in the Research section. The major exception is the general organization of the Old Age research in which there was a degree of coherence between the correspondence and research and course work which compelled maintaining them together. Another exception is the placing of several research proposals in the academic section with notes on course subjects that were always integrally related to Burgess’ research interests.

The correspondence that is present in the General Files is for the most part form letters, or short discussions, related to his professional and organizational interests and those of the courtesy sort. The collection of students’ papers from his courses is a rich source of autobiographical essays related to sociological themes, e.g., first "criminal" experiences, first experiences with city life, etc. These papers also contain the research work of his more advanced students, which often represent pioneering efforts in their areas, e.g., Siu's study of the Chinese Laundryman, and Landesco’s work on organized crime in Chicago. And finally, the Research section containing the data and related materials of those groundbreaking efforts in urban studies, crime and parole, marriage, the family, and old age reveals the major lines of thought and methodological structures upon which these studies were based.

As an aid to use of this collection we will sketch several strategies of use for typical cases of research interest.

Example 1: Research Project. Check first the relevant items under Research. Next the topic entry in the General Files, e.g., Marriage study, and then notes in Academic Papers under appropriate topic entry. Next, if one knows the name of the students and collaborators on the project, then check entries under these names in both General Files and Others’ Work: Individuals. Similarly, any sponsoring organizations should be consulted in the General Files. Many proposals and write-ups can be found under organization entries, e.g., Social Science Research Council.

Example 2: Name of Researcher, Student, or Colleague. Obviously both the General Files and the Others’ Work sections should be consulted under that name. Secondly, if the nature of the individual’s work is known, then consult subject entry in General and Research Sections. Finally,
if a student of Burgess is the subject of interest, and if the year and courses which he participated in are known, then consult those entries in Others’ Work: Courses.

Example 3: Student papers on a subject, e.g., ethnic groups. It would be preferable if one knew which students did the work, e.g., there is a large body of research on Chinese under both Siu and Chen in the Others’ Work: Individual section. One exception to the system of name entry in Others’ Work, is the topic Mexican Studies, which is listed under that term. Another course to pursue would be to look at the paper titles that are listed next to the names in Others’ Work: Individuals.

If one is not looking for the papers of any specific student, then the course subject entries by year and type of paper, e.g., autobiographical statement, case study, or general research paper can be consulted in the Others’ Work: Courses subseries.

Related Resources
The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

Ernest Burgess. Papers. Addenda

Browse finding aids by topic.

Subject Headings
• Alinsky, Saul David, 1909-1972
• Anderson, Nels, 1889-
• Burgess, Ernest Watson, 1886-1966
• Cottrell, Leonard S. (Leonard Slater), 1899-
• Cressy, Paul Goalby
• Landesco, John
• Reckless, Walter Cade
• Shaw, Clifford R. (Clifford Robe), 1895-1957
• Siu, Paul C.P. (Paul Chan Pang), 1906-
• Thrasher, Frederic Milton, 1892-1962
• American Sociological Society
• Chicago Area Project
• Chicago Crime Commission
• Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Welfare
• Illinois Association for Criminal Justice
• Local Community Research Committee
• Social Science Research Council (U.S.)
• University of Chicago. Dept. Sociology
• University of Chicago. Division of the Social Sciences
• University of Chicago. Society for Social Research
• White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
• Crime
• Family
• Marriage
• Old Age
• Parole
• Sociology, Urban
• Sociology -- Study and teaching -- Illinois -- Chicago
• Radio -- Social aspects
• Sociologists

INVENTORY

Series I: General Files

Series I contains Burgess’ correspondence and papers associated with professional organizations, and various reports and memoranda from organizations in which Burgess was active. It also contains the correspondence from the major research projects that are contained in Series III, Research Studies and Projects, with the exception of mass-mailing form letters that are included with the research items.

The listing is strictly alphabetical for the names of persons, organizations, and institutions. It is important to note that the listing of the General Files is not exhaustive. Basically, the first and last names in a Folder are listed, with other selected names of potential interest. No assumption should be made about the presence of an item from its absence in the list.

There are two biographical essays here filed under the name of the subject, one on Robert Park and the other on F. W. Blackmar. There is a bibliography until 1952, a list of course offerings by Burgess through 1952, and a professional biography from about 1950 all filed under Burgess.

There are a number of small collections of correspondence, reports, and memoranda from organizations. Perhaps one of the more interesting of these is from the Local Community Research Committee which contains items dating from 1925 and the beginning period of that Committee. It should also be noted that this body of material represents an exception to the placement of materials related to University of Chicago professional matters in Series II, Academic Materials. The reports contained under this listing include research proposals and progress reports from a number of early studies including the History of Chicago, Effects of Depression, and the Marriage studies.

Another exception from the Academic grouping is the presence of six folders of recommendations written for students and colleagues, and listed under "Recommendations" in the General Files.

Among the organizations in which Burgess was active there is extensive correspondence from the American Sociological Society, Chicago Census (which includes items from the various research projects as well as the Chicago Census Advisory Committee), Chicago Area Project, Chicago Crime Commission, Chicago Relief Administration, Committee of Fifteen, Illinois
Association for Criminal Justice, Social Science Research Council, Society for Social Research, and the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection. All the material for each of these organizations has been organized chronologically. In most cases the majority of papers are reports, official notices about meetings, and minutes of meetings. Folders with large numbers of letters are labeled correspondence.

Box 1
Folder 1
Abrams-Alexander
- Abrams, Mark
- [Adams, Walter, see Society for Research in Child Development]
- [Addison, Michigan, see Family Community Project]
- Adler, Herman
- [Adolescence, see American Sociological Society]
- Aging, White House Conference on [see also Gerontology]
- Albic, J. W. [re; Florian Znaniecki]
- [Alcoholism, see Chicago Committee on Alcoholism]
- Alexander, Chester

Box 1
Folder 2
Alexander-American
- Alexander, Myron D.
- Alinsky, Saul
- Allport, Floyd
- American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, The Annals of
- American Association of Marriage Counselors
- American Association of Social Workers

Box 1
Folder 3
American Association-American Institute
- American Association of University Professors
- [American Birth Control League, see National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control]
- [American Catholic Sociological Society, see Gallagher, Ralph A.]
- American Civil Liberties Union
- American Council of Learned Societies (including; E. W. Burgess
- and Mudd Studies, "Changes in Attitudes to the Family," and "Sex Mores.")
- American Eugenics Society
- American Institute of Family Relations

Box 1
Folder 4
American Journal of Sociology, 1936-1938 (including; Advisory Editors Meeting,
December 29, 1936)

Box 1
Folder 5
American Journal of Sociology, 1939-1940
Box 1
Folder 6
American Journal of Sociology, 1941-1949 (including; Hsiao Tung Fei; Samuel H. Lowrie, "Dating Practices and Scholastic Achievement")

Box 1
Folder 7
American Journal of Sociology, 1950-1952 (including; Leo Goodman, "Reformulation of Use of a Prediction Instrument")

Box 1
Folder 8
American Law Institute, Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice (including; Frederick Thrasher; J. K. Jones; Memorandum on Model Penal Code)

Box 1
Folder 9
American Law Institute, (including, Advisory Committee Minutes, June 1934, Discussion, Draft of a Plan for Project Model Code of Criminal Law)

Box 1
Folder 10
American Law Institute, (including Sheldon Glueck; Advisory Council Minutes, April 30, 1934; Edwin H. Sutherland)

Box 1
Folder 11
American Orthopsychiatric Assoc.-American Soc. Hygiene Assoc.
• American Orthopsychiatric Association
• American Prison Association (including, Barkev S. Sanders, on Parole Prediction)
• American Social Hygiene Association

Box 2
Folder 1
American Sociological Criminology

Box 2
Folder 2
American Sociological Society (including, Conference on Adolescence, 1934, Report of the Committee on Training and Recruiting)

Box 2
Folder 3
American Sociological Society, 1916-1930

Box 2
Folder 4
American Sociological Society, 1931-1938

Box 2
Folder 5
American Sociological Society, 1938-1947

Box 2
Folder 6
American Sociological Society, 1948-1952

Box 2
Folder 7
American Sociometric Society-Andrews
• American Sociometric Society
• [Anderson, Arnold, see Sutherland, Edwin H.]
• Anderson, Nels
• Andrews, Benjamin R.

Box 2
Folder 8
Angell, R. C. [re: use of Human Document, see also Social Science Research Council, Robert Merton]

Box 2
Folder 9
Ant-Ax
• Anthony, Don
• Aronovici, Carol
• Arsenian, Seth [re, Rudolf Pinter, Association for Family Living Memorial]
• Association for Moral and Social Hygiene
• Astor Foundation [see also Highfields Project]
• Axeen, Marina

Box 2
Folder 10
Ba-Beers
• Backus, Rev. E. Burdette
• [Bartholemew, Don, see Marriage Study]
• [Bartzon, see Research, Delinquency and Recreation]
• [Bastardy Study, see Research, Census]
• [Baumert, Gerhard, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
• Beard, Bella B.
• Becker, Howard
• Beckworth, Lindley
• Beely, A. [re: University of Utah visit]
• Beers, Gordon R.

Box 2
Folder 11
Behavior Research Fund, 1930-1948 (including, John Weigel; Publication Matters; 1932 Research In Progress; Ethel Karvin; 1948 Final Report)

Box 2
Folder 12
Behavior Research Fund and Institute for Juvenile Research [re: Criminological Research, about 1931]

Box 2
Folder 13
Bell-Bettelheim
• Bell, Laird
• Bellow, Saul
• Benson, Purnell [see also Research, Parole]
• Berelson, Bernard [see also Academic, Social Sciences Division]
• Berezn, F.
• [Berman, Nathan, see Research, Recreation and Delinquency]
• Bernard, Jessie
• Bernard, L. L.
• Best, Harry
• Beth, E. W.
• Bettelheim, Bruno
• Better Government Association

Box 2
Folder 14
Bickham-Bixby
• Bickham, Martin
• Bierstadt, R. [re: Florian Znaniecki]
• Binford, Jessie
• Birenbaum, William
• Birth Control, see National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control
• F. Lovell Bixby

Box 3
Folder 1
Blacker-Boys
• Blacker, C. P. [re: Glaton Trust]
• Blackmar, Francis Wilson [re: biographical sketch by Burgess]
• Bloom, Leonard
• Blumer, Herbert [re: Sociology Department, department affairs; see also Social Science Research Council]
• Bogardus, Emory
• Boisen, Anton
• Bonner, Hubert
• [Botkin, C. O., see Research, Parole, Box 34, Folder 6, "Letters between E. W. Burgess, John Landesco, C. O. Botkin, January 1928]
• Bouman, Claude
• Bowerman, Charles
• Boys Club of Chicago

Box 3
Folder 2
Bracca - Brumbaugh
• Bracca, Vittoria
• Brandon, Rodney
• Breckinridge, Elizabeth
• Brentano, Lowell
• Brinton, J.
• [Britannica, see Encyclopedia Britannica]
• Brown, Samuel L.
• Brown, Muriel [re: White House Conference on Family Relations]
• Brumbaugh, A. J.
Box 3
Folder 3
Buchbinder-Byron
- Buchbinder, William C.
- Buell, Bradley
- Bunch, R. H.
- Bunzel, Joseph
- Bureau of Social Hygiene
- Burgess, Ernest [see also Paterson, D.]
- Burgess, Roberta
- Burke, W. J. [re: Look Magazine]
- Burns, Allen T.
- Burnshaw, S. F. [re: Dryden Press]
- [Burton, Ernest D., see Cosmopolitan Club]
- Butcher, Senator W. A.
- Butterfield, Mrs. Clark
- Byron, W. F.

Box 3
Folder 4
Campbell-Cattell
- Campbell, Donald T.
- Cattell, Raymond

Box 3
Folder 5
Cavan-Central Howard Assoc. Century Company
- Cavan, Ruth S. [see also White House Conference on Child Health and Protection]
- The Central Howard Association Century Company

Box 3
Folder 6
Chamberlin-Cherry
- Chamberlin, W. F.
- Chapin, F. Stuart
- Chen, Ifu [see also Wright, Joseph; Rice, Stuart]
- Cherry, James

Box 3
Folder 7
Chicago-Chicago Area Project
- Chicago, City of, Commission on Human Relations
- Chicago, City of, Mayor's Committee on Race Relations
- Chicago Academy of Criminology
- Chicago Area Project 1936-1942

Box 3
Folder 8
Chicago Area Project, 1943-1947

Box 3
Folder 9
Chicago Area Project, 1947-1948
Box 3
Folder 10
  Chicago Area Project, 1948-1949
Box 3
Folder 11
  Chicago Area Project, 1950-1952; and Chicago Charter of Human Relations [see Chicago,
  City of, Mayor’s Committee on Race Relations]
Box 3
Folder 12
  Chicago Census 1920-1928
Box 3
Folder 13
  Chicago Census, 1929
Box 4
Folder 1
  Chicago Census, 1930
Box 4
Folder 2
  Chicago Census, 1931
Box 4
Folder 3
  Chicago Census, 1932-1937
Box 4
Folder 4
  Chicago Census, 1938-1939
Box 4
Folder 5
  Chicago Census, 1940
Box 4
Folder 6
  Chicago Census, 1940-1950
Box 4
Folder 7
  Chicago Civil Liberties Committee [Chicago Committee on Alcoholism, see Alcoholism]
Box 4
Folder 8
  Chicago Community (including, The Chicago Community [history, description,
  statement of goals]; "Nativity and Parentage of the White Population and Birthplace of the
  Native Population for the City of Chicago and the Chicago Metropolitan Area, 1949 and
  1940"; "The Mobility of Chicago Workers 1940-1949" The Chicago Community Trust)
Box 4
Folder 9
  Chicago Conference Resolutions Committee, George F. Bush, Chairman; and Chicago
  Crime Commission, 1927-1931 [see also Peterson, V. W.]
Folder 10
  Chicago Crime Commission, 1932-1939
Box 4
Folder 11
  Chicago Crime Commission, 1940-1945
Box 5
Folder 1
  Chicago Crime Commission 1946-1949
Box 5
Folder 2
  Chicago Crime Commission, 1950-1951
Box 5
Folder 3
  Chicago Daily News, The--Chicago Law & Order League
    • The Chicago Daily News
    • Chicago Federation of Community Committees
    • Chicago Law and Order League, 1932
Box 5
Folder 4
  Chicago Park District; and Chicago Probation Project
Box 5
Folder 5
  Chicago Recreation Commission (including Committee on Recreation and the City Plan;
    Commission on Later Maturity) [see also Box 125, Folder 7, Research, Old Age]
Box 5
Folder 6
  Chicago Relief Administration, 1921-1936
Box 5
Folder 7
  Chicago Relief Administration, 1936
Box 5
Folder 8
  Chicago Relief Administration, 1937
Box 5
Folder 9
  Chicago Relief Administration-Chicago Women’s Club
    • Chicago Relief Administration, 1938-1943
    • Chicago Theological Seminary (including, "The Challenge of the Sick Soul") [see also
      Religious Education Association]
    • Chicago Women’s Club
Box 5
Folder 10
  Child Research--Citizen’s Association of Chicago
    • Child Research
    • Child Welfare League of America
    • Christensen, Harold T.
• Citizen’s Association of Chicago [see also research, Census]

Box 6
Folder 1
Citizens’ Committee on Parole

Box 6
Folder 2
Citizens' Police Committee

Box 6
Folder 3
City Club of Chicago

Box 6
Folder 4
Cl-Cli
• Clabaugh, Hinton G.
• Clark, Robert E. [see also Research, Parole, Box 35, Folder 7, items on prediction]
• Clemmer
• Clinard, M. [see also American Society of Criminology]
• Clinkunbroomer, Alice

Box 6
Folder 5
Co-Com
• Cobb, John C.
• Cole, Stuart
• College in the Hills
• College of the Complexes
• Common Ground
• [Commission on Human Relations, see City of Chicago, Commission on Human Relations]

Box 6
Folder 6
Committee of Fifteen, 1926-1930

Box 6
Folder 7
Committee of Fifteen, 1931-1932

Box 6
Folder 8
Committee of Fifteen, 1933-1934

Box 6
Folder 9
Committee of Fifteen, 1936-1940

Box 6
Folder 10
Committee of New Problems -- Cook County
• [Committee of New Problems, see Cooper, C. C.]
• Community Project for the Aged
• Cook County Bureau of Public Welfare
Box 6
Folder 11
Coon-Cos
- Coon, Beulah
- Cooper, C. C.
- Cosmopolitan Club

Box 6
Folder 12
Cot-Cow
- Cottrell, Leonard [see also Research, Marriage, and Pathology; General Files, Galpin, Perrin; Marriage Study]
- Council of Social Agencies of Chicago
- Cowdry, E. V.
- Cowgill, Donald

Box 7
Folder 1
Crime Prevention Bureau [re: meeting on sexual pathology]

Box 7
Folder 2
Crime Prevention Bureau

Box 7
Folder 3
Cragg-Cz
- Cragg, Mr. R.
- Cressey, Paul
- Cunier, Edith
- Czechoslovak National Council of America

Box 7
Folder 4
Dahir-Daykin
- Dahir, James
- [D’Alleaume, Piprot see International Congress of Criminology, and American Society of Criminology]
- Darby, Golden [re: Southside Community Committee]
- Davenport [re: Collins]
- Davis, Jerome
- Davis, Maurice
- Daykin, Sam [see also Research, Parole, item on Prediction]

Box 7
Folder 5
De-Dewey
- De Boer, Louis
- De Graff, H. O.
- [D’Espallier, V. D., see U.N.E.S.C.O., 1935]
- Detection of Deception Laboratories, National
- DeVinney, Leland
• Dewey, Richard
• [Delinquency, Prevention, see Illinois State Department of Public Welfare, Division for Delinquency Protection]

Box 7
Folder 6
Delinquency Study [some research items]

Box 7
Folder 7
Di-Douglas
• Dickerson, Roy
• Dickinson, Frank G.
• Divorce Conference
• [Doll, Edgar A., see Research, Parole]
• Dollard, John [see also Research, Marriage, 1931-1939; General Files, National Youth Administration; Marriage Study]
• Douglas, Mrs. Paul

Box 7
Folder 8
Dr-Dy
• Drake, St. Clair
• Duflot, Dr. J.
• Dummer, Ethel S.
• Duncan, Hugh
• Dunham, Warren
• [Durand Hospital, see Fairweather, George]
• Durrant, Will
• [Durham Hospital, see Fairweather, George]
• Duvall, Evelyn
• Dykstra, C. A.

Box 7
Folder 9
Ea-Ew
• East, Allen
• Eaton, Walter
• [Eggers, see Research, Marriage]
• [Eisenstadt, J. W., see Family Study Center]
• Eliot, Thomas D.
• Encyclopedia Britannica
• Eugenics [see American Eugenics Society; Blacker, C. P.]
• Ewing, Oscar [re: Conference on Aging]

Box 7
Folder 10
F-Fax
• Fachter, Jerome
• Fact [re: American Journal of Sociology]
• Fairweather, George D. [re: Durand Hospital]
- Family Community Project, Addison
- Farber, Bernard [see also Russel Sage, Family Study Center; Marriage Study]
- Faris, Ellsworth
- Faris, Robert
- Farm families, contemporary American
- Fauguier, H.
- Faxen, Greta

**Box 7**

**Folder 11**
- Family Composition Study, Koshuk supervisor

**Box 7**

**Folder 12**
- Family Study Center, 1951-1952

**Box 7**

**Folder 13**
- Family Study Center, 1959-1961

**Box 8**

**Folder 1**
- Fe-Fl
  - Federation of Community Committees, Chicago
  - Fellowship of Faiths
  - Felton, J. S.
  - Finlay, J. J.
  - Fishbein, Morris
  - Florida, University of
  - Flynn, John E.

**Box 8**

**Folder 2**
- Fo-Fu
  - Folsom, Joseph
  - Fontaine, Mary K.
  - Ford Foundation [re, Merringer Foundation, see also National Youth Administration]
  - Friedman, G.
  - Friends of the Southside Committee
  - Fullbright request
  - [Fuller, see Research, Parole]
  - Fulton, William

**Box 8**

**Folder 3**
- G-Gellerman
  - Galpin, Pierrin [re: Grant Foundation and Cottrell’s work]
  - Gallagher, Ralph A. [re: American Catholic Sociological Society]
  - Garrison, Richard
  - Galvin, Carolyn
  - [Gehlke, C. E., see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
  - Gellerman, Saul
Box 8
Folder 4
Ger-Gerontology
- [Geromatic Society, see Research, M.M.M.]
- Gerontology, 1947-1962

Box 8
Folder 5
Gl-Glu
- [Glasser, D., see Research, Parole, item on Prediction]
- [Glaton Trust, see Blacker, C. P.]
- Glueck, Sheldon [see also American Law Institute]

Box 8
Folder 6
Go-Gr
- Goff, Donald
- Goldhammer, Herbert [re: appointment at University of Chicago, and Rand work on psychology and sociology]
- Goode, William J.
- [Goodman, Leo, see American Journal of Sociology]
- Good Shepherd Community Center, 1937
- [Goodwin, Eunice, see White House Conference]
- Grabo, Carl

Box 8
Folder 7
Gra-Gu
- Graham, F.
- Grant Foundation [see also Galpin, Perry]
- [Griffin, Ida May, see Research, Child and Family]
- [Gronseth, Erik, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
- Groves, Gladys [re: Marriage and Family Council, North Carolina affiliation]
- Guggenheim Foundation
- Gurvitch, Georges

Box 8
Folder 8
Ha-Har
- Haer, John
- [Hakeem, Michael, see Research, Parole, item 1927 interviews by Landesco]
- Hall, T. W.
- Hallowell, Irving
- Harlan, William H.
- [Harno, Albert J., see Horner, Gov.]
- Harns, Albert J.
- [Hart, Hornell, see Research, Parole, 1930s material]
- Havighurst, Robert J. [see also Social Science Research Committee; Research, Old Age]
- Harvard University
Folder 9
Hat-Hayner
• Hata, M.
• Hauser, Philip M.
• Hawley, A. H. [see also Gottkind, E. A.]
• Haydon, E., including manuscripts [see also Chicago Area Project, 1947-1948]
• Hayner, Dr. Norman S.

Box 8
Folder 10
He-Hi
• Healy, William
• Heathers, William
• Hesewisch Community Center [see also Chicago Area Project, 1947-1948]
• [Heider, Manfried, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
• Heineman, Walter
• [Heinicke, Christophe, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
• [Heksten, L., see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• Henry, Barklie
• Hesseltine, Mrs. H. Close
• [Hickson, W. J., see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• Higgs, Edwin M

Box 8
Folder 11
Highfields Project, 1950-1951 [see also McCorkle, Lloyd W.]

Box 8
Folder 12
Highfields Project, 1951-1952

Box 9
Folder 1
Hill-Hoyt
• Hill, Mozell C.
• Hill, Reuben
• Hillner, Carl
• [Himmelwein, Hilda, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
• Hoch, Paul
• [Hollander, see Research, Old Age]
• Hotland and Company, Henry
• Hoover, J. E.
• Horney, Karen
• [Hoting, R., see Research, Marriage]
• House, F.
• Housing
• Hoyt

Box 9
Folder 2
Ho-Hs
- Horner, Governor, 1932-1937 [see also Ward-Schnackenberg Bill]
- [Hsiao, Fei Tung, see American Journal of Sociology, 1941-1949]

Box 9
Folder 3
Hu-Hy
- Hubbard, M.
- Huffman, A.
- Hughes, Everett
- Hughes, Helen
- Humm, Doncaster [see also Research, Miscellaneous]
- Hutchins, Francis S. [see also University of Chicago]
- Hutchinson, Dwight and Nell
- [Hutchinson, Glenn, see Divorce Conference]
- Hutton, Thomas G. [see also Daykin, Sam]
- [Hyde Park Protective Association, see Chicago Law and Order League]

Box 9
Folder 4
Illinois Academy of Criminology -- Illinois Assoc. for Crim. Justice
- Illinois Academy of Criminology [see also Huffman, A.]
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, sections of the Illinois Crime Survey

Box 9
Folder 5
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Record Systems," by W. C. Jamison
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "The Medical Side of the Coroner's Office," by Dr. Ludwig Heksten
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Parole Study," by David P. Philips
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Violation of Prison Discipline at the Illinois State Penitentiary"

Box 9
Folder 6
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Psychiatry in Relation to the Administration of Criminal Justice"

Box 9
Folder 7
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Homicide in Cook County," by Arthur V. Lashly

Box 9
Folder 8
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Exceptions to the Report on Psychiatry in Relation to the Administration of Criminal Justice," by Judge Harry Olson and Dr. William J. Hickson
- Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Rural Policy Protection in Illinois," by Bruce Smith
Box 10
Folder 1
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Juvenile Delinquency," Part 1, by Earl Myers

Box 10
Folder 2
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Nature, Extent, and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency," by Clifford R. Shaw

Box 10
Folder 3
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Organized Crime," Part 1, by John Landesco, also second copy with corrections

Box 10
Folder 4
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "Organized Crime," chapters 5 and 6 by John Landesco

Box 10
Folder 5
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, including, "The Disposition of Felony Cases in the Courts of Illinois, A Statistical Analysis," by Dr. C. E. Gehlke

Box 10
Folder 6
Illinois Bell--Illinois Conference of Parents and Teachers
- Illinois Bell
- Illinois Birth Control League
- Illinois Citizens Committee on Parole
- Illinois Conference on Public Welfare
- Illinois Conference of Parents and Teachers [see Chicago Association for Child Study and Parent Education]

Box 11
Folder 1
Illinois Emergency Relief Commission, Biennial Report, 1934-1936

Box 11
Folder 2
Illinois Emergency Relief Comm.--Illinois Sex Offenders Comm.
- Illinois Emergency Relief Commission, 1935-1937, including, monthly bulletins of relief statistics
- Illinois Housing Commission
- Illinois Sex Offenders Commission

Box 11
Folder 3
Illinois Social Hygiene League, including, Journal of Social Hygiene

Box 11
Folder 4
Illinois Social Hygiene League--Illinois Society for Mental Hygiene
- Illinois Social Hygiene League, including, eight case reports
• Illinois Society for Mental Hygiene

**Box 11**

**Folder 5**
Illinois Soc. For Personality Study--Illinois Youth Offender Comm.
• Illinois Society for Personality Study
• Illinois State Bar Association
• Illinois, State of, Department of Public Welfare, Division for Delinquency Prevention
• Illinois Welfare Association
• Illinois Youth Offender Commission, including, "The Youthful Offender in Illinois," by Harvey L. Lang

**Box 11**

**Folder 6**
Indian Affairs--Industrial Relations Center
• Indian Affairs
• Industrial Relations Center

**Box 11**

**Folder 7**
Institute for Juvenile Research--International Soc. Conference
• Institute for Juvenile Research [see also Behavior Research Fund]
• International Conference of Social Work
• International Congress of Criminology
• International Sociological Conference

**Box 11**

**Folder 8**
Io-Jo
• Iowa
• Isard, Walter
• [Ivambert, M. A., see U.N.E.S.C.O., 1955]
• Jacobs, Jessie
• Jaffe, A. J.
• [Jamison, W. C., see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• Japanese, interviews with camp interns from 1944
• Jensen, Howard E.
• Johnson, J. K. [see also American Law Institute]
• Jones, Harold E.
• Jones, Robert C.
• Jones, William H.

**Box 12**

**Folder 1**
Juvenile Delinquency Committee of Cook County Bureau of Public Welfare, and Board of Education, Superintendent of Schools

**Box 12**

**Folder 2**
Judd--Juvenile Protective Assoc.
• Judd, Alice
• [Junker, Buford H., see Society for Research in Child Development]
• Junkin, Blanch
• [Justin, Florence, see Research, Child and Family, item for subcommittee report]
• Juvenile Protective Association

Box 12
Folder 3
K-Kennedy
• Kahl, Joseph
• [Kalvesten, Anna-Lisa, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
• Karpf, F. B.
• Karsten Statistical Library
• [Karvin, Ethel, see Behavior Research Fund]
• Kennedy, Jean

Box 12
Folder 4
Ke-Ku
• Kennely, Mayor M.
• Ken, Clark
• Kimpton, L. A.
• King, Morton [see also Mississippi, University of]
• Kluckholn, Clyde
• Knopf, Inc., Alfred
• Korshak, Hon. Marshall
• [Koshuk, see Family Composition Study]
• Kressy, Paul G.
• Kutak, Jerome F.

Box 12
Folder 5
Labor, Commissioner of, Eighteenth Annual Report of 1903

Box 12
Folder 6
Lan-Laz
• Landesco, John [see also Hutchins; Redfield; Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• [Lang, see Research, Recreation and Delinquency]
• LaPorte Country Club, Inc.
• [Lashly, Arthur V., see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• Lasker, Bruno
• Latourette, Kenneth
• Laune, Ferris [see also Leopold]
• Lazar, Joe

Box 12
Folder 7
Leopold, Jr., Nathan F.

Box 12
Folder 8
League for Industrial Democracy - Little
• League for Industrial Democracy
• Lee, Alfred McClung
• Lehman, W. C.
• Leiffer, Murray
• Leites, N. C.
• Lewis, Justice Harry A.
• Lewis, Burdett G.
• Lewis, Oscar
• Library of Congress [re: Sociology Classification Scheme]
• Lifschuiz, Charles
• Lightnin News
• [Lind, Andrew W., see Research, Census]
• Lippincott, Inc., J. B.
• [Little, see Research, Old Age]

Box 12
Folder 9
Local Community Research Committee, including, Reports of research projects, especially effects of Depression, History of Chicago, Marriage Study; Harvey Locke Correspondence

Box 13
Folder 1
Local Community Research Committee, 1920-1928

Box 13
Folder 2
Local Community Research Committee, 1929-1930

Box 13
Folder 3
Local Community Research Committee, 1920s, research for reports

Box 13
Folder 4
Local Community Research Committee, 1924-1929

Box 13
Folder 5
Local Community Research Committee, 1924-1926, including, budgets, fellowship applications

Box 13
Folder 6
Local Community Research Committee, miscellaneous

Box 13
Folder 7
Locke-Lundberg
• Locke, Harvey [see also Local Community Research Committee]
• [Long, Harvey L., see Illinois Youth Offender Commission]
• [Lowrie, Samuel H., see American Journal of Sociology]
• Lundberg, George

Box 13
Folder 8
Marriage Study, 1946-1952, including, prediction schedule samples, arranged by years only, not months

Box 13
Folder 9
Marriage Study, form and sample letters, from all years

Box 14
Folder 1
Marriage Study, form and sample letters, all years

Box 14
Folder 2
Marriage Study, letters to supervisors, 1943

Box 14
Folder 3
Marriage Study, letters to supervisors, 1944

Box 14
Folder 4
Marriage Study, letters to supervisors

Box 14
Folder 5
Marriage Study, letters to supervisors, 1945-1947

Box 14
Folder 6
Marriage Study, questionnaires and itinerary, 1943

Box 14
Folder 7
Marriage Study, 1931-1939, including, John Dollard; Ernest Mowrer; Leonard Cottrell; Paul Wallin

Box 14
Folder 8
Marriage Study, 1940-1943, including, research material, charts, correspondence with assistants

Box 14
Folder 9
Marriage Study, 1944-1949

Box 14
Folder 10
Marriage Study, 1950-1964, including, Wallin and Farber correspondence, Canadian study, Marriage Guidance Council notes

Box 14
Folder 11
Marriage Study-Lowrie
- Marriage Study, Including, financial reports, pay sheets, reimbursements, and Don Bartholemew’s schedules (questionnaires)
- [Lowrie, Samuel F., see American Journal of Sociology]

Box 14
Folder 12
Macaraig-Mauco
- Macaraig, S.
- Machotka, Otakar
- Mantz, Elmer
- Marcovitz, Marion [re: Margaret Mead]
- Mason, Max [see also University of Chicago]
- [Mauco, Georges, see U.N.E.S.C.O., 1955]

Box 15
Folder 1
Mc Afee, Wallace T., on Alcoholics Anonymous

Box 15
Folder 2
McAndrews-McMurray
- McAndrews, William
- McCorkle, Lloyd W. [re: Highfields Project]
- McDowall, Mary [re: Portal House]
- McLaughlin, Marion
- McMurry, Robert

Box 15
Folder 3
McMurry, Robert including, "Effect of the Depression," neighborhood material [see also Wright; Research, Census]

Box 15
Folder 4
Me-Mi
- Mead, Margaret [see also National Youth Administration; Marcovitz, Marion]
- Meeker, Charles [re: Morris Study]
- [Menniger Foundation, see Foster, Robert]
- Mental Health Conference
- Mercenary Crime, A. B. A. Committee on
- Merriam, Charles [re: dinner rejections]
- [Merrill Palmer School, see Research, Child and Family]
- Merton, Robert [see also Social Science Research Council]
- Meyer, Adolf
- Meyerhoff, Howard
- [Midwest Sociological Association, see Atwood, J. Howell]

Box 15
Folder 5
Mil-Mit
- Milam, Ava
- Milbank Memorial Fund
- Miller, Justin [re: Code of Criminal Law Project]
- Miller, Neal E.
- Milne, David
- Minnesota State Conference on Mental Health
• Minnesota State Conference on Social Work, including, Burgess’ papers on recreation and leisure, and on "Constructive Organized Leisure," 1928
• Minute Men of the Constitution
• Misra, ?
• Mississippi, University of, including, Morton B. King, Jr.
• Mitchell, Norma

Box 15
Folder 6
Mo-Mow
• Mohr, George
• Moley, Raymond
• Montefiore School [see also White House Conference]
• Moore, Harry E.
• Moreno, J. K.
• Moses, Earl R., see also Research, Marriage; General Files, Marriage Study]
• Mowrer, Paul Scott

Box 15
Folder 7
Moosehaven, including, Mooseheart Conference

Box 15
Folder 8
Morris City Study, including, marriage, war husbands, etc.

Box 15
Folder 9
Mu-My
• Mudd, Emily
• Mudd, Stuart
• Munro, Victoria
• Murray, Senator James E.
• Muzumdar, Hardais
• [Myers, Earl, see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• Myers, Maude [re: delinquency interviewer]
• Myers, Strickland

Box 15
Folder 10
National Advisory Council on Radio

Box 15
Folder 11
National Assoc. of Deans of Women - National Con. on Citizenship
• National Association of Deans of Women
• National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement
• National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control
• National Committee Hygiene
• National Committee on Public Education for Crime Control
• National Community Center Conference
• National Conference on Citizenship
Box 16
Folder 1
- National Conference on Social Work
- National Council of American-Soviet Friendship
- National Conference on Parent Education

Box 16
Folder 2
National Institutes of Health, including, grant material for divorced and married couples studies

Box 16
Folder 3
National Negro Congress-National Parole Conference
- National Negro Congress
- National Opinion Research Center
- National Parole Conference

Box 16
Folder 4
Natl. Reception Committee-Magazine map of industry
- National Reception Committee for U.S.S.R. Delegates
- National Research Council, including, National Research League, Time Magazine map of industry in Southern States

Box 16
Folder 5
National Resources Committee-National Social Welfare Assembly
- National Resources Committee, including, report by Research Committee on Urbanism, 1936
- National Safety Council
- National Social Welfare Assembly

Box 16
Folder 6
National Youth Administration, including, papers on adolescence by, E. B. Reutur; E. Thrasher; R. Foster; E. R. Wembridge; J. Dollard; E. Burgess; M. Mead; et al.

Box 16
Folder 7
Negro Welfare Study [see also Research, Child and Family; Research, Church Study]

Box 16
Folder 8
Ne-Ni
- Neely, Anne
- [Nelson, Raymond, see Research, Recreation and Delinquency; Research, Census]
- Newcomb, Charles
- New York Times, 1936
- Nichols, Roy
- [Nieminen, Armas, see U.N.E.S.C.O.]
- Nimkoff, M. F.
Box 16
Folder 9
No-Noss
• Nofcier, W. L.
• North Side Civic Committee
• North Side Boys Club
• Noss, Theodore

Box 16
Folder 10
O-Og
• Oak, V. V.
• Odum, Howard W.
• Ogburn, William F. [see also Goldhammer]

Box 16
Folder 11
O’Grady-Osborne
• O’Grady, John
• Ohlin, Lloyd [see also Parole Manual]
• [Oien, Paul, see Research, Recreation and Delinquency]
• Old Residents Advisory Committee
• Olpin [re: Utah]
• [Olson, Judge Harry, see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
• Open Road, The
• Orton, William
• Osborn, Frederick
• Osborne, Ernest

Box 17
Folder 1
P-Parmelee
• Packer, James
• Pan-American Good Neighbor Forum
• Park, Robert E., including, "Life History," [see also Research, Census, items on Hyde Park]
• Parkway Community House
• Parmelee, Maurice

Box 17
Folder 2
Parole--Chapter by Parolee
• Parole, including, Committee to Study Intermediate Sentence [see also Horner; A. Reiss Jr.]
• Probation
• Program of Technical Committee of Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures
• Chapter by Parolee

Box 17
Folder 3
Parole Manual, including, reports by Lloyd Ohlin; T. Sellin; D. Young
Box 17
Folder 4
Paterson-Payne
  • Paterson, Donald, includes political opinion sheet by Burgess
  • Payne, Bertha K.

Box 17
Folder 5
Peabody-Powell
  • Peabody, C.
  • Pearson, Ruth
  • [Penal Code, see American Law Institute]
  • Perez, Daniel
  • Peterson, V. W. [re: Chicago Crime Commission]
  • [Philips, David P., see Illinois Association for Criminal Justice]
  • Pierce, B. K.
  • [Pineo, P., see below]
  • Pinkham, Harold
  • [Pitner Memorial, see Arsenian, Seth]
  • Population Association of America
  • Portal House [see also McDowell, Mary]
  • Pound, Roscoe
  • Powell, Webster

Box 17
Folder 6
Pineo, P. [re: divorce study and personal, 1957-1958]

Box 17
Folder 7
Pineo, P, 1959-1960, including, thesis abstract, divorce study, and miscellaneous

Box 17
Folder 8
Pr-Pu
  • Prentice Hall
  • Price, D. E. [re: Gerontology Committee]
  • Princeton Radio Research Project
  • [Prisons, see Parole]
  • Psychological Corporation
  • Public Safety Conference
  • Puerto Rico

Box 17
Folder 9
Quast-Reckless
  • Quast, Carl
  • Queen
  • Quinn
  • Quirin, Philip
  • Race Relations Study Group
• Reckless, W. C.

Box 17
Folder 10
  Recommendations, including, selection of more prominent Burgess students and colleagues

Box 17
Folder 11
  Recommendations, miscellaneous

Box 17
Folder 12
  Recommendations, miscellaneous

Box 18
Folder 1
  Recommendations, miscellaneous

Box 18
Folder 2
  Recommendations, miscellaneous

Box 18
Folder 3
  Recommendations, miscellaneous

Box 18
Folder 4
  Redfield--Reference Library
    • Redfield, Robert
    • Reference Library, Joint [re: Recent Publications on Government Problems]

Box 18
Folder 5
  Reid-Reiter
    • Reid, James [re: Harcourt Brace and World]
    • Reiss Jr., Albert [re: Probation]
    • Reiter, Seymour [re: American Book Co.]

Box 18
Folder 6
  Release - Relief
    • Release and reprint requests
    • Relief [see Illinois Relief, and Chicago Relief Commissions]

Box 18
Folder 7
  Religious - Rex
    • Religious Education Association, including, Chicago Theological Seminary Conference on Research
    • Reuter, E. B. [see also National Youth Administration]
    • Rex, Harriet

Box 18
Folder 8
  Rice-Ruch
- Rice, Stuart A. [re: Chen, Ifu]
- Riemer, Hans
- Riemer, Svend
- Riley, Matilda White [re: American Sociological Society]
- Roest, P. K. [brief of work]
- Roosevelt, T. D. R.
- Rose, Arnold M.
- Rowtree, Peter
- [Ruch, Floyd L., see Social Science Research Council]

Box 18
Folder 9
Ruhmka-Ryan
- Ruhmka, Gertrude
- Ruml, Beardsley
- Russell Sage, including Young, Donald [see also Criminology]
- Russian Research Center, 1949, minutes of Burgess' visit
- Ryan, Walter [re: American Book Co.]

Box 18
Folder 10
S-Sel
- Saikes, C.
- Saint Charles School
- [Salomon, Lorraine P., see Research, American Prison Association]
- Sanderson, Dwight
- Sanger, Margaret
- Sapir, E.
- Sarma, Jyoti
- Sayre, Paul
- Schaffner, J. H.
- Schmid, Calvin
- Schonle, Ruth C., see R. S. Cavan]
- [Schwesinger, Gladys S., see Social Science Research Council]
- "Scottsboro Boys" Defense
- Seeley, John
- Sellew, Gladys
- Sellin, Thorsten [see also Parole Manual; Academic Papers, Crime]

Box 18
Folder 11
Setterlund--Sex Offenders League
- Setterlund, E. L. [re: dissertation on Apartment House Areas and Protestant Churches; see also Research, Church Study]
- Settlement, University of Chicago
- Sex Offenders League

Box 18
Folder 12
Sh-Si
• Shafer, Bertha M.
• Shaw, Clifford [see also Sutherland, Edwin H.]
• Shock, Nathan W. [including Gerontological Society]
• Short, William H. [including Motion Picture Research Council]
• Siu, Paul P.

Box 19
Folder 1
Sk--Social Research
• Skardon, A. W.
• Smith Fund, Douglas
• Social Research, quarterly

Box 19
Folder 2
Social Science Research Committee [including, "Prediction of Human Adjustment in Old Age," by Burgess and Havighurst]

Box 19
Folder 3
Social Science Research Council, Committee on the Family

Box 19
Folder 4
Social Science Research Council Proposals for study of Scandinavians

Box 19
Folder 5
Social Science Research Council, Advisory Committee on Crime, 1931, papers

Box 19
Folder 6
Social Science Research Council, Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, papers

Box 19
Folder 7
Social Science Research Council, Conference of Representatives of University Social Science Research Organizations, November 5-7, 1937

Box 19
Folder 8
Social Science Research Council, including, Conference on Planning Regions, T.V.A. area, 1934

Box 19
Folder 9
Social Science Research Council, including, reports on research in social adjustment, H. Blumer; L. Wirth; R. S. Woodworth; Gladys G. Schwesinger; E. B. Wilson

Box 19
Folder 10
Social Science Research Council, including, Conference on Familial Relations, 1928-1929
Social Science Research Council, including, miscellaneous reports, agendas from P and P Committee, 1940, and papers on delinquency, research review, planning, labor, kinship, international studies

Box 19
Folder 12
Social Science Research Council, including, Committee on Crime, 1931 [re: individualization in treatment of offenders]

Box 19
Folder 13
Social Science Research Council, including, Committee on Crime, 1931 [re: individualization in treatment of offenders]

Box 20
Folder 1
Social Science Research Council
- Social Science Research Council, including, Committee on Culture and Personality [re: Adolescence Conference, M. Mead, Chairwoman]
- Merton, Robert, "An Analysis of Angell’s Case Studies." [incomplete mimeographed Ms]

Box 20
Folder 2
Social Science Research Council, including, "Suggestions for Research on the Relation between Culture and Personality," Yale University, April 7-8, 1934; Summary of Conference held by R. S. Woodworth; "Tentative Statements" on personality and culture

Box 20
Folder 3
Social Science Research Council, including, miscellaneous reports, agendas from P and P Committee, 1940, and papers on delinquency, research review, planning, labor, kinship, international studies

Box 20
Folder 4
Social Science Research Council
- Social Science Research Council, 1925-1939, including, correspondence, proposals, memorandums
- Rural sociology section membership list
- T.V.A. cultural region discussion, 1934
- Proposal for study of Scandinavians, 1930, with correspondence

Box 20
Folder 5
Social Science Research Council, 1940-1951, including, Edwin and Wilson letter about W. F. Whyte; G. B. deHuszar proposal, statement on history of the council, 1944; 1949 post-doctoral program

Box 20
Folder 6
Social Science Research Council
- Social Science Research Council, including, reports on research with reference to risk-bearing, by K. Young
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- Impact of War on the United States
- A Research Memorandum on Methods of Studying Public Opinion Relation to the War, by Floyd L. Tuch, 1942
- Vol. 2, no. 1, March 1948
- "Wolf Children"
- "Personality and Culture"
- "The Interview," by Miss Mark
- "Social Adjustment," by H. Blumer

Box 20
Folder 7
Social Science Research Council, Committee on Problems and Policy, 1939-1949

Box 20
Folder 8
Social Science Research Council, including, Committee on Government Report, 1934-1944; minutes of Sub-Committee on Personality Traits and Community Factors in Juvenile Delinquency, Dartmouth meeting August 22-28, 1927; report of Committee on Juvenile Delinquency to P and P Committee

Box 20
Folder 9
Social Science Research Council, Board of Directors Minutes, 1940-1949 [incomplete]

Box 20
Folder 10
Society for Research in Child Development
- Society for Improvement of Children’s Programs
- Society for Research in Child Development, second biennial meeting, October 30-November 1, 1936

Box 20
Folder 11
Society for Research in Child Development, proceedings, February 28 - March 1, 1936

Box 20
Folder 12
Society for Research in Child Development, papers and minutes including, Walter Adams, Buford H. Junker; 1940 business meeting

Box 21
Folder 1
Society for Research in Child Development
- Society for Research in Child Development, University of Chicago, including, proposal to Rockefeller Foundation, 1941-1945 [see also Local Community Research Committee]
- Miscellaneous proposals and correspondence

Box 21
Folder 2
Society for Scientific Study of Sex--Society for Social Research
- Society for Scientific Study of Sex
- Society for Social Research, membership items
Folder 3
   Society for Social Research, correspondence, 1924
Box 21
Folder 4
   Society for Social Research, 1925
Box 21
Folder 5
   Society for Social Research, 1926
Box 21
Folder 6
   Society for Social Research, 1939-1940
Box 21
Folder 7
   Society for Social Research, 1940-1949
Box 21
Folder 8
   Society for Social Research, 1945-1948, financial dues
Box 21
Folder 9
   Sociological Research Assoc.--Strozier, R.
   • Sociological Research Association
   • Society for Scientific Study of Sex
   • South Side Child Guidance Center
   • [Southside Community Committee, see Darby, Golden; Friends of]
   • [Spenser, J. C., see U.N.E.S.C.O., 1955]
   • [Stanley, Louise, see White House Conference]
   • Stouffer, Samuel
   • [Strong, Samuel, see Angell, Robert]
   • [Strozier, Robert]
Box 21
Folder 10
   Su-Sw
   • Suchor, Elsie
   • Sutherland, Edwin H. [see also Social Science Research Council; American Law
     Institute; and Research, Parole, Box 35, Folder 9, letter to Clifford Shaw and Burgess,
     March 16, 1931]
   • Sutherland, Robert
   • Swanson, C. G.
   • Swanson, Ed
Box 21
Folder 11
   T-Te
   • Tangeman, Margareta
   • Tax, Sol
   • Tolson, Clyde
   • Teachers, list of teachers in Sociology found in Folder entitled "Promotion"
Terman, L. M.

Box 21

Folder 12
Thayer-Thurston
- Thayer, C. R.
- Thomas, W. I. [see also Britannica; L. J. Waterhouse; Social Science Research Council, Scandinavian proposal]
- Thorner, Samuel
- Thornton, Agnes
- [Thorp, Willard, see]
- Thrasher, Frederick [see also American Law Institute; and National Youth Administration]
- Thurstone, I. L.

Box 21
Folder 13
Ti-Ty
- Tibbits, Clark [see also Research, Parole]
- Tietz, John W.
- Timmons, B. E.
- Treasury, tax correspondence
- [Truesdell, see Research, Census, item on dwelling units by value, 1934]
- Tyler, R. W.
- Tyson, W. A.

Box 22
Folder 1
Uhrhane, Luella

Box 22
Folder 2
United Nations Educational and Scientific Cultural Organization (U.N.E.S.C.O.), Institute for Social Sciences, Seminar on Family and Child Relations, 1955, including, notes; participant lists; forms; papers by, Erik Gronseth; Manfred Heider

Box 22
Folder 3
U.N.E.S.C.O., papers by, Anna-Lisa Kalvesten; and Stockholm Study

Box 22
Folder 4
U.N.E.S.C.O, Gerhard Baumert; Armas Nieminen, Hilda Himmelweit, and unidentified paper beginning from p. 24

Box 22
Folder 5
U.N.E.S.C.O, Georges Mauco; Christophe M. Heinicke; V. D. D’Espallier; M. A. Ivanbert; Erik Gronseth; J. C. Spenser; E. Burgess

Box 22
Folder 6
University of Chicago--USC
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• University of Chicago, including, Press, with contracts; administration, Max Mason and Robert Hutchins
• University of Chicago Library
• University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Box 22
Folder 7
Up-Ut
• Upholsterers International Union
• Urban League
• Utah, University of [see also Beely, A.]

Box 22
Folder 8
W-Wawokiye
• Wald, Abraham
• Ware, Ana Budd
• Warner, W. Lloyd
• Warren, Roland
• Waterhouse, I. J. [re: W. I. Thomas]
• Wawokiye Camp Research Project

Box 22
Folder 9
Wallin, Paul [re: Marriage book, and personal items], [see also, General Files, Marriage Study]

Box 22
Folder 10
Ward-Schnackenberg Bill [see also Governor Horner; and Chicago Crime Commission; and Woman's Club]

Box 22
Folder 11
Weafer-Westerberg
• Weafer, Eugene
• Weber, Judge H. Glenn
• Weeks, Ashley [see also Highfields Project]
• Weigel, John C. [see also Behavior Research Fund]
• Welfare Council [see also Community Project for the Aged]
• Weller, Forrest L.
• [Wembridge, E. R., see National Youth Administration]
• Westerberg, Abby

Box 23
Folder 1
Wh-Whitman
• Wheeler, D. E.
• White, L. D.
• [White House Conference, see Box 23, Folders 4-10; Boxes 24-25 and Box 26 Folders 1-5]
• [White House Conference on Family Relations, see Brown, Muriel]
• Whitman, Hazel

Box 23

Folder 2

Wi-Wilson
• Widdifield, Cecil
• Wieboldt Foundation
• Wiggam, Albert
• Willits, Joseph [re: Rockefeller Foundation], [see also Social Science Research Committee]
• Wilner, Dr. Charles
• Wilson, A. T. M. [re: pamphlet on marital problems]
• [Wilson, E. B., see Social Science Research Council]
• Wilson, Logan

Box 23

Folder 3

Winch--Wise
• Winch, Robert
• Wirth, Louis [see also Social Sciences Research Council]
• Wise, George E.

Box 23

Folder 4

White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, National Bibliographies

Box 23

Folder 5

White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, including, abstracts of committee reports

Box 23

Folder 6

White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, including, Burgess’ reports, manuscripts

Box 23

Folder 7

White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, Folder 6 continued, including, implications for parents of the White House Conference; Louise Stanley Report to White House; Eunice Goodwin’s report for Soc. 373

Box 23

Folder 8

White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, reports, including, R. S. Cavan; scale to measure home background; family relationships to personality adjustment; schedule instructions for ”Things I Like To Do”

Box 23

Folder 9

White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, budget records, bank statements, 1939-1940

Box 23

Folder 10
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, membership lists, mailing lists, lists by research interests

Box 24
Folder 1
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, including, analysis of research projects, 1928; Negro Family Life, report 1930

Box 24
Folder 2
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, including, family relationships and personality report; negro boys; Montefiore School; miscellaneous data

Box 24
Folder 3
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, for the journal "Living," correspondence, financial reports, miscellaneous

Box 24
Folder 4
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, copies of "Living"

Box 24
Folder 5
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1929-1930, correspondence

Box 24
Folder 6
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1930-1934, correspondence

Box 24
Folder 7
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1937-1939, correspondence

Box 24
Folder 8
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1939, continued, correspondence

Box 25
Folder 1
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1940-1941 correspondence

Box 25
Folder 2
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1942-1948, correspondence

Box 25
Folder 3
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1949, correspondence

Box 25
Folder 4
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1949, correspondence

Box 25
Folder 5
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1950-1960, correspondence
Folder 6
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1931-1932, including,
National Radio Broadcasts; 1931 Census on Divorce; November 12, 1932 happenings;
home influence charts and questionnaires

Box 25
Folder 7
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1939-1941, reports and
minutes

Box 25
Folder 8
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1946-1948, reports and
minutes

Box 26
Folder 1
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1948-1949, reports and
minutes

Box 26
Folder 2
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, including, Burgess reports;
Cavan Depression items, chapter manuscripts

Box 26
Folder 3
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, including, abstracts of
committee reports, no dates

Box 26
Folder 4
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
• Miscellaneous reports and notes
• February 1930 issue of Journal of Social Psychology
• October 1930 report
• Committee on Family and Parent Education
• October 1930 report
• Section 3, Committee A, Relationship of Density and Aggregation of Population to the
  Family

Box 26
Folder 5
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
• October 1930 report, Committee B, Infant and Preschool Child, Section 3 Education
  and Training
• Child Welfare and Protection, report of resolution committee of Chicago Regional
  White House Conference
• Statement for November 30 conference in Washington, D.C.
• Section 3, Committee A, report August 30, Function of Home Activities

Box 26
Folder 6
Whyte-Workman
Series II: Academic Materials

Series II contains those items most directly related to Burgess’ academic and administrative roles at the University. These consist mainly of two types of items: Notes and manuscripts related to his course and research work; and, reports and correspondence related to administrative matters in the University principally of the Sociology Department and Social Sciences Division. The items in this series are for the most part arranged by course topics for the first group, and by academic area, either department or division, for the second group.

Some material contained under course topic listings in this series may be related to Burgess’ personal research work in that area. Therefore, it is suggested that the Academic section course topics be consulted as a supplementary source of information for the research projects.

Subseries 1: Pedagogic

Box 27
Folder 1
The City
Box 27
Folder 2
The City
Box 27
Folder 3
The City
Box 27
Folder 4
The City
Box 27
Folder 5
The City, Ecology of the City
Box 27
Folder 6
The City, Human Ecology
- Schedule for Sociology 202
- Population and Human Ecology Syllabus for PhD
- Ecology Outlines and Bibliographies
Box 27
Folder 7
The City, Urban Ecology, Course 164, 264, and others
Box 27
Folder 8
The City, Urban Ecology, Course 164, 264, and others
Box 27
Folder 9
The Family
Box 27
Folder 10
The Family
Box 27
Folder 11
The Family
Box 27
Folder 12
The Family
Box 28
Folder 1
The Family
Box 28
Folder 2
The Family
Box 28
Folder 3
The Family
Box 28
Folder 4
   The Family
Box 28
Folder 5
   The Family; "Bibliography of Articles on Social Psychology of the Family"
Box 28
Folder 6
   The Family; "The Changing American Family" (typescript) by E. W. Burgess
Box 28
Folder 7
   The Family; Marriage Study
Box 28
Folder 8
   The Family, (including mimeographed course material, notes, outlines, and readings)
Box 28
Folder 9
   Crime
Box 28
Folder 10
   Crime
Box 28
Folder 11
Box 29
Folder 1
   Crime, including, "On Some Basic Concepts of Criminology," by Thorsten Sellin
Box 29
Folder 2
   Crime
   • Transcript of cases heard at the Boy's Court of Chicago, 1926-1927
   • A Proposed Study of Juvenile Delinquency, submitted to the Social Science Research Council, Problems and Policy Committee by the Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency
   • E. O. Rausch, "Sociological Analysis"
   • Excerpts from Simiter papers by A. W. Boyd and Leon R. Gross
Box 29
Folder 3
   Social Pathology
Box 29
Folder 4
   Social Pathology
Box 29
Folder 5
   Social Pathology
Box 29
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Folder 6
  Social Pathology
Box 29
Folder 7
  Social Pathology
Box 29
Folder 8
  Social Pathology
Box 30
Folder 1
  Social Pathology
Box 30
Folder 2
  Social Pathology, Cultural Processes
Box 30
Folder 3
  Social Pathology, including, Personality
Box 30
Folder 4
  Social Pathology, reprints
Box 30
Folder 5
  Social Pathology, reprints
Box 30
Folder 6
  Methods of Sociological Research(including, Sociology 309)
Box 30
Folder 7
  Methods of Sociological Research(including, Sociology 309)
Box 30
Folder 8
  Methods of Sociological Research(including, Sociology 309)
Box 30
Folder 9
  Methods of Sociological Research(including, Sociology 309)
Box 30
Folder 10
  Psychology, Course 500 and others, Personal Development
Box 30
Folder 11
  Parole, Course 373
Box 31
Folder 1
  Prediction, Course 333
Box 31
Folder 2
Case Study, Course 353, Social Work 355

Box 31
Folder 3
   The Newspaper

Box 31
Folder 4
   Recreation, Play and Leisure Time, Courses 34, 110

Box 31
Folder 5
   Social Forces, Course 210

Box 31
Folder 6
   Social Forces, Course 210

Box 31
Folder 7
   Social Forces, Study of Society, Courses 210, 310

Box 31
Folder 8
   Social Forces, Study of Society, Courses 210, 310

Box 31
Folder 9
   Social Forces, Study of Society, Courses 210, 310

Box 31
Folder 10
   Social Forces, Study of Society, Courses 210, 310

Box 32
Folder 1
   Field Studies, Miscellany, Courses 30, 31, 301A, 202

Box 32
Folder 2
   Field Studies, Miscellany, Courses 30, 31, 301A, 202

Box 32
Folder 3
   Field Studies, Miscellany, 301A, 202

Box 32
Folder 4
   Project proposals, including,
   • Housing Plan
   • Marriage Study
   • Later Maturity Study

Box 32
Folder 5
   Miscellaneous (notes)

Box 32
Folder 6
   Miscellaneous, (original Folder marked "rooming house cases")
Box 32
Folder 7
  Miscellaneous, including, early notebook

Box 32
Folder 8
  Miscellaneous, including, Extension Division Course Assignments for Collective Behavior

Box 33
Folder 1
  Assorted Class Record Books

Subseries 2: Administrative

Box 33
Folder 2
  Sociology Department
  • [Sociology Department, see General Files, Blumer]
  • Sociology Department, Faculty Seminar including, Memoranda and Minutes; Chairman’s report by E. W. Burgess, August 29, 1951

Box 33
Folder 3
  Sociology Department, November 8, 1951 - January 1952, including, Papers on the Subject of Social Psychology by various faculty members

Box 33
Folder 4
  Sociology Department, Faculty Seminar, February 1952 - May 1952

Box 33
Folder 5
  Sociology Department, Assorted Correspondence, 1923-1953

Box 33
Folder 6
  Sociology Department, Miscellany

Box 33
Folder 7
  Sociology Department, Miscellaneous hand-written notes

Box 33
Folder 8
  Social Sciences Division, including, Committee on Communication, Bernard Berelson

Box 34
Folder 1
  Social Science Division, miscellany, including,
  • Course listings
  • Industrial relations
  • Behavioral Sciences Institute
  • Division policy statements

Box 34
Folder 2
  Social Science Division, including,
Series III: Research Studies and Projects

The research projects of Ernest Burgess documented in this series fall into three categories. First, those concerned with certain types of behavior of individuals, or small groups of individuals. This includes mainly the Parole and Marriage research, in which attempts were made to develop fashion prediction instruments.

Secondly, are those studies primarily concerned with gathering data on social situations or socialization of individuals. This includes a number of the Child in the Family studies, the Delinquency studies, and the Adjustment in Old Age research.

Finally, there are those studies concerned with the change and development of widespread social institutions. These range from the urban research involving the census and the local community areas to the Protestant church research.

Burgess’ research spans topics from the individual to the whole society, from statistical predictors and factor analysis to intensive use of case studies and personal documents. Each of these modes represents simultaneously pursued paths. However, one can date the beginning of each of the major projects, and they have therefore been listed in a roughly chronological order. Before the listing of each subseries in the Research series, a brief introduction describes the nature of Burgess’ interest in that area and the organization of the items in that subseries. A functional arrangement has been followed so that items playing the same role in a research project are clustered together, e.g., questionnaires, calculations, charts and graphs, forms, maps and notes.

When notes or other documentation explained accompanying data, or served as reference data themselves, they were kept with the research materials and listed in the subseries. The Miscellaneous subseries contains numerous items on the administration and interpretation of the various questionnaires and scales developed by others but employed by Burgess, e.g., the Humm-Wadsworth Temperament Scales and the Thurstone Neurotic Inventories.

Subseries 1, Parole Research
A strong interest in prisons and parole at the University of Chicago can be traced to the original sociology faculty, and more specifically to Charles Henderson’s involvement in prison reform. Burgess’ interest in the parole system and probation of prisoners centered mainly on predicting the probability of success of parolees. To this end Burgess employed a statistical analysis of the prisoners’ backgrounds, attitudes, psychological makeup, and records. The data was gathered from prison records and interviews. Correlations were developed between certain clusters of factors, which were then related to the known success or failure of the parolees previously paroled. Burgess established a basis for rating factors as positive or negative, and for assigning numerical values. Although his main research efforts were to develop an "objective" statistical instrument, Burgess' social-psychological approach to the collected data that resulted in an emphasis on the supplementary use of case studies for criteria in parole decisions.

Burgess’ involvement in this area dated from 1927, when he was appointed to the Committee on the Study of Working of the Intermediate Sentence Law and of Parole in the State of Illinois, and when sponsorship of his research was underwritten by the Illinois Association for Criminal Justice. The Committee was appointed by the governor to study the situation as it existed in 1927 and make recommendations. John Landesco and Clark Tibbits were active as research assistants for this work. Burgess' first study of parole concluded with the publication of the Committee's report in 1928.

Burgess continued to have an interest in the problem of parole prediction. By 1933 Illinois had introduced systematic techniques for parole prediction using Burgess' findings. During the thirties, and especially after 1936, several of Burgess' colleagues and students made follow-up studies of the success of these techniques and the Illinois system. Sam Daykin, who was appointed to the newly created post of state Sociologist-Actuary after Laune's resignation, carried out such a study for the prison at Menard.

New studies continued to be proposed by state agencies or colleagues, either as follow-ups like that conducted during the 1930s, or as attempts to refine techniques by searching for further inter-correlations between factors that Burgess had previously found to be significant.

The surviving material from Burgess’ parole research is incomplete. The data and calculations for the 1928 report are scant. Planning notes, work schedules, and proposals are present only as random sheets or notes. Furthermore, where the data are more abundant, as for the research conducted in the 1930s, Burgess' labels do not clearly indicate when the data were collected (as distinguished from the period to which they pertain), nor whether they are derived from studies conducted by Burgess himself or by his colleagues.

The parole research materials have been organized into three subseries: the 1928 materials, and items which are apparently related materials from the follow-up studies of the 1930s; and post-1940 materials consisting mainly of miscellaneous items. Within each group the papers are usually organized as follows: notes and manuscripts; reference data relevant to the study; data gathered from the research effort itself; and forms used, summaries, and general reference material.
Two subseries are exceptions to this organization. The first, on juvenile delinquency, dates mainly from the 1930s and was intimately related to Burgess’ parole research. The second small subseries consists of two folders of material that contain reports, notes, and data specifically about the issue of prediction itself. Both of these subseries follow the 1928 material.

Additional material on delinquency can be found in the research collection entitled White House Conference, which developed a schedule titled "Things I Like To Do," that was applied to delinquency studies in the mid- and late 1930s.

Subseries 2, Crime in Chicago

The core material in this subseries consists of a study on the relationship between recreation programs and delinquency in Chicago, with special emphasis on the South Side. This study appears to have begun as early as 1934 and continued as late as 1940. A concise statement of the project by Raymond Nelson can be found in Box 37, Folder 7. Drawing on census statistics and studies conducted in cooperation with Chicago parks and school recreation areas, the project analyzed frequency and extent of attendance at these facilities by delinquents and non-delinquents, and the relation between such attendance and the distribution of delinquency. This study originated from Burgess’ general interest in the problem of urban crime. Thus it can be considered related to the parole and delinquency material, and the studies of organized crime by John Landesco. More specifically, it was intended to establish a basis upon which the role of organized recreation in decreasing delinquency could be evaluated. This was a practical issue of some importance, since the view that organized recreation was a preventive of delinquency had become the basis of many social work programs. The recreation map materials in the Chicago Census and Community Data series are also relevant to this project.

This subseries begins with a group of manuscripts and proposals on the study of crime in Chicago. Several of these are related to research conducted in cooperation with the Illinois Association for Criminal Justice in the late 1920s. Next are arranged recreation and delinquency project manuscripts and reports. Tables and lists are followed by sets of statistics, records on attendance, and boys court cases. The series ends with a box of data cards used in the study.

Subseries 3, Chicago Census and Community Data

This subseries pertains mainly to statistical information on Chicago from the Chicago Census and several other studies utilizing census and community data. Included is material on ward redistricting, land distribution values, recreation maps, as well as the mortality and health statistics.

Burgess was noted, especially in the early twenties, for sending his students out to gather all sorts of data on the nature of the city and its people. Most of this material can be found under Urban or Social Pathology in Series IV, Work of Students and Collaborators, Class Papers. In the present subseries are placed the notes, drafts, covering letters, charts, and tables containing statistical information.
Burgess was involved in an ongoing relationship with the U.S. Census Bureau as a member of the Chicago Census Advisory Committee. His concern was with the utilization of the data accumulated by the Census Bureau for sociological purposes. His early recommendations that the city be divided up into 75 local communities, rather than 600 tracts upon which the U. S. Census previously had been based, were implemented for the 1920, 1930, and 1940 Census. From such data a number of maps for various characteristics of the population in these areas were developed, e.g., forms of delinquency, mental diseases, and crimes. In 1934, the University of Chicago in cooperation with the City of Chicago administered a local census of the city under Burgess’ supervision.

The material in this subseries consists of statistical sheets, forms, and maps. Some material is identified as part of specific research projects, e.g., "Family Composition Study," "Hyde Park Study," "Ward Redistricting Plans."

The time period of the materials ranges from the early 1920s until 1945. Other related materials include a small collection of population pyramids prepared by students in his courses in the 1920s and 1930s, maps produced by students or printed by the Chicago newspapers, and "Vital Statistics" booklets and other data published by the Census Bureau.

Material appears in the following order: census statistics and tables; maps; miscellaneous drafts; information for other projects such as the street address coding guide; Family Composition Study; Hyde Park materials; oversize materials; and miscellaneous maps and student population pyramids.

For correspondence and general literature related to census projects see General Files under Chicago Census.

Subseries 4, Marriage

Burgess’ primary research interest in marriage was the development of an effective instrument for the prediction of marital success or failure. Unlike his earlier work on the prediction of parole success, the marriage research required that the sociologist analyze and weigh the basic conditions involved in a special type of relationship. This task was viewed by Burgess as a more sophisticated challenge to the methods of sociological analysis than his parole work.

In 1926 Burgess published an article entitled "The Family as a Unit of Interacting Personalities." This article reveals an awareness of the basic features of marriage and their relationship to the studies of adolescence undertaken for the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection (see Series III, Subseries 5, Research: Child and Family).

In 1927 E. Mowrer’s study Family Disorganization was published, the first work from "the Chicago school" on the subject. Throughout, one can see the influence of Mowrer’s advisors, especially Burgess, who appears to have been the reader for the dissertation. The published text includes a brief introduction by Burgess with suggestions about the relationships between hypotheses in the text and the possibility of developing a marriage prediction study.
Burgess’ first marriage study was begun in collaboration with Leonard Cottrell about 1931, shortly after the parole study. The project ran from 1931 until 1939, when Predicting Success or Failure in Marriage was published. (For a convenient, brief summary of the Burgess-Cottrell study, see E. W. Burgess and Paul Wallin, Engagement and Marriage, chapter two [New York, 1953] pp. 36-40.) Cottrell’s dissertation, entitled "The Reliability and Validity of a Marriage Study Schedule," 1933, was an offshoot of this research.

The Burgess-Cottrell study collected data through a distribution of 7,000 "schedules." Of these, 1,300 were returned, from which 550 were selected on the basis of criteria which can be found in the Burgess-Cottrell text. Certain of these were determined to be "inadequate," and the resulting 526 schedules provided the basis of the study. The remainder of the marriage study analyzed several case studies, (fifty are mentioned and five are published in the text), numerically weighing and quantifying results, correlating answers to certain questions with each other, and correlating selected groups with others.

In 1937 Burgess in association with Paul Wallin initiated a second study in response to a "crucial question" raised by the earlier work: "whether the characteristics reported after marriage and found to be associated with the success or failure of married couples are actually predictive or instead only a consequence of this success or failure." The study, hereafter referred to as the Burgess-Wallin study, employed a similar "schedule" approach with 1,000 engaged couples. The intention was to study in this manner the engagement relationship, and then to follow up the initial study approximately three years later with an inquiry into the success or failure of these engagements. In this follow-up, 666 couples were interviewed. The results of these studies were first published in a 1944 paper, and then in a comprehensive volume entitled Engagement and Marriage (1953), both co-authored with Paul Wallin. This text covered all aspects of these two types of relationships, including historical, cultural, and psychological material as well as the results of the prediction studies. Another comprehensive text, by Burgess and Locke, The Family, first appeared in 1945, and was re-issued in new editions in 1960 and 1963.

Several other studies were conducted during this period. One was a study of wives married to service men during the Second World War; another was of student marriages. In the 1960s Peter Pinneo conducted research into the problem of divorce. Materials from each of these three studies occur in this section of the Burgess collection, including Pinneo’s project which was conducted after Burgess’ retirement. These projects are represented mainly by incomplete sets of schedules or partial summaries. The Burgess papers preserve no materials from studies that Burgess might have pursued through the Community and Family Study Center. The Center was established in the early 1950s, subsequent to most of the research documented in this section of the Burgess Papers.

The material from Burgess’ Marriage research is divided according to type rather than chronologically or by topics, with the exception of materials from the studies just mentioned. In general, the materials have been arranged in the following sequence: schedules, calculations and tables, working correspondence, materials from "other studies," case studies and interviews, and notes and manuscripts.
The statistical materials fall into two groups. The first consists of batches of forms used to list data in a format appropriate for calculation. These include the tetrachoric correlation coefficient forms. The second group encompasses the various stages in tabulation from handwritten and ruled calculation sheets to tables of the results of such calculations. In cases where tables and charts of data were found together the relationship has been maintained in the present arrangement of the papers.

Subseries 5, Child and Family

This subseries documents Burgess' research into the nature of the family's role in the development of the child. In 1930 Burgess became a member of the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, and chairman of the subcommittee on Function of Home Activities in the Education of the Child, of the Committee III A: Family and Parent Education. As chairman of this subcommittee he directed research efforts into the child and family with Ruth Shonle Cavan as his research assistant. This effort resulted in a report prepared by Mrs. Cavan and published in 1934 as The Adolescent in the Family.

In order to study the relationship between family conditions and the development of a well-balanced child, Burgess developed a set of questionnaires. These were elaborated further and published as The Human Relations Scales. His research in this area apparently continued beyond his involvement with the report for the White House Conference. In 1938 he helped form the National Conference on Family Relations, serving as secretary from 1938-1941, editor of its journal Marriage and Family Living, and president in 1942. (See also Series I, General Files, under "White House".)

The set of questionnaires in this subseries is a sample of the 13,000 that were collected by the White House Conference. Included in this section of Burgess' research papers are some materials related to the schedule entitled "Friends and Family" from the Institute for Juvenile Research, which was directed by Burgess' student Clifford Shaw. (See also Series I, General and Series IV, Work, for Shaw, C.) This subseries is arranged as follows: schedules; manuscripts of tables and short reports; manuscripts of tables and charts for data correlations, summaries, and working notes; and material from other sources, e.g. The Institute for Juvenile Research.

Subseries 6, The Protestant Church in the Apartment House Area

The study documented in this subseries was undertaken by Elmer Sutterlund. Originated as part of a graduate seminar in research, it evolved into a dissertation research project funded by the Local Community Research Committee in 1926. The study focused on the areas of Uptown Chicago and Madison Park, although material was collected from a number of other neighborhoods. The primary purpose was to study the Protestant churches in these areas in order to trace their development and transformation from their original character in pre-automobile rural America.

The materials are mainly interviews with clergy and church members, pamphlets, programs, etc., issued by the churches. One box contains reports and notes for study, including some background material from another study. The remaining boxes contain interviews and literature.
It should be noted that another church study was conducted by Miss Marion Kells. Kell’s material can be found in Series IV in this collection, which also contains additional Setterlund material. See also Series I, General Files for Setterlund. As can be seen in the correspondence beginning this section, Setterlund’s work began in 1926, but continued until 1939-1940 when he was in Nebraska revising his book and still receiving new material from Burgess. Since the interviews are dated as late as 1940, it is possible that there is material here from another study.

Subseries 7, Radio Study

The bulk of this subseries consists of sets of questionnaires submitted to children from elementary grades through high school. There are several different formats, but the general purpose was to determine the effects of the radio upon daily life and development of children. Some questionnaires inquire only as to radio programs listened to each day, frequency, and popularity. Others inquire into family background, times spent with the radio, etc. The majority of the research (if not all) was jointly sponsored by the Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers and the Institute for Juvenile Research in 1933. The work of a Dr. C. W. Darrow of the "B.R.F." is mentioned in the proposals; besides Darrow and Burgess several others including H. McKay helped plan the study. There is only one Folder of general notes. The remainder of the Folder contain questionnaires with tabulations, parent reports, and responses.

Subseries 8, Miscellaneous

The units in this subseries range from parts of small studies on a variety of topics to an assortment of reference materials. The latter have been included here because either they are a heterogeneous assortment of notes and "researched" data, or they are relevant to the general methods of the other studies, e.g., the material on the various types of schedules that were employed in a number of the studies.

Many of these items were labeled "Pathology" by Burgess. This was more or less an umbrella term for any subject which represented social disorganization. The more obvious examples are mental disease, homosexuality, abortion, prostitution, criminal rehabilitation. Since the core notion of pathology is social disorganization, it would be possible for an individual who is not himself personally "pathological" to indulge in behavior which from the social point of view is disruptive of a social organization and its accepted modes of behavior. This approach was the basis upon which Burgess’ students studied organized crime, an example in which the "pathological" behavior from the general society's point of view had developed its own social organization. The latter material can be found in the Recreation and Delinquency section.

There is no special organization to the order of the materials in this section. The first item, entitled Mass Observation, was a widespread opinion-gathering effort in Great Britain during World War II. The C.C.C. study focused on the Civilian Conservation Corps program for setting up work camps. The study was begun in the fall of 1936 by the American Youth Commission. It appears that a gathering of case studies and their analysis was begun in 1937 and continued through 1940. Kenneth Holland was director of the study, and Ruth S. Cavan prepared the materials and conducted a primary analysis of the cases. It is not clear whether
Burgess participated in this study. There is also a set of assorted tests from a U.N.E.S.C.O. study of English adolescents and interpretation of the Humm-Wadsworth temperament scales.

Subseries 9, Old Age

The material in this subseries originates from Burgess’ participation on the Social Science Research Council’s Subcommittee on Social Adjustment in Later Maturity. This committee was established in 1944 and initiated a study of later maturity. Members were Burgess, R. J. Havighurst and C. Tibbits. Ruth S. Cavan was research associate. Although these names appear on the official letterheads, several other members of the research effort pursued by the subcommittee are listed in the text, Personal Adjustment in Old Age (1949), a general study of the subject published as a result of the subcommittee’s work. In addition to these scholars, Professor Herbert Goldhammer is listed as a co-author.

The original Later Maturity study involved 3,000 participants. Of these, 1,000 were followed up with a schedule developed in this study, entitled "Your Activities and Attitudes." In 1947 and 1948 funding was received from the Carnegie Corporation for studies of older people in a typical midwestern community and a longitudinal study of the process of aging in terms of occupational and economic groups. This latter grant led to the study of photo-engravers, Methodist ministers, retired Y.M.C.A. secretaries, and teachers. Studies were pursued in other cities, including Akron, Kansas City, and Morris. All of these are present in the following section.

The Rockefeller Foundation funded a program for Preventive Mental Hygiene which ultimately led in 1951 to the creation of a course entitled "Making the Most of Maturity." The directors of the course intended to follow the participants in a continuing follow-up study. Material from this course and correspondence related to it can be found in the last two boxes of this subseries. The observer’s reports and minutes of the meetings of the two groups, the Temple and Church groups, may be related to what was termed the "mental hygiene" work of the course.

The material in the present section is arranged as follows: schedules organized by groups studied, and related interview matter; cards and slips with names; and notes, manuscripts, and correspondence related to both the course and the research studies.

Subseries 1: Parole Research (including: Delinquency and Prediction)

Sub-series 1: First Period Until 1928

Box 34
Folder 6
Probation Legislation Information
• "Proposals for the Study of Criminal and Delinquent Behavior"
• Notes for "History of Parole in Illinois," and notes for planning study
• Letters between Burgess, Landesco, C. O. Botkin, January 1928
• "Part V. Summary of the Findings and the Recommendations"
• Chapter 111, "Factors Making for Success and Failure in Parole," part of 1928 report
• Miscellaneous pages from write-ups
• Suggestions for probation legislation
• Copies of Ward-Schnackenberg Bills

**Box 34**

**Folder 7**
Parole information forms with suggested changes and a letter from Ogburn to Moran (April 9, 1931), notes and write-ups include,
- Harno’s impressions of S. Illinois Penitentiary, and Pontiac, 1927
- Landesco’s reports from S. Illinois and Pontiac, including proceedings of staff meetings, 1927
- Miscellaneous, including, "analysis sheets," "Expectancy Chart," and poem "To The Men In This City Of Bars And Me."

**Box 34**

**Folder 8**
Cases, records, including, "Parole Study" labelled case records, with name of Burgess or Landesco listed in parenthesis, 1924-1926, from Pontiac, Joliet, Menard

**Box 34**

**Folder 9**
Interviews of 1927 by Landesco (mostly) and Tibbits

**Box 34**

**Folder 10**
Records of criminals, 1929

**Box 35**

**Folder 1**
Data, including, parole map of Chicago by districts; tables, graphs, and calculations, including rates of number of paroles to prison population, 1897-1926; analysis of number of months served in comparison with nature of the intermediate sentence

**Box 35**

**Folder 2**
Statistics, tables

**Box 35**

**Folder 3**
Tables, reports, including,
- "Parole Prediction Factors on Fred Hackney," by Clark Tibbits
- Report on tables and graphs from Tibbits material

**Box 35**

**Folder 4**
Case study with case, apparently for course on parole

**Sub-subseries 2: Juvenile Delinquency**

**Box 35**

**Folder 5**
Publications on Delinquency
- "The Study of the Extent of Juvenile Delinquency, Summary of Findings and Recommendations"
- "A Survey of Juvenile Delinquency in East Chicago, Indiana," April 1936, report 1
- Blank data sheets
• Charts with write-up of critical comments
• Sample blank questionnaires
• "Guide for Social History," (could be part of Parole questionnaire instructions)

**Box 35**

**Folder 6**

"Definitions and Instructions of Delinquents," no date, complete

**Sub-subseries 3: Prediction**

**Box 35**

**Folder 7**

Miscellaneous notes and pages of write-ups
• "Chapter III, The Activity"
• "Some Current Research in Parole Prediction," by Robert E. Clark, May 1939
• "The Use of Prediction Techniques in Parole Administration," by Sam Daykin, June 1938
• "Predicting Outcome on Probation," by Charles Young
• "The Illinois Predictive System"
• "Suggested Revision and Refinement of Parole Prediction Factors"

**Box 35**

**Folder 8**

Miscellaneous
• "The Study of An Expectancy Rate of Parole and Probation Violation"
• "A Reconsideration of Factors Used for Parole Prediction at the Pontiac Branch of the Illinois State Penitentiary," by D. Glaser
• Prediction data on follow-up of parole success, with cases

**Sub-subseries 4: 1930s Material**

**Box 35**

**Folder 9**

Notes
• Sutherland, Edwin H., to Shaw and E. W. Burgess with blank forms, March 16, 1931
• A survey of intelligence of adult male prisoners
• Form letters sent by Sam Daykin as Sociologist-Actuary
• "Comparison between Fifty Parole Violators and Non-Violators," 1931
• "Proposal for a Study of Parole Success and Failure," by the American Parole Association
• Tables on number of prisoners paroled, 1930-1937
• Tables on types of cases, and on addicts

**Box 35**

**Folder 10**

Copy of parole questionnaire, 40 pages

**Box 35**

**Folder 11**

Parole report instructions, 55 pages (oversize)
Analyses of Cases
- "Monthly Analysis of Cases Considered by Parole Board, Violations Based on One Year Period, 1933-1936," for Stateville, Joliet, and Menard"
- "Yearly Analysis of Cases..." for Joliet and Stateville

Box 36
Folder 1
Statistics in table form, apparently from parole questionnaire

Box 36
Folder 2
Statistics in table form, apparently from parole questionnaire

Box 36
Folder 3
Tables of Cook County Parole Data, 1925-1937- MISSING

Sub-subseries 5: Post-1940s Material

Box 36
Folder 4
Reports
- "Report on Corrections," advisors in public safety, by Harno, Burgess, Puttkammer, etc.
- Purnell Benson’s letter and material on Recidivism, 1941
- "Analysis of Problem of Sponsorship in one Parole District," no author

Box 36
Folder 5
Probation Officers
- "Program of Work"
- Schedule of questionnaire of Illinois Probation Officers
- Information on probation officers, number of reform schools, etc. for Illinois
- Lists of Circuit courts and personnel
- Interviews with probation officers, judges, et al., 1956 [including Clifford Shaw]
- Tables of numbers of probation officers
- Tables, Dependent and Delinquent Petitions, 1946
- Tables, Dependent and Delinquent Petitions, rate of commitment
- Kane County Court Children’s Division, report 1944-1945
- Blank schedules for data on boys placed, 1943-1944

Box 36
Folder 6
Forms
- Blank forms for information cards
- Parole agreements and other forms from different states

Sub-subseries 6: Reference Materials

Box 36
Folder 7
Data
- Resumes of various related monographs, extracts from official procedural documents from various states, including: "Yearbook of National Probation Association"
- Collection of data on official codes

**Box 36**

**Folder 8**

- Resumes, as above including, report of "Study of Circuit and Criminal Court Commitments to Illinois State Training Schools for Boys," by Robert Burgess

**Box 37**

**Folder 1**

- Resumes and blank forms
  - Resumes
  - Blank forms for the states of Maryland and Indiana, including, "Ten Years of Probation 1929-1938 in Post-Juvenile and Adult Cases"
- Subseries 2: Crime in Chicago; Recreation and Delinquency

**Folder 2**

- Notes
  - "Motion Pictures and Delinquency"
  - "Correctives for the Idleness and Vagabondage of City Children," by L. H. Gulick
  - "The Negro Delinquent in Baltimore"
  - "Effect of Depression upon Delinquency, 1926-1935"
  - "White House Conference on Subnormal Children," by E. Davis, 1930
  - Miscellaneous notes and maps
  - Write-ups on homes for girls

**Folder 3**

- Proposals for the study of crime in Chicago, related to Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, 1926

**Folder 4**

- Organized Crime in Chicago
  - Materials related to organized crime in Chicago, including, letter from Harno to Landesco about crime leaders, 1928
  - Court transcripts about Baxter Laundry case

**Folder 5**

- Gambling, race horse odds, and policy tickets

**Folder 6**

- Addresses and descriptions of gambling houses in Chicago, including, Paul Oien, "Types of Gambling Houses"

**Folder 7**

Folder 8  
Notes, write-ups, and tables for boys attendance at recreational programs in South Side of Chicago  

Box 37  
Folder 9  
Notes, write-ups, and tables for boys attendance at recreational programs in South Side of Chicago  

Box 37  
Folder 10  
Notes, write-ups, and tables for boys attendance at recreational programs in South Side of Chicago, Including, summary of findings  

Box 37  
Folder 11  
Data  
• South Chicago census data on ethnic groups  
• South Chicago Neighborhood House materials  
• Playground work of the Bird Memorial  

Box 37  
Folder 12  
Data  
• Maps of businesses in areas of South Chicago  
• Area 1 Census tract data with "table of contents"  
• Court cases  

Box 37  
Folder 13  
Data and Misc.  
• Tables on delinquency probability index by the age and area  
• Delinquency maps  
• Letter to Wirth about juvenile court cases by Evelyn B. Crook  

Box 38  
Folder 1  
Recreation  
• Notes on recreation in Chicago  
• The City Club Bulletin with note on Chicago Recreation Map, May 17, 1926; "Guide to the Chicago Recreation Map"  

Box 38  
Folder 2  
Analysis of the Bartzon case  

Box 38  
Folder 3  
Report on Delinquency  
• Recreation and Delinquency in South Chicago, "Table of Contents"  
• "Brief summary statement on Institutions"  
• Text write-up with tables  
• List of tables  
• Summary of results
• Delinquency probability tables and write-ups
• Notes on possible implications of the study, 2 pages

Box 38
Folder 4
  Typescript found labeled as "extra sheets"

Box 38
Folder 5
  Manuscripts labeled "original copy"

Box 38
Folder 6
  Manuscripts and tables labeled as follows,
  • "Checking the delinquency and attendance entries"
  • "Corrections"
  • "Bibliography"
  • "Original appendix"

Box 38
Folder 7
  Set of tables, including, averages of boys to time; participation in the activities; percent of boys

Box 38
Folder 8
  Large tables labeled "overlapping"

Box 38
Folder 9
  Reports
  • Reports on W. P. 3743, 30285 Recreation and Delinquency Study
  • "Certain Relationships Between Recreation and Juvenile Delinquency in Chicago"
  • Chapters 1 and 2 about 1939 study
  • Mss. on Recreation and Delinquency, pages 72-125
  • Mss. on Recreation and Delinquency, pages 140-183
  • Mss. on Recreation and Delinquency, "Chapter VII, Recreation and Delinquency in Hyde Park, Kenwood, and Oakland," pages 200-258

Box 38
Folder 10
  Lists and tables for South Chicago, labeled Mr. Segedy's property

Box 39
Folder 1
  Tables on attendance, tables of census tracts statistics 1930

Box 39
Folder 2
  Statistics
  • Sample blank tables
  • Neighborhood ratings by tracts
  • Census statistics for South Chicago including, color, nativity, sex and marital conditions, country of birth, number of workers over 10 years of age, number of boys
Folder 3
Manuscript of Chapter XIII "Delinquent Children," with summaries of data on delinquency, children and ethnic groups

Box 39
Folder 4
Delinquency lists by area and years 1928-1934

Box 39
Folder 5
Attendance tables, work schedules

Box 39
Folder 6
Attendance records

Box 39
Folder 7
Attendance records, sheets of suggestions to the workers in the study

Box 39
Folder 8
Calumet Park attendance data

Box 39
Folder 9
Calumet Park attendance data

Box 40
Folder 1
Tables on favorite activities, distance traveled to recreation areas, number of parks attended, and method of getting to park areas, 1938-1940

Box 40
Folder 2
Tables of delinquency distribution in South Chicago; number of cases, percent denomination, age distribution, etc.

Box 40
Folder 3
Tables for attendance, study of favorite activities, et al.

Box 40
Folder 4
Tables of distances traveled by boys to recreation facility

Box 40
Folder 5
W. P. A. Project 3743, Special Mobility Study

Box 40
Folder 6
W. P. A. group and recreation study tables for non-delinquent, project 30285

Box 40
Folder 7
Materials from group membership study
Favorite activities tables

Box 40
Folder 9
Favorite activities tables

Box 40
Folder 10
Length of residence for mobility study

Box 40
Folder 11
Forms

Box 41
Folder 1
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 2
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 3
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 4
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 5
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 6
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 7
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 8
Large statistical tables, including, data on referral agency, type of activity, degree of participation, seasons, distribution of time, etc.

Box 41
Folder 9
"Forms used in the collection and tabulation of data"

Box 42
Folder 1
  1929 Boys Court cases
Box 42
Folder 2
  1930 Boys Court cases
Box 42
Folder 3
  1931 Boys Court records
Box 42
Folder 4
  1932 Boys Court cases
Box 42
Folder 5
  1932 non-Court cases
Box 42
Folder 6
  Notebook of cases
Box 42
Folder 7
  Police station and court cases, 1928
Box 42
Folder 8
  Police station and court cases, 1929, including, Russell Square List
Box 42
Folder 9
  Police station and court cases, 1930
Box 42
Folder 10
  Police station and court cases, 1931; Other matter, especially non-court cases
Box 42
Folder 11
  1933 and 1934 cases
Box 42
Folder 12
  Detention home, including, Negro boys data, study by Lang
Box 42
Folder 13
  Detention home, white boys
Box 42
Folder 14
  Third carbon of Nathan Berman's autobiography, pages 1-85
Box 42
Folder 15
  Third carbon of Nathan Berman's autobiography, pages 87-end
Box 43
Folder 1
33-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 43
Folder 2
33-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 43
Folder 3
33-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 43
Folder 4
33-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 43
Folder 5
33-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 43
Folder 6
33-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 43
Folder 7
18-item questionnaires, 1937, (Folders 8-9 missing 4-90)
Box 43
Folder 8
18-item questionnaires, 1937, (Folders 8-9 missing 4-90)
Box 43
Folder 9
18-item questionnaires, 1937, (Folders 8-9 missing 4-90)
Box 44
Folder 1
18-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 44
Folder 2
18-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 44
Folder 3
18-item questionnaires, 1937
Box 44
Folder 4
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 44
Folder 5
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 44
Folder 6
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 44
Folder 7
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 44
Folder 8
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 44
Folder 9
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 1
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 2
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 3
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 4
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 5
18-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 6
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 45
Folder 7
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 1
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 2
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 3
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 4
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 5
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 6
33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937
Box 46
Folder 7

33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937

Box 46

Folder 8

33-item questionnaires, 1936-1937

Box 47

Folder 1

Information cards for W. P. A. study, Illinois 3743

Box 48

Folder 1

Information cards for W. P. A. study.

Box 48

Folder 2

Trial schedules "How Boys Spend Their Time," for both delinquents and non-delinquents, Y.M.C.A.

Box 48

Folder 3

Slips with names, numbers and crimes

Box 48

Folder 4

Slips, especially for delinquency of attending boys, 1934

Box 48

Folder 5

Miscellaneous, including case studies of young girls

Subseries 3: Chicago Census and Community Data

Sub-subseries 1: Chicago Census

Box 49

Folder 1

Tables of male population, 21 years and over, by tracts

Box 49

Folder 2

Instructions for counting names in Polk directory

• "Methods and Techniques Used In Estimating Population for 1928-1929 by Census Tracts, Chicago"
• Table showing number of families and population for Chicago by census tracts for 1920 and 1928-1929

Box 49

Folder 3

Tables of populations by districts

Box 49

Folder 4

Write-ups of Chicago population tables with various rates, e.g., death rates, land values, psychoses, fertility, and birth
Folder 5
Tables on race and origin, by areas

Box 49

Folder 6
Czechoslovak population from 1920 Census; Ward enumeration lists; Index cards with list of maps and numbers

Box 49

Folder 7
Computation sheets in three sets, including, instructions for computing medians, "Dwelling Units by Tenancy Value of Monthly Rental," 1934

Box 49

Folder 8
Charts on types of families in areas, e.g., white families, negro, rooming house areas, apartment areas, etc.

Box 49

Folder 9
Data
• Student population pyramids, 1930
• Population of enumeration districts in Chicago, 1930, grouped according to 1920 tracts with total
• Distribution of divorces, 1930
• Telephone Company survey of blocks
• Graphs of employment trends 1923-1925

Box 49

Folder 10
Population growth, pamphlets and bibliographies

Box 49

Folder 11
120 sub-communities, 1930, keys to CPW* and URS* data

Box 49

Folder 12
Sub-communities material, Negro population 1934, (possibly Philip M. Hauser's material); 1934 charts

Box 50

Folder 1
Blank charts and tables for census data

Box 50

Folder 2
Charts
• 1920 Census chart from Superior City, photostat
• Tables and maps, e.g., postal map, church map, ward maps, Hegewisch and Ford City, election precincts for January 1916

Box 50

Folder 3
Printed maps for distributions, including, death rates, mental diseases, numbering system for square miles; 1910-1940

71
Box 50
Folder 4
Correlation calculation sheets, unlabeled

Box 50
Folder 5
Miscellaneous notes and write-ups, including,
- Chicago Zoning Commission Plan for Occupancy, 1922
- Tract Boundary Changes 1929
- Outline of project
- Proposed budget
- 1935 list of types of statistical data
- Instructions for family transcription sheet
- Hand notes on "Vital Statistics"
- Paper by "Newcomb"
- "Whittier Scale for Grading Neighborhood Conditions"

Box 50
Folder 6
Miscellaneous notes and write-ups, including,
- "New Family Statistics for 1930"
- "Census Data of the City if Chicago"
- Population list by neighborhoods
- Materials on court cases, on disorganization, and 1922 lists on community differences for chain stores, physicians and surgeons
- Miscellaneous ward materials, list of leaders, programs, etc.

Box 50
Folder 7
Correspondence, notes for 1940 Census

Box 50
Folder 8
1940 Census data

Box 50
Folder 9
Monthly Mortality charts for March, June, and August 1930

Box 50
Folder 10
Sub-community data, including,
- Boundaries lists, description of community areas, 1930
- "Bastardy Study by Census Tracts"
- Report on social data for sub-communities, 1934
- Police precinct list, 1918

Box 50
Folder 11
Health
- Venereal disease, material of Miss Cohen [see also C. Cohen in Others’ Work, Individuals]
- List of health facilities in Chicago
• List of nurses

Box 51
Folder 1
Interviews and instruction materials for persons working on Occupational Survey, with Dr. McMurray, "Preliminary Instructions for Interviews"

Box 51
Folder 2
Health insurance and standard of living data

Box 51
Folder 3
Data from notebook entitled "Chicago Area Recreation Map, 1924"

Box 51
Folder 4
"Street Address Coding Guide," by census areas of Chicago, 1930, by Charles Newcombe, Burgess' annotated copy

Box 51
Folder 5
Additions to street address coding guide (different forms)

Box 51
Folder 6
Maps of Chicago region

Box 51
Folder 7
Large maps of Chicago census; Tract maps November 2-16, 1934

Box 51
Folder 8
Large tables on economic status of families, Chicago census [possibly related to Family Composition Study]

**Sub-subseries 2: Family Composition Study [see also Charts and Maps]**

Box 52
Folder 1
Reports on Family
• "Distribution and Composition of Families Receiving Relief in Chicago, 1933-1934," outline
• "Postwar Problems of the Family," by Burgess
• "The Effect of Unemployment upon the Family and the Community," by Burgess, with notes
• "Unemployment Relief Census for October 1933, Report Number Three," by Federal Emergency Relief Administration

Box 52
Folder 2
1934 materials including direction for coding, and tables of URS, data, including material on Mexicans

Box 52
Folder 3
Charts, tables, etc., with statistics on sub-communities

Box 52  
Folder 4  
Charts, tables, etc., with statistics on sub-communities

Box 52  
Folder 5  
Four cases with "Family Analysis Forms"

Box 52  
Folder 6  
"Family Analysis Forms"

Box 52  
Folder 7  
"Family Analysis Forms"

Box 52  
Folder 8  
Project Statement  
• Statement of project for Family Composition Study  
• "Notes on Method with Respect to Relief Load"  
• Service Bureau cases  
• "Analysis of Discrepancies between census sample expected and sample transcribed," lists of tables prepared, of correlations, and related correspondence  
• "Community Data," by Philip M. Hauser, 1934

Sub-subseries 3: Hyde Park

Box 52  
Folder 9  
Publications  
• "Plan for Survey of Hyde Park, According to the Following Outline and Suggestions by Professor Robert E. Park"  
• Address lists, 1939 article on Dippold and Lions Clubs, and unidentified list for preparation for work with boys

Box 52  
Folder 10  
Lists of Hyde Park organizations, recreational facilities, etc.; Phone directory, and advance subscriptions for Community Handbook

Box 52  
Folder 11  
Miscellaneous pamphlets, related to census in Chicago

Sub-subseries 4: Oversize Materials

Box 53  
Folder 1  
Reports  
• "Vital Statistics," special reports 1945  
• Reports on farm population, 1935-1939  
• Reports from Department of Census on mortality, 1939
Box 53
Folder 2
Citizens Associations of Chicago, and University of Chicago, Ward Redistricting Plan, 1931
Box 53
Folder 3
Notes on hotels, and spiritual shops in Chicago
Box 53
Folder 4
Notes on history of development of Loop
Box 53
Folder 5
Various reports and notes; "Research Journal" of Andrew W. Lind
Box 53
Folder 6
"Families by Length of Residence," 1934, large charts
Box 53
Folder 7
Reports
• Chicago Community Reports, 1949, the labor force
• Pre-Publication Release No. 10, Population Growth of the Chicago Metropolitan Region, 1930-1940
• Report of Activities for 1948, and other reports for 1949
Box 53
Folder 8
Chicago Census Advisory Committee, Releases Nos. 2, 4, 7, 8

Sub-subseries 5: Miscellaneous: Maps and Reference

Box 54
Folder 1
Maps
• Social Base Map, local neighborhoods, New York City, 1931 prepared by F. Thrasher
• Maps from Chicago Daily News, March 16, 1929 for re-estimating tax bill on lots, different maps for other dates
• Map prepared by the Chicago Tribune
• Map by Prussing and Company of preferred properties on North Side of Chicago
• Map of Berwyn
• Map of Quincy
Box 54
Folder 2
Maps and tables of other cities, including, Millburn, NJ; Salt Lake City; Puget Sound; San Francisco, CA; Bronx, Queens, and Manhattan in New York City
Box 54
Folder 3
Population pyramids of other cities, prepared by students [see also Others’ Work, Courses]
Folder 4
Population pyramids of other cities, prepared by students [see also Others’ Work, Courses]

Box 54
Folder 5
Population pyramids of other cities (mainly from Sociology 264, 1933)

Box 54
Folder 6
Population pyramids of other cities (including some printed pamphlets on other cities)

Subseries 4: Marriage

Sub-subseries 1: "526 Study," 1931

Box 55
Folder 1
numbers 1-20

Box 55
Folder 2
numbers 21-40

Box 55
Folder 3
numbers 41-60

Box 55
Folder 4
numbers 61-80

Box 55
Folder 5
numbers 81-110

Box 56
Folder 1
numbers 141-170

Box 56
Folder 2
numbers 171-200

Box 56
Folder 3
numbers 201-230

Box 56
Folder 4
numbers 231-260

Box 56
Folder 5
numbers 261-290

Box 56
Folder 6
   numbers 291-320
Box 56
Folder 7
   numbers 321-350
Box 56
Folder 8
   numbers 351-380
Box 56
Folder 1
   numbers 381-410
Box 57
Folder 2
   numbers 411-440
Box 57
Folder 3
   numbers 441-470
Box 57
Folder 4
   numbers 471-500
Box 57
Folder 5
   numbers 501-525
Box 57
Folder 6
   numbers 526-550
Box 57
Folder 7
   over number 551
Box 57
Folder 8
   over number 551
Box 58
Folder 1
   unused questionnaires
Box 58
Folder 2
   unused questionnaires
Box 58
Folder 3
   incomplete set, numbers 1-50
Box 58
Folder 4
   incomplete set, 51-120
Box 58
Folder 5
incomplete set, 126-200
Box 58
Folder 6
incomplete set, 201-265
Box 58
Folder 7
incomplete set, 289-616
Box 59
Folder 1
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 1-49
Box 59
Folder 2
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 54-120
Box 59
Folder 3
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 126-174
Box 59
Folder 4
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 176-248
Box 59
Folder 5
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 251-520
Box 59
Folder 6
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 527-640
Box 59
Folder 7
Chicago area, incomplete series, numbers 641-907
Box 60
Folder 1
From 1933-1934 Study, assorted numbers, some with "A" and "B" letter prefixes
Box 60
Folder 2
From 1933-1934 Study, assorted numbers, some with "A" and "B" letter prefixes
Box 60
Folder 3
From 1933-1934 Study, assorted numbers, some with "A" and "B" letter prefixes
Box 60
Folder 4
From 1933-1934 Study, assorted numbers, some with "A" and "B" letter prefixes
Box 60
Folder 5
From 1933-1934 Study, assorted numbers, some with "A" and "B" letter prefixes
Box 60
Folder 7
Engagement study, "returned trial schedules of engaged couples"
Sub-series 2: Engagement study, man and wife sets, mainly 1934

Box 60
Folder 8
Engagement study, man and wife sets, mainly 1934, numbers 0-46

Sub-subseries 2: Engagement study, man and wife sets, mainly 1934

Box 61
Folder 1
numbers 83-119

Box 61
Folder 2
numbers 124-220

Box 61
Folder 3
numbers 221-270

Box 61
Folder 4
numbers 279-319

Box 61
Folder 5
numbers 355-612

Box 61
Folder 6
Mike, Batch not numbered (Dennis, quite plainly numbered)

Box 62
Folder 1
Mike, Batch not numbered (Dennis, quite plainly numbered)

Box 62
Folder 2
Mike, Batch not numbered (Dennis, quite plainly numbered)

Box 62
Folder 3
Mike, Batch not numbered (Dennis, quite plainly numbered)

Box 62
Folder 4
Mike, labeled "single -- 25"

Box 62
Folder 5
Mike, labeled "single -- 25"

Box 62
Folder 6
in different format (yellow and white pages), numbered in 2,000-3,000 range

Box 62
Folder 7
in different format (yellow and white pages), numbered in 2,000-3,000 range
indifferent format (yellow and white pages)

Box 63
Folder 2
    indifferent format (yellow and white pages)

Box 63
Folder 3
    indifferent format (yellow and white pages)

Box 63
Folder 4
    indifferent format (yellow and white pages)

Box 63
Folder 5
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 200-299

Box 63
Folder 6
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 300-399

Box 63
Folder 7
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 400-499

Box 63
Folder 8
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 500-599

Box 63
Folder 9
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 600-699

Box 64
Folder 1
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 700-799, (incomplete)

Box 64
Folder 2
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 800-899

Box 64
Folder 3
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 900-999

Box 64
Folder 4
    follow-ups from 1952 (incomplete series) numbers 1,000+

Box 64
Folder 5
    Married students, numbers 1-10

Box 64
Folder 6
    Married students, 11-20

Box 64
Folder 7
    Married students, 21-30
Box 64
Folder 8
  Married students, 31-40
Box 65
Folder 1
  Married students, 41-50, (incomplete)
Box 65
Folder 2
  Married students, 51-60, (incomplete)
Box 65
Folder 3
  Married students, 61-70, (incomplete)
Box 65
Folder 4
  Married students, 71-80, (incomplete)
Box 65
Folder 5
  Married students, 81-90, (incomplete)
Box 65
Folder 6
  Married students, 91-100, (incomplete)
Box 66
Folder 1
  Married students, 101-110, (incomplete)
Box 66
Folder 2
  Married students, 111-114, (incomplete)
Box 66
Folder 3
  Married students, from Burgess’ class, 2,000 series
Box 66
Folder 4
  Married students, from Burgess’ class, 2,000 series
Box 66
Folder 5
  Married students, from 1942 and 1944
Box 66
Folder 6
  "No Contact" from 1952 study 0-100
Box 66
Folder 7
  "No Contact", 101-199

Sub-subseries 3: Calculations and Tables

Box 67
Folder 1
Humm-Wadsworth temperament scales

Box 67
Folder 2
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," number of children

Box 67
Folder 3
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," wife attached to which sibling [younger]

Box 67
Folder 4
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," wife attached to which sibling [older]

Box 67
Folder 5
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," wife attached to which sibling [none]

Box 67
Folder 6
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," appraisal of marriage

Box 67
Folder 7
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," wife's residence at marriage

Box 67
Folder 8
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," wife's conflict with her mother

Box 67
Folder 9
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," wife's men friends before marriage

Box 67
Folder 10
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," marital status of husband's parents

Box 67
Folder 11
"Data Sheet for Computing Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient," work record before marriage

Box 67
Folder 12
Items according to appraisal of happiness, found in Folder "Marriage Index Study No. 2"

Box 67
Folder 13
Tables of items according to heights, attachment for family and friends
Folder 14
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 1-80

Box 67
Folder 15
"Sex deck code sheets," 81-160

Box 68
Folder 1
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 161-240

Box 68
Folder 2
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 241-320

Box 68
Folder 3
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 321-400

Box 68
Folder 4
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 401-480

Box 68
Folder 5
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 481-560

Box 68
Folder 6
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 561-640

Box 68
Folder 7
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 641-725

Box 68
Folder 8
"Sex deck code sheets," numbers 726-815

Box 68
Folder 9
"Original sorts on predictions study 526 couples, marriage adjustment score (agreement table and selected questions) and all items on the schedule (original tables)"

Box 68
Folder 10
Intercorrelations of common, contingency, and husband's and wife's scores, and adjustment scores," from 526 study, and similar tables

Box 69
Folder 1
"Prediction questions (weighted by use of mean), their total score and adjustment scores," for 550 couples

Box 69
Folder 2
Prediction score against adjustment score, with cards

Box 69
Folder 3
Sample calculation sheets

Box 69
Folder 4
  Premarital with adjustment score, correlations

Box 69
Folder 5
  Miscellaneous "c.r. indexes" of occupation, neurosis, etc.

Box 69
Folder 6
  Marriage adjustment with happiness, complete

Box 69
Folder 7
  Samples of correlation sheets, with a 1939 letter from Cottrell, L.

Box 69
Folder 8
  Critical ratios, "c.r.," for all marriage tables

Box 69
Folder 9
  Sample correlation "r" sheets and calculations

Box 69
Folder 10
  Calculation sheets, some summary charts, and written up tables of results

Box 69
Folder 11
  Correlation sheet batches, one apparently for Terman's data, another for 337 selected cases, and another for 80 selected cases

Box 69
Folder 12
  Calculation sheets with some instructions, and accompanying letter from Farber, 1950

Box 70
Folder 1
  Sample engagement tabulation sheets, e.g., "training for what profession"

Box 70
Folder 2
  Column cards and correlation sheets involved with Wallin study

Box 70
Folder 3
  Calculation Sheets
  • A and B code score calculation sheets, 135-260
  • Sheets for occupation correlations
  • Batch of correlation tables

Box 70
Folder 4
  Tables
  • Tables of who filled out schedules, for over 526 study
  • Wallin marriage schedule card coding sheets
• Tables of encoded data labelled by college names

Box 70
Folder 5
Tables summarizing results, with accompanying calculations

Box 70
Folder 6
Tables summarizing results, with accompanying calculations

Box 70
Folder 7
Data
• Lists of schedules handed out in various professors’ classes
• 6 sheets with "column" data for what appears to be a computer run
• Burgess-Wallin study, total interest score tables, accompanying write-up of scoring instructions, and a list of questions
• Write-up of "Table 1, Relation Between Man’s Adjustment Score and Combination of Man-Woman responses to 42 items of the Thurstone"

Box 70
Folder 8
Batch of tables for 302 men, labelled Hotelling scores

Box 70
Folder 9
Correspondence for follow-ups, unanswered contacts

Box 70
Folder 10
Correspondence for follow-ups, geographic grouping, mixed

Box 70
Folder 11
Correspondence for follow-ups, mainly Illinois, some Indiana, Iowa

Box 71
Folder 1
Address slips for follow-up engagement study in numerical order; and a small batch of yellow forms from Strauss schedules

Box 72
Folder 1
Correspondence for follow-ups, order not apparent, Folders number 4-11

Box 72
Folder 2
Correspondence for follow-ups, labelled from cases 1-1,999

Box 72
Folder 3
Correspondence for follow-ups, 2,000-3,999

Box 72
Folder 4
Correspondence for follow-ups, 4,000-5,000 and over

Box 72
Folder 5
Correspondence for follow-ups, lost cases in numerical order

**Box 72**

**Folder 6**

Correspondence for follow-ups, incomplete cases in numerical order

**Box 72**

**Folder 7**

Correspondence for follow-ups, refusal cases in numerical order

**Box 72**

**Folder 8**

Correspondence for follow-ups, completed cases in numerical order

**Box 72**

**Folder 9**

Correspondence for follow-ups, 1158-3482

**Box 72**

**Folder 10**

Correspondence for follow-ups, incomplete cases, alphabetical order

**Box 73**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence for follow-ups, incomplete cases, no strict order

**Box 73**

**Folder 2**

Correspondence for follow-ups, incomplete cases, no strict order

**Box 73**

**Folder 3**

Correspondence for follow-ups, numbers 3,500-4,000 [incomplete]

**Box 73**

**Folder 4**

Correspondence for follow-ups, numbers 4,000-5,000 [incomplete]

**Box 73**

**Folder 5**

Correspondence for follow-ups, numbers 4,000-5,000 [incomplete]

**Box 73**

**Folder 6**

Correspondence for follow-ups, numbers 5,000-6,000 [incomplete]

**Box 73**

**Folder 7**

Correspondence for follow-ups, numbers 5,000-6,000 [incomplete]

**Box 73**

**Folder 8**

Calculation notes, samples
- Coding material for Terman-Burgess comparison
- Rank order of contingency coefficients of marriage index
- Rank order of tetrachoric "r's" on Neurotic scale
- Correlations of "526" study
- Lists of statements as to dissatisfaction with marriage and spouse
- Schedule lists
• Rough drafts of summary results

Box 73
Folder 9
Tables on broken engagements, from the 1,000 study

Box 73
Folder 10
Miscellaneous materials, including, question on the marriage prediction scale; table of product moment correlations; 7952 divorces in Chicago by local communities; various schedules and forms from different sources; Minnesota Church Marriage Forms, etc.

Box 73
Folder 11
Notes on rating church activity; Tables on correlations for engagement items

Box 74
Folder 1
Sample calculations and notebook in shorthand

Box 74
Folder 2
"Attitude Toward Marriage In War Time," and other married couples data by students; Morris study

Box 74
Folder 3
Wives of Servicemen, numbers 2,530-2,610 [incomplete]

Box 74
Folder 4
Wives of Servicemen, 2,900-3,300 [incomplete]

Box 74
Folder 5
Wives of Servicemen, 3,301-3,311 [incomplete]

Box 74
Folder 6
Wives of Servicemen, 3,312-4,555 [incomplete]

Box 74
Folder 7
Form used in the various studies

Box 74
Folder 8
Coding instructions for 1962 research

Box 74
Folder 9
Dittos of charts, tables, and forms for Pinneo Divorce study

Box 74
Folder 10
Illiac and IBM coding instructions for various studies

Box 75
Folder 1
Illiac and IBM coding instructions for various studies
Box 75
Folder 2
   Illiac and IBM coding instructions for various studies
Box 75
Folder 3
   Marriage ratings from classes, New York, 1921
Box 75
Folder 4
   Rating from classes, group not identified [probably Chicago students]
Box 75
Folder 5
   Rating from classes, group not identified [probably Chicago students]

Sub-subseries 4: Case Studies and Interviews

Box 75
Folder 6
   Case studies, with dittos of three cases
Box 75
Folder 7
   Interviews and analyses, 101E, includes items "101W"
Box 75
Folder 8
   Interviews and analyses, 102E
Box 75
Folder 9
   Interviews and analyses, 103E
Box 75
Folder 10
   Interviews and analyses, 103E
Box 75
Folder 11
   Interviews and analyses, 104E
Box 75
Folder 12
   Interviews and analyses, 105E
Box 76
Folder 1
   Interviews and analyses, 106E, by student from Sociology 351
Box 76
Folder 2
   Interviews and analyses, 107E
Box 76
Folder 3
   Traits schedule from 1952, 108E
Box 76
Folder 4
Interviews with "Family Analysis" forms

Box 76
Folder 5
"Private case"

Box 76
Folder 6
Interviews

Box 76
Folder 7
Analysis of poor marriage cases

Box 76
Folder 8
Case analysis including Burgess' comments

Box 76
Folder 9
Case analysis including Burgess' comments

Sub-subseries 5: Notes and Write-ups

Box 76
Folder 10
Special cases, with Burgess' shorthand notes

Box 76
Folder 11
Miscellaneous schedules and interviews

Box 76
Folder 12
Notes and Charts
- "Outline of the Marriage Study Project-Data"
- "Instructions for Rating"
- Miscellaneous charts and work notes

Box 76
Folder 13
Letter and schedule for 5224

Box 76
Folder 14
Notes for an unspecified study

Box 76
Folder 15
Shorthand notes

Box 77
Folder 1
Sample inventories and related notes; Intercorrelation charts

Box 77
Folder 2
Assorted tables and working notes
Folder 3
  Code sheets for assigning ratings
Box 77
Folder 4
  List of schedules used for different calculations [Hotelling]
Box 77
Folder 5
  Lists for occupations and numbers in different categories, 1930s research; Keys for scoring, 1949
Box 77
Folder 6
  Humm-Wadsworth transparent scoring keys
Box 77
Folder 7
  Reports on the effectiveness of the Humm-Wadsworth temperament scale
Box 77
Folder 8
  Material and tables on reliability correlations, adjustments, etc.
Box 77
Folder 9
  Mosier’s factor analysis of Thurstone’s Neurotic
Box 77
Folder 10
  Correspondence, Tables and Mailing List
  • Correspondence on study
  • Mailing list, 1944
  • Tables, apparently connected with Purnell Benson’s work
Box 77
Folder 11
  Form letters for Marriage Study correspondence
Box 77
Folder 12
  Form letters for Marriage Study correspondence
Box 77
Folder 13
  Russell Sage Project, "Engaged Couples Group Meeting," February 1, 1952
Box 77
Folder 14
  "Eggers" correspondence, 1952
Box 77
Folder 15
  Typescript and tables of marriage study for book
Box 77
Folder 16
  Charts for book, galleys
Box 77
Folder 17
Interview, reviews, and commentaries upon book, 1938-1940

Box 78
Folder 1
Miscellaneous, cards for middle years of marriage and follow-up study

Box 78
Folder 2
Miscellaneous, series of name and address lists entitled "Radio Inquiry List 'D'," by L. I. Redmond

Subseries 5: Child and Family
Sub-subseries 1: Child and Family

Box 78
Folder 3
"Teacher's Statement on Child," schedules, taken by George Pitt

Box 78
Folder 4
"Teacher's Statement on Child," schedules, taken by George Pitt

Box 78
Folder 5
"My Friends and Family," schedules, from Class 8A

Box 78
Folder 6
"My Friends and Family," schedules, from Class 8A

Box 78
Folder 7
"My Friends and Family," schedules, from 8A and 9A

Box 78
Folder 8
"Things I Like To Do," schedules

Box 78
Folder 9
"Things I Like To Do," from 8A, with reports

Box 78
Folder 10
"Things I Like To Do," taken by Karejmark, Sociology 270, ethnic groups of children

Box 79
Folder 1
Alma H. Naset, paper for Sociology 374, using First and Second White House Reports, for 8A

Box 79
Folder 2
First and Second White House Reports, found with Naset material

Box 79
Folder 3
"Things I Like To Do," schedules found for 8B, 38 pupils

Box 79
Folder 4
“Things I Like To Do”, 7B, 41 pupils

Box 79
Folder 5
“Things I Like To Do”, 7A, 37 pupils

Box 79
Folder 6
“Things I Like To Do”, various grades, and some other schedules

Box 79
Folder 7
Schedules and materials on adolescent girls, by Lorraine P. Salomon, with Things I Like To Do schedules

Box 79
Folder 8
Schedules and materials on adolescent girls, by Lorraine P. Salomon, with Things I Like To Do schedules

Box 79
Folder 9
Schedules and materials on adolescent girls, by Lorraine P. Salomon, with Things I Like To Do schedules

Box 80
Folder 1
"Teacher's Statements," subnormal group, discipline cases

Box 80
Folder 2
Reports One and Two, subnormal and average, discipline cases
  • Folder 3: Ida May Griffin material on Negro children, 1st grades

Box 80
Folder 4
Ida May Griffin material on Negro children, 1st grades

Box 80
Folder 5
Ida May Griffin material on Negro children, 1st grades

Box 80
Folder 6
Pupils’ reports, unidentified batch

Box 80
Folder 7
Teachers’ reports, unidentified batch

Box 80
Folder 8
"My Friends and Family," with note "No reply, Copernicus School and Playground Group"

Box 81
Folder 1
"My Friends and Family" schedule, for child's adjustment in the home, numbers 1-16

Box 81
Folder 2
"My Friends and Family" schedule, for child's adjustment in the home, 17-30

Box 81
Folder 3
"My Friends and Family" schedule, for child's adjustment in the home, 31-44

Box 81
Folder 4
"Adolescents and the Depression," by Ruth Shonle Cavan, total and percentage tables from various questions

Box 81
Folder 5
Code sheets of child’s response for self, mother, and father, 1932

Box 81
Folder 6
Code sheets of child’s response for self, mother, and father, 1932

Box 81
Folder 7
Sample schedules for "RPI" and "IRC" study(ies), Burgess and Manley, Jr.

Sub-subseries 2: First Reports and Teacher's Statements

Box 82
Folder 1
Score sheets with batch of questionnaires

Box 82
Folder 2
Reports on Family Relationships
• "Index of Family Relationships by which personal and social adjustment might be practiced."
• Function of Home Activities, copy of preliminary report with 2 appendix tables

Box 82
Folder 3
Scoring codes for scale, home background preliminary report, June 1932

Box 82
Folder 4
Write-up, "The Evenings Children Stay At Home In Relation To Family Organization"

Box 82
Folder 5
Tables and Charts
• Tables, charts on adolescence
• Typescript reports on children's health regulations
• "Changing Family Traditions"
Tables in Negro rural children, boys activities, father's occupation, statement of White House Conference on Function of Home Activities

Box 82  
Folder 7  
Complete set of all schedules used in studies

Box 82  
Folder 8  
"Factors in Family Life which Lead to Success," typescript of Florence Justin’s report on Merrill Palmer school and different copies of schedules

Box 82  
Folder 9  
1st and 2nd White House Reports, schedules matched

Box 82  
Folder 10  
1st and 2nd White House Reports, schedules matched

Box 83  
Folder 1  
Hand notes, some in shorthand from 1927-1929 on home factors, personality traits of delinquents and some miscellaneous material from the period

Box 83  
Folder 2  
Summaries on ethnic data, instructions for teachers

Box 83  
Folder 3  
Sibling relationship and size of family, tables and write-ups

Box 83  
Folder 4  
Material on Social Relations Scale

Box 83  
Folder 5  
Tables on age interval, age, analysis of question, religion, relatives

Box 83  
Folder 6  
Coding social relations scale

Box 83  
Folder 7  
Material for subcommittee report, including tables, typescript, etc.

Box 83  
Folder 8  
Instructions and scores for social relations scale, "Things I Like To Do"

Box 83  
Folder 9  
Tables from schedules for neighborhoods

Box 83  
Folder 10
Article on ability and reliability of questionnaire and related copy of subcommittee reports, with set of tables scoring stencils and coding sheets

Box 83
Folder 11
Article on ability and reliability of questionnaire and related copy of subcommittee reports, with set of tables scoring stencils and coding sheets

Box 83
Folder 12
Article on ability and reliability of questionnaire and related copy of subcommittee reports, with set of tables scoring stencils and coding sheets

Box 83
Folder 13
Tables, lists

Box 84
Folder 1
Social relations scale, general

Box 84
Folder 2
Attitude scale ratings stencils

Box 84
Folder 3
Occupation scale

Box 84
Folder 4
Summary tables on home activities, by Pattison

Box 84
Folder 5
Tables for correlations, including highest group, home backgrounds, etc.

Box 84
Folder 6
Interrelation of Home Factors on Children

Box 84
Folder 7
"Things I Like To Do," home background material, lists, tables, codes, etc.

Box 84
Folder 8
"Things I Like To Do," home background material, lists, tables, codes, etc.

Box 84
Folder 9
"Evening Activities of Children in Selected Urban Communities"

Box 84
Folder 10
Calculation materials, tables, correlations, sample of data correlation sheets for Kiss, Brush Teeth, intercorrelations
Sample correlation sheets, and tables

Box 84
Folder 12
Social factors vs. White House Conference Test and social attitudes test

Box 84
Folder 13
Materials listed as appendix, including Montefiore school tables, others

Box 84
Folder 14
Materials listed as appendix, including Montefiore school tables, others

Box 85
Folder 1
General tables

Box 85
Folder 2
General tables

Box 85
Folder 3
Correlations, home background scale, social relations scale, Murray school, 1932-1933

Box 85
Folder 4
Correlations, Murray school, 1932-1933

Box 85
Folder 5
Home factor vs. personality

Box 85
Folder 6
Correlation tables found with George Pitts material [see also Box 78, Folder 3]

Box 85
Folder 7
Tables found with "Chapter XV" on types of successful and non-successful families, and data on holidays

Box 85
Folder 8
"How 272 Adolescent Boys and Girls Spent the Evening..." by E. Blumenthal, 1931

Box 85
Folder 9
Research materials from Institute for Juvenile Research, including, "Friends and Family" schedule

Box 85
Folder 10
Research materials from Institute for Juvenile Research, including, "Friends and Family" schedule

Box 85
Folder 11
Research materials from Institute for Juvenile Research, including, "Friends and Family" schedule

**Box 85**

**Folder 12**

Home backgrounds scale, tables, index, list of occupation, also paper on purpose of research by Burgess and Cavan, percentage sheets, rating of some cases from I.J.R., letter from Cavan to Burgess on occupation scale and retesting material

**Box 86**

**Folder 1**

Ratings of I.J.R. records by C. Skepper; Miscellaneous opinions of children to different types of movies, e.g., Love Pictures, Westerns, etc.

**Sub-series 3: Angell’s Original Case Records on the Effects of Depression**

**Box 86**

**Folder 2**

Family Analysis Forms, cases up to Number 10

**Box 86**

**Folder 3**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 11-15

**Box 86**

**Folder 4**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 16-20

**Box 86**

**Folder 5**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 21-25

**Box 86**

**Folder 6**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 26-29

**Box 86**

**Folder 7**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 30-34

**Box 86**

**Folder 8**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 35-39

**Box 86**

**Folder 9**

Family Analysis Forms, numbers 40-43

**Subseries 6: The Protestant Church in the Apartment House Area**

**Box 87**

**Folder 1**

Setterlund Correspondence and material, 1939

**Box 87**

**Folder 2**

Statement of project for church study, outline
Box 87
Folder 3
Publications and Materials
- Materials collected by Elmer L. Sutterlund
- "A Study of the Protestant Church in Apartment House Areas of Chicago," 1925-1926
- Plans and proposals, including, "A Statement of the Project in the Light of the General Historical Background of the American Protestant Church"
- Weekly reports from November 1925
- "An Abstract of 'The Study of 1,000 Protestant Churches in Cities of 100,000 and over in the United States,'" by H. A. Douglas and William BaileyQuarterly report, March 16, 1926
Box 87
Folder 4
Setterlund Annual Report on Protestant Church in Apartment House Area, October 28, 1926
Box 87
Folder 5
Life histories and Hyde Park Church directories
Box 87
Folder 6
List of materials, reports, guide to Folder numbers; The Douglas Bailey study of 1,000 Protestant Churches in Cities of 100,000 or over
Box 87
Folder 7
Outline materials for Uptown Chicago
Box 87
Folder 8
Forms and list of churches in study, pastors in Who's Who
Box 87
Folder 9
Original reports from Folder 8-12
Box 87
Folder 10
Original reports from Folders 13-17
Box 87
Folder 11
Woodlawn Baptist
Box 88
Folder 1
1st Universalist; 65th African M.E. 42; Woodlawn United Presbyterian; Emmanuel Lutheran; Trinity Congregational Church; 1st Presbyterian, 42; Woodlawn Bible Church, 42; Hyde Park Baptist; Parkside Baptist; 12 Church of Christ
Box 88
Folder 2
13th Church of Christ Scientist; 14th Church of Christ Scientist; 15th Church of Christ Scientist; 17th Church of Christ Scientist; 19th Church of Christ Scientist; 20th Church
of Christ Scientist; 21st Church of Christ Scientist; 22nd Church of Christ Scientist; Masonic Temple Chicago Ethical Society; 41st Church of Christ Scientist; "The Way of Life" Professor Emerson; 1st Church of Christ Scientist; M.E. Church treasurer's report

Box 88
Folder 3
Hyde Park, M.E.; M.E. Deaf Mute Mission; University Church of Disciples of Christ; Church of the Redeemer; Essex Community Church 43-645; South Shore Community Church 43-641; Bryn Mawr Community (Congregational) 43-635; St. Meyorel's Episcopal Church 43

Box 88
Folder 4
Methodist Protestant Church 43-644; South Shore Presbyterian 43; St. Luke's Lutheran South Shore 43; St. John's M.E. 43; St. Mary's Baptist; South Shore Methodist; Windsor Park M.E.; St. Paul's Lutheran; South Shore Evangelical; South Shore Baptist; St. Stephen's; Chelten Mission Church; Hyde Park Bible; St. James' M.E. 39-593; Spiritualist Church; the 3rd Federal Spiritualist Trust Center

Box 88
Folder 5
Lutheran; Washington Heights M.E.; Astrology-Professor Herman's Journal; Our Saviour's English Lutheran; Glen Clark-Camp Furthest Out, Clear Horizons; New England Congregational; 1st Baptist Church; Logan Square Lutheran; 16th Church of Christ Scientist; Robert Memorial Gospel Hall 71-912; 1st Church of Nazarene 68-880; Methodist Churches; Morgan Park Baptist Church 75; Morgan Park Presbyterian 75; Church of the Mediator; 4th Presbyterian; Moody Memorial; Congregational Church of Rogers Park; Bethany M.E. Church; New 1st Congregational of Chicago

Box 88
Folder 6
Interviews 1940, including Bahai, Neological Foundation, spiritualist, Baptist, etc.

Box 89
Folder 1
Interviews, including, Doctor Moyer, Reverend W. A. Dissein, Mrs. Emil Hager, List of Pastors for Interviews

Box 89
Folder 2
South Chicago Hungarian Reform; Concordia Evangelical Lutheran; 4th Presbyterian interview, 1940; 2nd Presbyterian; Spiritualist; United Church of Hyde Park; University Congregational

Box 89
Folder 3
Hyde Park Congregational Church

Box 89
Folder 4
New 1st Congregational Church

Box 89
Folder 5
Negro Churches, interviews by Mrs. Henderson
Box 89
Folder 6
Morgan Park M.E. 75; Morgan Park Christian; Morgan Park Congregational 75-932; Beverly Hills 75; Radio address, North Shore Church; Lion Lutheran 73; Fenwood M.E. 73; Washington Heights, letter to Foley 73-924; Morgan Park Assembly Pentecostal (Negro) 73; Trinity Evangelical Lutheran 73-923; St. John the Divine Lutheran 72-918; Bethany Union Washington Heights 72; Holy Nativity Episcopal; St. Paul's Union 72; Methodist Protestant (Wakeford) 69-71, Bahai

Box 89
Folder 7
North Shore Baptist, Mrs. Reid; Church of Divine Love 15; Catholic Church Area 15; Friends 72-917; Reformed Episcopal 75; Immanuel Mission-Presbyterian, with United Presbyterian, Mrs. Piper; Chinese S.S.; Our Saviour English Lutheran; Lion Evangelical 73; Washington Heights Gospel Hall; Edgewater Swedish Baptist 3; 11th Christian Church; Woodlawn Park Methodist Episcopal; Chicago Church Federation; Christ Episcopal 42

Box 89
Folder 8
Interviews, Spiritualists

Box 89
Folder 9
Chicago Bible students, Christian Science and others

Box 89
Folder 10
Interviews, mainly with Spiritualist churches, including issue of the Psychic Observer, The Rose Tyrell Spiritual Church, Elbethel Christian Work

Box 90
Folder 1
Interviews, including mainly Spiritualist and Pentecostal churches, work of Mrs. Foley and Mrs. Lloyd

Box 90
Folder 2
Interviews, including Camp Farthest Out materials, Glen Clark, and Spiritualists

Box 90
Folder 3
Interviews, Friends, Unitarians

Box 90
Folder 4
United Church of Hyde Park

Box 90
Folder 5
3rd Unitarian Church; St. James

Box 90
Folder 6
St. Paul's Episcopal; First Methodist Episcopal; Chinese Christian Church 34-524; Chinese Sunday School
Box 90
Folder 7
  Interdenominational; Swedish Augustana Lutheran; Swedenborg; First Baptist

Box 90
Folder 8
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 90
Folder 9
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 1
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 2
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 3
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 4
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 5
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 6
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 7
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 91
Folder 7
  Various items on religious groups and related interviews

Box 92
Folder 1
  Index cards with church location and data

Subseries 7: Radio Study

Box 93
Folder 1
  Discussions and Publications
  • Several short questionnaire forms
  • Discussion of radio study, February 7, 1933
  • Discussion of radio study, May 1938
  • Letter from Darrow, February 1933
• Statements of projects for "Research on the Radio and Its Influence upon Young Children"
• "The Study of Children's Radio Programs"
• Notes and lists
• "Organization Plan for a Children’s Hour” by Agnes K. Ward

Box 93
Folder 2
  Questionnaires from schools, labelled rooms 303, 302-3A
Box 93
Folder 3
  Questionnaires from schools, room 306-4A, 4B
Box 93
Folder 4
  Questionnaires from schools, room 206-5A
Box 93
Folder 5
  Questionnaires from schools, room 207-5B
Box 93
Folder 6
  Questionnaires, various grades 3-6
Box 93
Folder 7
  78 radio program questionnaires, with tally sheet
Box 93
Folder 8
  Questionnaires, grade 4A (oversize)
Box 93
Folder 9
  Questionnaires from schools, various grades
Box 94
Folder 1
  Radio study among high school students
Box 94
Folder 2
  Radio study among high school students
Box 94
Folder 3
  Research materials of Mrs. C. N. Sawyer
Box 94
Folder 4
  Questionnaire tabulated by Miss Foster
Box 94
Folder 5
  Questionnaire tabulated by Miss Foster
Parent report room 207-5B; research items on 202-6A

Box 94
Folder 7
Questionnaires room 204, parents’ responses, and unlabeled batch

Box 94
Folder 8
Questionnaires, room 206-5A, individuals, Ray School, April 19

Box 94
Folder 9
Questionnaires, room 306-4A, 4B, and unlabeled batch

Box 94
Folder 10
Questionnaires, rooms 205-5A, 306-2A, 3B, and 304-4A

Box 95
Folder 1
Questionnaires, rooms 301 and 204-5B, 4A

Box 95
Folder 2
Questionnaires, rooms 202 and 103

Box 95
Folder 3
Questionnaires, rooms 203 and 104-2B

Box 95
Folder 4
Questionnaires, rooms 108-2A, 2B, June 1933

Box 95
Folder 5
Questionnaires, room 307-4B

Box 95
Folder 6
Questionnaires, room 201-6B, 3A

Box 95
Folder 7
Questionnaires, room 107-1A, 2B

Subseries 8: Miscellaneous

Sub-subseries 1: Mass Observation Studies

Box 96
Folder 1
Explanatory pamphlets and text for The Pub and the People

Box 96
Folder 2
Reports, table of contents in its own Folder

Box 96
Folder 3
Reports, table of contents in its own Folder

Box 96
Folder 4
Reports, table of contents in its own Folder

Box 96
Folder 5
Reports, table of contents in its own Folder

Box 96
Folder 6
Reports, table of contents in its own Folder

Box 97
Folder 1
Reports on publicity, 1939-1940

Box 97
Folder 2
Reports on by-elections, 1940

Box 97
Folder 3
Reports on publicity, 1940

Box 97
Folder 4
Reports on news items, 1940

Box 97
Folder 5
Reports on special subjects, including
  • The effects of the first six months of war on learned societies, April 1940
  • The Press, May 1940
  • News disbelief, May 1940
  • Christmas toys, December 1939

Box 97
Folder 6
Cases of mental patients

Box 97
Folder 7
Study of mental illness of students, other cases

Box 98
Folder 1
Bremer case study, mental deficiency, with Burgess shorthand notes

Box 98
Folder 2
Homosexuality interviews
Box 98
Folder 3
  Homosexuality interviews
Box 98
Folder 4
  Homosexuality interviews
Box 98
Folder 5
  Homosexuality interviews, by Stahl
Box 98
Folder 6
  Case write-ups on venereal disease
Box 98
Folder 7
  Text for The Petting Party, Part II, cases pp. 0-54
Box 98
Folder 8
  Text for The Petting Party, Part II, pp. 55-130
Box 98
Folder 9
  Text for The Petting Party, Part II, cases Cl-Rem. E1, pp. 131-264
Box 98
Folder 10
  Material on prostitution, including German bibliographic material
Box 98
Folder 11
  Homosexual materials
Box 99
Folder 1
  Abortion, notes, various tables from marriage study on number of children, including
  Burgess' paper "Social and Economic Aspects of Abortion"
Box 99
Folder 2
  International material on insanity with Cottrell correspondence, 1934-1935
Box 99
Folder 3
  International material on insanity with Cottrell correspondence, 1934-1935
Box 99
Folder 4
  Civilian Conservation Corps study, interviews and manual of instructions, Holland and
  Cavan correspondence, 1937-1940
Box 99
Folder 5
  Civilian Conservation Corps study, notes, correspondence, and pamphlets numbers 37-38
Box 99
Folder 6
Civilian Conservation Corps study, list of proposed factors by C. W. Procunian, 1940, and 1941 items from Paul Horst, sample forms A-M

Box 99
Folder 8
Unidentified interviews [on welfare, crime, poverty, pathology]; these were followed up for further information on 8-51, many were marked "no further information"

Box 99
Folder 9
Unidentified interviews [on welfare, crime, poverty, pathology]; these were followed up for further information on 8-51, many were marked "no further information" Folders 1: Unidentified interviews [on welfare, crime, poverty, pathology]; these were followed up for further information on 8-51, many were marked "no further information"

Box 100
Folder 1
Unidentified interviews [continued], including some shorthand notes

Box 100
Folder 2
Some charts from Minnesota Multiphasic tests, complete Humm-Wadsworth [samples from unidentified batches]

Box 100
Folder 3
Midwives Study, set of tables with a "list of tables"

Box 100
Folder 4
English Adolescent Study and sample of tests used in 600 children, age 13-14, from U.N.E.S.C.O., "Compliments of A. N. Oppenheim"

Box 100
Folder 5
Questions about war views of Czechoslovaks

Box 100
Folder 6
Questionnaire on influence of unemployment on family life

Box 100
Folder 7
Minnesota scale for survey of opinions and miscellaneous forms, including, "Attitude Towards New Deal"

Box 100
Folder 8
Humm-Wadsworth Temperament Scales with instruction booklets, interpretation guides, revised statements, and correspondence [see also Research, Marriage, items on Humm-Wadsworth effectiveness]

Box 100
Folder 9
Manual, instructions, key Bernreuter personality inventory; Helen Shure, June E. Downey, 1909, handwritten analysis; Will profile, 1919, reprints, texts, etc.
Box 101
Folder 1
Humm-Wadsworth's of Harvard students

Box 101
Folder 2
Personality inventories, mainly students' (some with name)

Box 101
Folder 3
Personality inventories, mainly students' (some with name)

Box 101
Folder 4
Personality inventories, mainly students' (some with name)

Box 101
Folder 5
"Social Relationships - Man," on college life

Box 101
Folder 6
"Social Relationships - Man," on college life

Box 101
Folder 7
"Social Relationships - Man," on college life

Sub-subseries 2: Morris Veterans Study

Box 101
Folder 8
Notes, sample letters, interviews, 1946-49

Box 101
Folder 9
Interviews, 1946

Box 102
Folder 1
Interviews and schedules [questionnaires] "What Veterans Think"

Subseries 9: Old Age

Sub-subseries 1: Schedules

Box 102
Folder 2
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1-28

Box 102
Folder 3
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 33-80

Box 102
Folder 4
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 82-118
Folder 5  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 203-244
Box 102
Folder 6  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 246-298
Box 102
Folder 7  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 300-339
Box 102
Folder 8  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 346-379
Box 102
Folder 9  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 383-415
Box 103
Folder 1  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 416-453
Box 103
Folder 2  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 455-524
Box 103
Folder 3  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 528-580
Box 103
Folder 4  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 582-646
Box 103
Folder 5  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 651-700
Box 103
Folder 6  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 701-737
Box 103
Folder 7  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 740-799
Box 103
Folder 8  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 803-839
Box 104
Folder 1  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 840-902
Box 104
Folder 2  
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 914-964
Box 104
Folder 3
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 965-1019

Box 104
Folder 4
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1020-1083

Box 104
Folder 5
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1086-1190

Box 104
Folder 6
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1200-1258

Box 104
Folder 7
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1263-1322

Box 104
Folder 8
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1325-1388

Box 105
Folder 1
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1391-1434

Box 105
Folder 2
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1435-1499

Box 105
Folder 3
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1500-1545

Box 105
Folder 4
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1549-1610

Box 105
Folder 5
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1620-1675

Box 105
Folder 6
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1679-1758

Box 105
Folder 7
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1760-1797

Box 105
Folder 8
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1802-1874

Box 106
Folder 1
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1888-1965

Box 106
Folder 2
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 1969-2016
Box 106
Folder 3
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2017-2084
Box 106
Folder 4
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2093-2147
Box 106
Folder 5
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2150-2199
Box 106
Folder 6
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2200-2249
Box 106
Folder 7
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2253-2324
Box 107
Folder 1
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2325-2393
Box 107
Folder 2
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2400-2414
Box 107
Folder 3
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2478-2539
Box 107
Folder 4
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2540-2589
Box 107
Folder 5
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2591-2676
Box 107
Folder 6
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2686-2788
Box 107
Folder 7
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 2795-2984
Box 107
Folder 8
Methodist ministers retirement schedules (incomplete series), numbers 3019-3215

Sub-subseries 2: Retirement from Teaching

Box 108
Folder 1
Labelled "Non-respondents/A&A mailing"
Labelled "Non-respondents/A&A mailing"
Box 108
Folder 3
   Labelled "Non-respondents/A&A mailing"
Box 108
Folder 4
   Unsorted
Box 108
Folder 5
   Unsorted
Box 108
Folder 6
   Unsorted
Box 108
Folder 7
   Unsorted
Box 108
Folder 8
   Unsorted
Box 109
Folder 1
   "Chicago Retired Teachers' Association, Short Questionnaires--Not tabulated"
Box 109
Folder 2
   Group C (female), key and numbers 1-69
Box 109
Folder 3
   Group C (female), numbers 77-149
Box 109
Folder 4
   Group C (female), numbers 154-249
Box 109
Folder 5
   Group C (female), numbers 251-333
Box 109
Folder 6
   Group C (female), numbers 334-399
Box 109
Folder 7
   Group C (female), numbers 400-499
Box 110
Folder 1
   Group D, numbers 502-571
Box 110
Folder 2
   Group D, numbers 586-649
Box 110
Folder 3
  Group D, numbers 650-723
Box 110
Folder 4
  Group D, numbers 729-836
Box 110
Folder 5
  Group D, numbers 841-896
Box 110
Folder 6
  Group D, numbers 903-950
Box 110
Folder 7
  Group D, numbers 952-996
Box 110
Folder 8
  Group E, numbers 1003-1049
Box 110
Folder 9
  Group E, numbers 1053-1098
Box 111
Folder 1
  Group E, numbers 1100-1145
Box 111
Folder 2
  Group E, numbers 1152-1223
Box 111
Folder 3
  Group E, numbers 1226-1272
Box 111
Folder 4
  Group E, numbers 1275-1349
Box 111
Folder 5
  Group E, numbers 1350-1421
Box 111
Folder 6
  Group E, numbers 1425-1464
Box 111
Folder 7
  Group E, numbers 1467-149
Box 111
Folder 8
  Group F (female), numbers 1501-1571
Folder 9
  Group F (female), numbers 1576-1640
Box 111
Folder 10
  Group F (female), numbers 1668-1719
Box 112
Folder 1
  Group F (female), numbers 1725-1773
Box 112
Folder 2
  Group F (female), numbers 1778-1849
Box 112
Folder 3
  Group F (female), numbers 1852-1891
Box 112
Folder 4
  Group F (female), numbers 1900-1997
Box 112
Folder 5
  Group F (female), Group G (female), numbers 2002-2065
Box 112
Folder 6
  Group F (female), numbers 2076-2148
Box 112
Folder 7
  Group F (female), numbers 2156-2217
Box 112
Folder 8
  Group F (female), numbers 2220-2299
Box 113
Folder 1
  Group F (female), numbers 2302-2349
Box 113
Folder 2
  Group F (female), numbers 2350-2399
Box 113
Folder 3
  Group F (female), numbers 2402-2442
Box 113
Folder 4
  Group F (female), numbers 2452-2498
Box 113
Folder 5
  Group F (female), Group M, numbers 2501-2579
Box 113
Folder 6
Group F (female), numbers 2581-2648

Box 113
Folder 7
  Group F (female), numbers 2651-2724

Box 113
Folder 8
  Group F (female), numbers 2727-2795

Box 113
Folder 9
  Group F (female), numbers 2805-2849

Sub-subseries 3: Photo-engravers’ Schedules, ”Attitudes toward Retirement,” by Ireland (incomplete series)

Box 114
Folder 1
  numbers 2-46

Box 114
Folder 2
  numbers 50-97

Box 114
Folder 3
  numbers 100-148

Box 114
Folder 4
  numbers 150-199

Box 114
Folder 5
  numbers 200-249

Box 114
Folder 6
  numbers 250-299

Box 114
Folder 7
  numbers 300-349

Box 115
Folder 1
  numbers 351-398

Box 115
Folder 2
  numbers 400-449

Box 115
Folder 3
  numbers 450-497

Box 115
Folder 4
  numbers 509-549
Box 115
Folder 5
   numbers 550-582

Box 115
Folder 6
   "Activities and Attitudes of Middle Age" from package marked "to be matched with Ireland's forms," coding instructions and numbers 41-138

Box 115
Folder 7
   "Activities and Attitudes of Middle Age" from package marked "to be matched with Ireland's forms," numbers 142-229, 573-583

Sub-subseries 4: "Your Activities and Attitudes" for study of two urban centers (Akron-Kansas City), incomplete series

Box 116
Folder 1
   numbers 3-49

Box 116
Folder 2
   numbers 50-98

Box 116
Folder 3
   numbers 100-149

Box 116
Folder 4
   numbers 151-199

Box 116
Folder 5
   numbers 200-249

Box 117
Folder 1
   numbers 250-299

Box 117
Folder 2
   numbers 300-348

Box 117
Folder 3
   numbers 350-399

Box 117
Folder 4
   numbers 400-438

Box 117
Folder 5
   numbers 450-519
numbers 520-549
Box 118
Folder 2
numbers 551-584
Box 118
Folder 3
numbers 585-619
Box 118
Folder 4
numbers 620-654
Box 118
Folder 5
numbers 655-689
Box 118
Folder 6
numbers 690-724
Box 119
Folder 1
numbers 725-759
Box 119
Folder 2
numbers 760-794
Box 119
Folder 3
numbers 795-829
Box 119
Folder 4
numbers 830-911
Box 119
Folder 5
numbers 915-995
Box 119
Folder 6
Interviews from study of Morris by Ruth Albracht, 1948-1949
Box 119
Folder 7
Interviews from study of Morris by Ruth Albracht, 1948-1949
Box 120
Folder 1
Interviews from study of Morris by Ruth Albracht, 1948-1949
Box 120
Folder 2
YMCA retirement schedules, secretaries, Group 1, numbers 1-31 and 1-20
Box 120
Folder 3
YMCA retirement schedules, secretaries, Group 1, numbers 21-37
Box 120
Folder 4
Schedules from CB Willis chapter and McBurney-Morse chapter (discussion groups),
incomplete series, numbers 1-24

Box 120
Folder 5
numbers 25-49

Box 120
Folder 6
numbers 50-65

Sub-subseries 5: "A Study of Retirement" schedules, YMCA (incomplete series)

Box 120
Folder 7
first series, numbers 2-39

Box 120
Folder 8
first series, numbers 43-73

Box 121
Folder 1
second series, numbers 1-24

Box 121
Folder 2
numbers 25-49

Box 121
Folder 3
numbers 50-74

Box 121
Folder 4
numbers 75-99

Box 121
Folder 5
numbers 100-110

Box 121
Folder 6
"Making the Most of Maturity," requests for information about the course, with
acknowledgments, 1951-1952

Box 121
Folder 7
"Making the Most of Maturity," literature on homes for the aged in Illinois; materials on
Commission on Aging, 1950-1952; report on "Western Electric Company Planning for
Retirement"

Box 122
Folder 1-19
Index cards with names, addresses, birth, etc. of respondents (including retired physicians)
Sub-subseries 6: Names of Methodist Ministers and Photo-Engravers Studied

Box 123
Folder 1-3
   Slips of paper
Box 123
Folder 4-17
   Index cards
Box 124
Folder 1
   Cards, front batch unidentified; back batch, master file from Methodist ministers study

Sub-subseries 7: General

Box 125
Folder 1
   Publications on aging
   • Reports, including Five Year Report on the Committee on Later Maturity 1945-1950, by Burgess, Havighurst, and Shanas, February 1951
   • Reports from March, April, and November, 1951, and March 1952, with some bibliographies
   • Review of "Problems for Research in Gerontology"
   • "A Program for Mental Health in Later Maturity"

Box 125
Folder 2
   Work comments on numerous chapters, [see also Box 121, Folders 4-6]

Box 125
Folder 3
   Tabulations, "YAA" schedule, numbers and percentages; tables on characteristics of old age by five year periods

Box 125
Folder 4
   Tabulations, with coding instructions

Box 125
Folder 5
   Schedules from "Making the Most of Maturity"; Outlines and write-ups by Cavan, Havighurst, Pollak, and Tibbits

Box 125
Folder 6
   Sample schedules and instructions, "Study of Later Maturity"; schedule on middle age

Box 125
Folder 7
   Research correspondence
   • Correspondence relating to research; instructions to interviewers; a "suggested rating device", outline; settlement questionnaire; Committee on Recreation for Later Maturity, 1945-1946
• Chicago Recreation Commission literature on recreation and old age
• Plans and proposals for research on old age

Box 125
Folder 8
  Tables from retired Methodist ministers study

Box 125
Folder 9
  Interviews by Ruth Albrecht, including "Background Information," opinion survey, and bibliography

Box 125
Folder 10
  Papers for courses by Bertrand Russell, Havighurst, Little, Roy Giles, William Gellman, D. Riesman (all mimeographed); miscellaneous reference literature; list of members

Box 125
Folder 11
  Geromatic Society; minutes, correspondence, etc., 1952; the Vanguard Fellowship, statement of origin and literature

Box 125
Folder 12
  Staff conferences, Michael Reese Hospital, September 26, October 17, 1951

Box 126
Folder 1
  Home Study correspondence, 1952

Box 126
Folder 2
  Outline of discussions for extension course #1-7, case work with reference material on adult education

Box 126
Folder 3
  K.A.M. Temple and 1st Presbyterian class materials

Box 126
Folder 4
  K.A.M. Temple group, manuscripts, Pearlman and Lane manuscripts

Box 126
Folder 5
  "Making the Most of Maturity," course application and correspondence, 1951

Box 126
Folder 6
  "MMM" course materials, including Committee on Human Development brochure; K.A.M. Temple group; winter schedule; Hollander-Little correspondence; budgets

Box 126
Folder 7
  Lecture series materials, "Your Life after Fifty"

Box 126
Folder 8
Observers’ reports of "MMM" groups, including following dates (all 1951) and two different copies, one with names and one with code number, 2/21, 3/28, 4/4, 4/11, 4/28, 4/25, 5/2, 5/5, 5/9, 5/23, 6/8, 6/13, 9/26, 10/3, 10/10

Box 126  
Folder 9  
Observers' reports, including the following dates, 10/17, 10/24, 10/31, 11/7, 11/14; also including evaluation of the group report

Series IV: Work of Students and Collaborators

This series begins with an alphabetical listing, by name of author, of the work of some of Burgess’ students and collaborators. The first subseries includes term papers, interviews, questionnaires from research projects, and essays from courses. Among the more prominent students whose work is extensively represented are Nels Anderson (mainly the Hobo study materials); Ifu Chen (items on the Chinese and Chinatown); Paul Cressey (the dance hall study); Marion Kells (including numerous interviews with church members and clergy); John Landesco (items from the study of organized crime); Walter Reckless (on vice areas in Chicago); Clifford Shaw (work on delinquency); and Paul Siu (study of the Chinese laundryman). There is also a lengthy manuscript autobiography of an Icelander.

The second subseries is organized by courses. Within each course the items are arranged by year, and for each year there is a separation into two groupings. The first group includes essays that report autobiographical experiences on a certain theme, e.g., "my first crime," or "my first experience in the city," or report the background of the writer on the subject of the course. There are also papers that report case studies of individuals. The second group consists of more traditional term papers, with research on a specific topic. There are also book reviews.

Finally, for each course there are undated works, placed at the end of the listing for that course. At the end of this sub-section are a group of reports organized by topic. Many of these items were not clearly identifiable as to course or year, and thus the topical organization was chosen. Among these topics are venereal disease, Negroes, Mexicans, and Hyde Park.

A large proportion of the course papers in this subseries are autobiographical. It is interesting to note that from 1916 until 1952 Burgess assigned such papers as a matter of pedagogical principle, as well as a means of providing candid social-psychological information. Indeed, many of the examinations that Burgess assigned were take-home papers of this type. Burgess considered it essential for a sociology student to learn how to report his own personal experiences in an objective manner, and the best training for this came in the writing of numerous short personal documents.

At the end of this series have been placed four boxes of research proposals for masters and doctoral dissertations. A number of these are from students of the Committee on Human Development.

Subseries 1: Individual Students and Collaborators

Box 126
Folder 10

Adams--Alinsky

- Alderman, Marquis, "Life Histories from Clinical Sociology," 1931
- Alinsky, Saul, "My Contact with Problems of Social and Personal Disorientation," 1928
- Alinsky, Saul, "The Public Dance Hall," 1928, with C. Weinberger

Box 127

Folder 1

Anderson, Nels, "The Trend of Urban Sociology"; Hobo material, case documents 4-54, including "Along the Main Stem with Red," unpublished, by Harry M. Beardsley, 1917 (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 2

Anderson, Nels, Hobo material, case documents 50-84 (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 3

Anderson, Nels, Hobo material, case documents 86-113 (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 4

Anderson, Nels, Hobo material, case documents 115-135 (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 5

Anderson, Nels, Hobo material, case documents 138-164; including "Life History of a Rooming House Keeper" (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 6

Anderson, Nels, "The Case of Abraham Bernstein," with Lawrence G. Brown, pp. 1-70 (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 7

Anderson, Nels, "The Case of Abraham Bernstein," with Lawrence G. Brown, pp. 71-142 (photocopies) (originals restricted)

Box 127

Folder 8

Archibald, E. H., "Distribution of Immigrant Groups--City of Calcutta"; and Bain, Read, "Remarks on Mannheim’s Ideology and Utopia"

Box 128

Folder 1

Barber, D. A., exercises from "Introduction to Principles of Collective Behavior," 1922

Box 128

Folder 2

Barber, D. A., exercises from "Introduction to Principles of Collective Behavior," 1922
Box 128
Folder 3
Barnes, Carolyn, "Adjustment of War Marriages," 1945 (pp. 1-39)

Box 128
Folder 4
Barnes, Carolyn, "Adjustment of War Marriages," 1945 (pp. 40-108)

Box 128
Folder 5
Be-Br
• Bennett, Wendel, "Ecological Study of the Island of Kauai, Hawaii," 1929
• Benson, Purnell, problems related to Sociology 310, 1936
• Birth Control, historical data sheet and bibliography
• Blumenthal, Albert, letters to Burgess, 1921, about Philipsburg including outline for
  "The Inner Life of an American Town, A Study of Mineville"
• Brotz, H. M., "Black Jews"
• Brown, L. Guy, "Progress Report on Personality Changes through Physical
  Handicaps" (see also Anderson, Nels)

Box 128
Folder 6
Bu-By
• Buchau, E., "Questionnaire for Girl Delinquents"
• Buck, John Wayne, two criminal autobiographies
• Byron, William F., "An Outline and Complete Set of Schedules from Study of Success
  Records of Delinquent Boys with Institutional Experience"

Box 128
Folder 7
Bruce, Earl W., observations for Sociology 309; and Reports on data from Montefiore
School, with letter to Mr. E. H. Stulken, Principal, 1937; also homosexuality materials,
cases, notes, etc.

Box 128
Folder 8
Bruce, Earl W., homosexuality materials, cases, notes, etc.

Box 128
Folder 9
Bruce, Earl W., homosexuality materials, cases, notes, etc.

Box 129
Folder 1
Burkholder, P. E., papers, dated June 10, 1929
• "The Gang Leader"
• Case studies, "Dependent Children"
• "Family Disorganization because of Desertion"
• "The Cupinski Family"

Box 129
Folder 2
Burkholder, P. E., letters related to delinquency, 1920-1929
Folder 3  
Carden-Carmichael  
- Carden, Marie, 1941, Questionnaire on the Organization of Family Consultation Centers  
- Carmichael, M. P., "Crimes and Criminals in Chicago in 1891"

Box 129  
Folder 4  
Carter-Cayton  
- Cavan, Ruth Shonle, 1923, Birth control cases and cases on family life  
- Cavan, Ruth Shonle, "The Analysis of Case Studies"  
- Cayton, Horace, Chinese family

Box 129  
Folder 5  
Chen, A.-Chen, Ifu  
- Chen, Arthur S. Y., "Problems of the Chinese Family"  
- Chen, Ifu, reports 3, 4, 5, 6, for Sociology 475, 1932

Box 129  
Folder 6  
Chen, Ifu  
- Chen, Ifu, set number 12, letters from older brother Teh-Sin  
- Chen, Ifu, "The Chinese Family," 58 pages

Box 129  
Folder 7  
Chen, Ifu  
- Chen, Ifu, write-ups on Chinese laundryman, including, "The Chinese Laundryman, A Study of Isolation"  
- write-ups on Chinese laundryman, short write-ups, including cases

Box 129  
Folder 8  
Chen, Ifu-Chen, Shu-Fei  
- Chen, Ifu, "Chinatown of Chicago," August 4, 1932  
- Chen, Shu-Fei, "The Six Villages, A Study of a Chinese Village"  
- Chen, Shu-Fei, "A Day in the Life of a Family"

Box 129  
Folder 9  
Cl-Co  
- Clarke, Helen, "Uniform Area Plan for Chicago City-wide Social Agencies"  
- Clarke, Helen, "Personality"  
- Clinard, Marshall H., 1937, "The Psychoanalytic Explanation of Criminal Behavior"  
- Cohen, J. H., "Materials for the Study of Organized Crime"  
- Cohen, J. H., "Who’s Who in Gangland"

Box 130  
Folder 1
Cohen, Cynthia, write-ups of distribution of venereal disease studies, 1931 (see also charts and maps 62-63)

**Box 130**

**Folder 2**

Cohen, Cynthia
- Cohen, Cynthia, "Predicting the Behavior of the Delinquent"
- Cohen, Cynthia, "Personal Unrest Cases"
- Cohen, Cynthia, cases dated 1931
- Cohen, Cynthia, "Vice Reports Closed by Committee of Fifteen during 1930"
- Cohen, Cynthia, examination

**Box 130**

**Folder 3**

Cole, William E., 1934 (with Urban Anderson), "Folklore and Folkways in the Blue Ridge and Cumberland Plateau Sections of Tennessee," a TVA-CWA project

**Box 130**

**Folder 4**

Conway-Cottrell
- Conway, Paul R., Research Project, Quarterly Report, Spring 1926
- Conway, Paul R., Apartment House Attitudes, Hyde Park Area
- Cooley, C. H., "Reminiscences on Sociology at Michigan"
- Cottrell, Leonard, interviews with probation officers, et al.
- Cottrell, Leonard, "Types of Reactions to Crisis Situations," June 26, 1928

**Box 130**

**Folder 5**

Cressey, Paul G.
- Cressey, Paul G., Report on Summer Work with the Juvenile Protective Association of Chicago, 1925
- Cressey, Paul G., "Objectives and Methods in Special Research Problems"
- Cressey, Paul G., "Description of a Research Project"
- Cressey, Paul G., "Outline for Study of Chicago's Closed Dance Halls"
- Cressey, Paul G., Program for Remaining Weeks of Autumn Quarter
- Cressey, Paul G., "Summary of Work Done on Research Project, Winter Quarter"
- Cressey, Paul G., "Statement of work done during the Winter Quarter, 1926, in relation to the Research Project of Racial Succession"
- Cressey, Paul G., Dance hall write-ups, "Author's Preface," "Introduction," and "Conclusion"
- Cressey, Paul G., letters, EWB to PGC, November 3, 1928; PGC to EWB, November 6, 1928; PGC to EWB, November 6, 1928

**Box 130**

**Folder 6**

Cressey, Paul G., dated observation records, 1926, including
- Interviews with dance hall management and personnel
- Reports on meetings about dance halls
- Reports on evenings at dance halls
• Personal documents, including letters and bibliographical interviews with dance hall patrons and staff
• Several papers on personal experience in dance halls by other EWB students

**Box 130**

**Folder 7**

Cressey, Paul G.
• Cressey, Paul G., list of closed dance halls
• Cressey, Paul G., "A Study of Gaelic Park"
• Cressey, Paul G., charts for Sociology 351, The Family
• Cressey, Paul G., "An Outline for the Problem of Research in Connection with Course in Local Community Studies, October 20, 1925, A Social Survey of McKinley Park Area"
• Cressey, Paul G., write-up of "Article for the Handbook on the McKinley Park Community"
• Cressey, Paul G., set of interviews, 1925
• Cressey, Paul G., bibliography cards in dance halls and notes

**Box 130**

**Folder 8**

Cressey, Paul G., Filipino materials
• 1925, "Journal of Documents"
• 1926, reports on visits and interviews
• "Autobiography of a Filipino"
• Olitsky, Ida, "What I know of Philippine Fellows"

**Box 130**

**Folder 9**

Cressey, Paul G., Filipino material, October 8, 1928

**Box 131**

**Folder 1**

Dahir, James
• Dahir, James, 1942, autobiographical date-book record with letter
• Dahir, James, examination

**Box 131**

**Folder 2**

Da-De
• Dai, Bingham, 1931, "The Story of a Chinese Married Couple with a Tentative Analysis"
• Dai, Bingham, "Case of Abraham Bernstein"
• Dai, Bingham, "Case of the Icelander"
• Davidsohn, Joseph, "The Structure of Cultural Things"
• DeFilippis, Gaetano, 1930, "Santa Monica"
• DeFilippis, Gaetano, "Social Life in an Immigrant Community"
• DeFilippo, A. William, "Autobiography"

**Box 131**

**Folder 3**

Dimkoff
• Dimkoff, [?], effects of the Depression materials
• Dimkoff, report on Bulgarians
• Dimkoff, personal statements by Bulgarians on the Depression

**Box 131**

**Folder 4**

Dimkoff

- Materials related to Dimkoff material on the Depression and found with above, but not Dimkoff’s,
- "Yugoslavs in Chicago and the Depression," February 26, 1935
- Polish statements, letters to B. Panoff, 1934
- Statements by Social Workers
- "Analysis of Statistical Study of 10,000 Men in the Service Bureau for Men, as of October, 1933"
- Family life and the Depression, a list of attitudes and characteristics

**Box 131**

**Folder 5**

Do-Du

- Dow, G. S., "Rural Sociology"
- Duncan, Hugh Dalziel, 1947, "An Annotated Bibliography on the Sociology of Literature, with an Introductory Essay on Methodological Problems in the Field"

**Box 131**

**Folder 6**

Du-E

- Duncan, Otis Dudley, 1946, "Fashion and Style"
- Dunham, H. W., "The Business of Being a Fortune Teller"
- Eby, Kermit, "Baugo Rededicated"
- Eichelberger, Clark M., "Hospers Island--A Comparison with Tangier," with an accompanying letter, June 10, 1923
- Eichelberger, Clark M., "A Critical Analysis of the Grade Your Town Chart," or "Radcliffe Chautauqua System"
- Eichelberger, Clark M., two questions sheets for "School Statistics to be Supplied by Principal or a Resident Teacher"

**Box 131**

**Folder 7**

F-Fo

- Farber, Bernard, "'Cost Utility' and Sampling Problems in the Selection of Predictors"
- Faris, Robert, questions for Sociology 210
- Faris, Robert, questions for growth of city
- Faris, Robert, "Report of Readings of German Literature about the Growth of the City"
- Foster, Robert G., proposed study for 1931-1932

**Box 131**

**Folder 8**

Gi-Go

- Giese, Irene M., "The Development of the 'Principles of Medical Ethics' of the American Medical Association"
• Glick, Paul C., "Recent Change in Family Life under the Impact of Full Employment, 1948"
• Goffman, E., "The Role of Status Symbols in Social Organization," 1948
• Goffman, E., field report, for Sociology 301A, 1948

Box 131
Folder 9
Go-H
• Goodman, Leo A., "On Validation of Prediction"
• Goodman, Leo A., "On Generalizing the Problem of Prediction"
• Handler, Mildred, "Ten Case Studies in the Adjustment of Service Men’s Wives," with ten other cases

Box 132
Folder 1
Hardy, Billy Meredith, reports on life in the village of Greenville, with accompanying letter, March 1, 1933

Folder 2
Haydon-Hayner
• Harlan, William H., July 1949, "The Purpose of Interviewing and the Use of Interview Data"
• Hauser, Philip M. (approximately 1929-1931), autobiographical statement for Social Pathology
• Hauser, Philip M., background paper for Sociology 373
• Hauser, Philip M., final exam for Organized Crime 374
• Hauser, Philip M., report for Sociology 373, reports on attending the funerals of "three of the seven members of the Moran gang killed on last St. Valentine's Day" ("Massacre" on February 14, 1929)
• Hauser, Philip M., a key for news clipping file
• Hauser, Philip M., report for Sociology 373, list of gangs in organized crime, criminal occupations, rackets, etc.
• Hayner, Norman S., "The Effect of Prohibition in Packingtown, Chapter 111," June 1921
• Hayner, Norman S., "Leisure of the Hotel Population, 1922"
• Hayner, Norman S., "The Hotel as an Index to City Life"

Box 132
Folder 3
Haydon, Edward M. [see also Mexican Studies]
• Haydon, Edward M., "Research Problems in Class on Family," 1934 (material relates to delinquency among Mexicans)
• Haydon, Edward M., experiences with city life
• Haydon, Edward M., case studies for Sociology 473, 1933
• Haydon, Edward M., "Changing Community and Family Control"

Box 132
Folder 4
He-Hy
- von Hentig, Hans, 1940, "The Limits of Penal Treatment"
- Hines, Edna, "A Study of the Childhood, Marital, and Marital-Parental Roles of a Group of College Women"
- Hines, Edna, case study of unrest
- Hughes, Everett C., 1925, "The Policeman as a Person"
- Hughes, Everett C., comment on the Clinard Manuscript on the black market, 1949
- Hypes, J. L., "The Use of Courses in the Sociology of the Family in Teacher Training"

Box 132
Folder 5
Ireland-Irwin
- Ireland, W. R. P., "A Study of a Group Which Calls Itself a Family," 1926
- Ireland, W. R. P., examination for course on family, September 1926
- Ireland, W. R. P., project descriptions
- Ireland, W. R. P., "Chicago Sons of the Immigrants," and "Young Polack Americans," June and September 1926
- Ireland, W. R. P., "An Analysis of the Mental Malady of Jane Hillyer," 1927
- Ireland, W. R. P., "Mechanizing Election Office Procedure"
- Irwin, Mary S., 1918, "Welfare Work in Industries of Chicago"

Box 132
Folder 6
Jaffe, A. J.
- Jaffe, A. J., "Urbanization and Fertility," August 1941
- Jaffe, A. J., "Adult Mortality"
- Jaffe, A. J., papers on Negroes
- Jaffe, A. J., three cases

Box 132
Folder 7
Janusch-Johnson
- Janusch, Josie E., "The Life History of Louis Biere," for Sociology 373, Delinquency
- Johnson, Charles S., "Some Attitudes toward Governmental Relief," 1934 (Folder was labelled "Fisk University")

Box 132
Folder 8
Katsulis, "Greek Studies," includes extensive case studies, community data, descriptions of establishments, e.g., coffee houses, lodges, etc.

Box 132
Folder 9
Kells, Marion
- Kells, Marion, approximately 1938, write-ups of interviews and visits with church pastors (and some members)
- Kells, Marion, "Answering the Question 'Why Don't You Go to Church?"

Box 132
Folder 10
Kells, Marion, interviews and visits with churchmen, including some questionnaires, 1938-1939

Box 133
Folder 1
Kells, Marion, interviews and visits with churchmen, including some questionnaires, 1938-1939

Box 133
Folder 2
Kells, Marion, interviews and visits with churchmen, including some questionnaires, 1938-1939

Box 133
Folder 3
Kells, M.-Kirkpatrick, E. L.
- Kells, Marion, letters to Burgess from 1938-1942, including some essays and short story "Unto the Hills"
- Kirkpatrick, E. L., "Case Study of the Farm Family as a Method of Rural Research"

Box 133
Folder 4
Ko-Kr
- Kobler, Frank J., "Cultural Differential in Intelligence"
- Krout, Johanna, "A Psychological Study of Universal Symbolism"

Box 133
Folder 5
Kr-Ku
- Krueger, T., "A Case Study in Tensions in Family Life"
- Kuznets, Simon, April 1949, "An Outline of a Comparative Study of Industrialization"

Box 133
Folder 6
Landesco, John, "Life History of Eddie Jackson, with an Introduction by Andrew Bruce," draft

Box 133
Folder 7
Landesco, John
- Landesco, John, code list E-J (perhaps for news articles?)
- Landesco, John, "The Rule of the Gang"
- Landesco, John, "The Strong-Arm Gangs"
- Landesco, John, material on "Who Killed McSwiggin," including pages of section of final draft for Illinois crime survey, May 1, 1928
- Landesco, John, copy for chapter 26 of crime survey
- Landesco, John, chapter 8, "The Ganster and the Politician"
- Landesco, John, two letters from Illinois Association for Criminal Justice, 1928
- Landesco, John, report for winter, 1926
- Landesco, John, "The Materials of the Study of Organized Crime"
- Landesco, John, "General Comments and Suggestions" (author not indicated)

Box 133
Folder 8
Laune-Leiffer
- Laune, "The Good Hoodlum," including dictionary of terms
- Leiffer, Murray H., outline of project
- Leiffer, Murray H., project description, 1926
- Leiffer, Murray H., chapters 2 and 3 (first draft), spring, 1926
- Leiffer, Murray H., confidential case documents

Box 133
Folder 9
Le-Li
- Lentz, Edith M., "Steelville, A Study of Why People Vote as They Do," 1947
- Lewis, Ralph, 1946, "Ignorance Abroad"
- Lind, A. W., "Description of a Research Project"

Box 134
Folder 1
McMurray (found with this label), interviews with local people on the effects of the Depression in 47th Street, 51st Street, South Park, and New York Central Tracks Area, 1934-1935

Box 134
Folder 2
Le-Ma
- Levin, Meyer, "The Thin Voices," Sociology 7 Term Papers
- Lind, Andrew W., description of mobility research project
- Lohman, Joseph D., 1933, "An Interview in the First Person with a Young Delinquent at the Cook County Juvenile Detention Home"
- MacDonald, Arthur, "Death Penalty and Homicide in the U. S."
- MacGill, Helen, 1926, "Land Values, Report of Project"
- MacGill, Helen, statement of research
- Mackoff, J. L., 1931, "Journal on Primary Campaign"
- Mackoff, J. L., "The Precinct Captain"
- Mackoff, J. L., second paper on "The Precinct Captain"
- Mackoff, J. L., paper on corruption and patronage
- Mackoff, J. L., paper on ward committeemen
- Mackoff, J. L., paper on political machine
- Mackoff, J. L., paper on ward organizations

Box 134
Folder 3
McAfee-McMurray
- McAfee, Wallace T., letter with copy of "My Experiences," for A. A. study, May 1948
- McAfee, Wallace T., "Social Backgrounds, Group and Social Participation of Members of A. A.,” June 1948
- McDermott, William F., "A Citizen Shows Chicago How"
- McKay, Henry D., exam from Social Pathology
- McKay, Henry D., a first delinquency
• McKay, Henry D., book reports, 1926
• McMurray, reports on Huston Herrings gang, May 1935

Box 134
Folder 4
Meadows -- Mexican Studies
• Meadows, Mary Nell, "Sociology and Art"
• Meltzer, Bernard, 1944, sociological autobiography
• Mexican studies, material related by topic,
• Letter to Mrs. Blair, December 1925
• Juvenile delinquency among Mexicans
• Case number A by Edward M. Haydon
• "With Chicago’s New Mexican Church"
• "Project Study of the Religious Life of the Mexicans in Chicago"
• "An Informal Study of Broken Homes and Delinquency among the Mexicans in the City," 1933, by Madeline Kneberg
• "Adjustment of Mexicans in Chicago," by Samuel R. Shepard

Box 134
Folder 5
Moses, Earl R.
• Moses, Earl R., "Juvenile Delinquency in Baltimore"
• Moses, Earl R., "The Negro Delinquent in Baltimore," city maps
• Moses, Earl R., "Juvenile Delinquency," paper by A. Jaffe with news clippings about Moses’ recommendation on delinquency
• Moses, Earl R., preliminary report for Committee on Findings and Recommendations
• Moses, Earl R., "The Problem of Delinquency and Crime among Negroes in Chicago"
• Moses, Earl R., "Outline of a Plan for Sociological Study of Community Factors in Adjustment and Non-Adjustment of Negro Youth in Chicago"
• Moses, Earl R., "Juvenile Delinquency among Negroes in Chicago," an outline of a dissertation
• Moses, Earl R., notes on delinquency
• Moses, Earl R., 1930, autumn quarter report
• Moses, Earl R., questions on master’s thesis with answers
• Moses, Earl R., "criminal" autobiography of Earl Moses

Box 134
Folder 6
Mu-Nowlis
• Mucha, S., interview material on Polish family, 1932
• Nelson, Raymond, book abstracts for The Family
• Newcomb, Charles, 1928, "Russian Sociology"
• Nowlis, Vincent, "The Child in the Family, Socialization of Sexual Behavior"

Box 135
Folder 1
O-Og
• Ogburn, W. F., preface and introduction to "Recent Social Changes"
Box 135
Folder 2
Oi-Pa
- Oien, P., 1934, interviews of boys and men in shelters, and on the streets
- Oien, P., 1936, account of hustler and husband (mentions Leopold)
- Ohlin, Lloyd E., letter to Sellin, T., November 1949, on parole manual
- Ohlin, Lloyd E., chapter 1, "Conceptions of Parole"
- Ohlin, Lloyd E., chapter 2, "The Problems of Parole Selection"
- Park, R., "City as Social Laboratory"

Box 135
Folder 3
Pe-Pi
- Perry, Clarence A., "A Step toward Community Definition"
- Pic, Paul, assorted pages and bibliography
- Pic, Paul, "Elementary Treatise on Industrial Legislation" (translation of French, 1912, 4th edition; there is no other English copy in Library; lacks sections 192-234)

Box 135
Folder 4
Pierce, M. M., "The Study of a Delinquent Girl"

Box 135
Folder 5
Pierson, Donald, autobiographies of teenagers with Czechoslovak backgrounds from Cicero, approximately 1931

Box 135
Folder 6
Po-R
- Powell, Marjorie Sweger, "Community Recreation for Later Maturity"
- Pritchett, Henry Lucian, "The Adjustment of College Students' Family Problems"
- Proctor, D. E., [see Tibbits, Clark]
- Proudfoot, M. J., "Problem of Omission in Computing per-square-mile Urban Population Densities Based on Enumeration District in the Chicago Region"
- Rapking, A. H., "The Use of a Score Card in a West Virginia Community"

Box 135
Folder 7
Reckless, Walter, "The Natural History of Vice Areas in Chicago," draft of chapters 1, 2, 3

Box 135
Folder 8
Reckless, Walter, chapters 4, 5, 6, 9, 10

Box 135
Folder 9
Reckless, W. -- Robert, P.
- Reckless, Walter, study of a family, 1923
- Reckless, Walter, final exam for Sociology 11
Box 136
Folder 1
Rodgers-Russell
- Rodgers, Mrs. M. E., autobiographical letter on delinquency, 1929
- Rodgers, Mrs. M. E., write-up on Picnic Grove, Stickney, Illinois; Evergreen Cafe, South Western Avenue; Harlem Inn, Stickney
- Russell, Daniel, a critical review of thesis (perhaps by Burgess)

Box 136
Folder 2
Russell, Daniel, rough draft material for "Roadhouse" study (see above)

Box 136
Folder 3
Russell, Daniel, apparently final draft for roadhouse

Box 136
Folder 4
Rumpf-Sayler
- Rumpf, 1926, "Formula for Rural Community Building," in German
- Sayler, Raymond, "A Study of Behavior Problems of Boys in the Lower North Community," first draft with case studies
- Sayler, Raymond, "The Illinois State Reformatory"
- Sayler, Raymond, "The Jargon of the Racketeer"
- Sayler, Raymond, "Bentley’s Case"

Box 136
Folder 5
Sayler, Raymond
- Sayler, Raymond, notes and data for lower north side study, including material on "Little Italy," autobiographies, character sketches, 1931
- Sayler, Raymond, a study of a religious group

Box 136
Folder 6
Sayler, Raymond
- Sayler, Raymond, playground and neighborhood material on clubs and gangs, interviews and reports including some tables from White House Conference, schedule for 75 girls
- Sayler, Raymond, biography of Thomas Fatigate; and "Chain Gang"

Box 136
Folder 7
Sc-Se
- Schettler, Clarence, "Problems of Personality Trait with Emphasis upon the Problem of Mutability (Summary)"
- Schoenig, John, "Will Vocational Training Be a Benefit to Inmates of Penal Institutions?"
- Seeley, John R., "Social Structure and Personality in a Small U. S. City"
- Sellin, Thorsten, "A Sociological Definition of the Field and Problems of Criminology"
• Setterlund, Elmer L., paper for Sociology 14, November, 1924

**Box 136**

**Folder 8**
Setterlund, Elmer L.
• Setterlund, Elmer L., community background materials on Edgewater
• Setterlund, Elmer L., write-up by W. P. Carter for Setterlund on "contrast between rural churches in Kansas and city churches of Chicago"
• Setterlund, Elmer L., interviews
• Setterlund, Elmer L., "Some Aspects of the Status of the Social Sciences and Social Movements in Scandinavia," 1928

**Box 136**

**Folder 9**
Shanas-Shaw
• Shanas, Ethel, November 1940, "Certain Relationships between Recreation and Delinquency in Chicago"
• Shaw, Clifford R., "Case Study Method," for Sociology 353

**Box 137**

**Folder 1**
Shaw, Clifford R.
• Shaw, Clifford R., set of personality interviews
• Shaw, Clifford R., "The Jack Roller," (missing chapter 13, and does not appear to have same first chapter as published version) including 2, 4, 5, 6, 7

**Box 137**

**Folder 2**
Shaw, Clifford R., "The Jack Roller," chapters 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

**Box 137**

**Folder 3**
Shaw, Clifford R.,
• Shaw, Clifford R., "The Jack Roller," chapter 14, appendix
• Shaw, Clifford R., autobiographical account, unidentified

**Box 137**

**Folder 4**
Shaw, Clifford R., "The Natural History of a Delinquent Career," chapters 1-5

**Box 137**

**Folder 5**
Shaw, Clifford R., chapters 6-8

**Box 137**

**Folder 6**
Shaw, Clifford R., chapters 9-end

**Box 137**

**Folder 7**
Shideler-Siu
• Shideler, Ernest H., "Outline and One Chapter," retail business study, exhibit 16
• Sibley, Elbridge, "Education in Social Science," 1949
• Siu, Paul, C. P. (following includes items by other authors which are about Chinese in Chicago and were found with Siu’s work)
• "A Newcomer to City Life"
• "Prostitution in Chinatown"
• "Cultural Conflict and a Marriage Problem"
• "The Greater Half of the Population in Chinatown," 1933
• "Ancestor Worship in a Chinese Rural Community," author unknown
• "The Chinese Immigrants in the City of Chicago," by C. L. Chiu

Box 137
Folder 8
Siu, Paul, C. P., "Chinese Family in Chicago"

Box 138
Folder 1
Siu, Paul C. P.
• Siu, Paul, C. P., notes and interviews related to gambling among Chinese
• Siu, Paul, C. P., "Sex, Leisure Time, and Personal Disorganization" (author unknown)

Box 138
Folder 2
Siu, Paul, C. P.
• Siu, Paul, C. P., Documents on prostitution in Chinatown
• Siu, Paul, C. P., several life histories
• Siu, Paul, C. P., "Some Chinese Types of Family in America, A General Outline" (might belong to I Chen)
• Siu, Paul, C. P., "Diary of Chinese Family Life"

Box 138
Folder 3
Siu, Paul, C. P.
• Siu, Paul, C. P., "The Chinese Laundryman, A Study of Social Type," an outline
• Siu, Paul, C. P., "The Chinese Laundryman as A Gambler," introduction
• Siu, Paul, C. P., "The Institutional Aspect of the Chinese Laundry"
• Siu, Paul, C. P., a study proposal

Box 138
Folder 4
Siu, Paul, C. P., short essays on various aspects of laundryman's life, e.g., sex, role of relatives, "mode of living," etc., includes weekly budget of Mandarin laundry

Box 138
Folder 5
Siu, Paul, C. P.
• Siu, Paul C. P., write-ups on Chinese churches
• Siu, Paul, C. P., case number 61, Hsiao Teh-Sing, includes a series of about 200 letters

Box 138
Folder 6
Siu, Paul, C. P., interviews and analysis of cases from various communities

Box 138
Folder 7
Siu, Paul, C. P., interviews and analysis of cases from various communities

Box 138
Folder 8
Siu, Paul, C. P., interviews and analysis of cases from various communities

Box 138
Folder 9
Siu, Paul, C. P., interviews and analysis of cases from various communities

Box 139
Folder 1
Smith, T. V. - Smythe
- Smith, T. V., "Chicago’ An Experiment in Social Research," with L. D. White
- Smith, T. V., "Social Science Research in the Community," 1929
- Smythe, L., "The Composition of the Chinese Family"

Box 139
Folder 2
Solomon, Rose, "Observational Study of Behavior of Twelve Children in the X Home," 1935

Box 139
Folder 3
Steinzor, Bernard, set of Rorschach records, 1945

Box 139
Folder 4
Strode-Stuart
- Strode, J., "Group Treatment of Social Problems"
- Stonequist, Everett W., "The Family in France, A Preliminary Statistical Approach"
- Stonequist, Everett W., "The Durkheim School"
- Stonequist, Everett W., "background" paper
- Strauss, Anselm, background paper, 1939
- Stuart, Johanes, "Divorces in Cook County, 1930"

Box 139
Folder 5
Sugarman, David, interviews about the Murray Full Employment Bill, 1945

Box 139
Folder 6
Sutherland, Edwin H.-Sutherland, Robert L.
- Sutherland, Edwin H., four papers on the city
- Sutherland, Edwin H., Sutherland’s copy of 1933 YMCA interviews
- Sutherland, Edwin H., "The Problem of Constructing a Community Delinquency Index," 1933, co-author, Raymond E. Nelson
- Sutherland, Edwin H., set of short chapters reporting delinquency research
- Sutherland, Edwin H., "The Outlook"
- Sutherland, Robert L., "My Sociology Autobiography"

Box 139
Folder 7
"Notes on My Work at the Bush," 1932-1933

Box 139
Folder 8
Swanson, G. E., "A Working Memorandum for Research on Sex and the Family," 1948 (found with Leonard Cottrell material)
Box 139
Folder 9
T-Th
• Taylor, B. W., "Jean Du Pree, Autobiographical Case Study," 1931
• Taylor, J. G., "Room Registry and Housing Study," 1928
• Thomas, W. I., "Methods and Techniques for the Study of Crime Causation and Prevention," Part 3, Section 15
• Thrasher, Frederick, "Plan for the Study of the Gang in Chicago"
• Thrasher, Frederick, "The Present State and Need of Boys' Work in Chicago"
• Thrasher, Frederick, "Outline for the Case Study of a Gang"
• Thrasher, Frederick, "The Gun Girl," chapter 8
• Thrasher, Frederick, case, The Family, 1920

Box 139
Folder 10
Tibbets, Clark
• Tibbets, Clark, background paper, "Interest in Crime," 1928
• Tibbets, Clark, 1927 letter about Emerson House reports, with answers to a Mrs. Boyes
• Tibbets, Clark, hand notes on the settlement
• Tibbets, Clark, "Habitat of Settlement"
• Tibbets, Clark, "The Neighborhood of the Settlement"
• Tibbets, Clark, "The University of Chicago Settlement, A Study of the History of Its Internal Organization," by D. E. Proctor
• Tibbets, Clark, a case from Sociology 270

Box 139
Folder 11
Troyer, William Lewis

Box 140
Folder 1
Tulchin, Simon, "Intelligence and Crime"

Box 140
Folder 2
V-W
• Voelker, Edgar, 1924, "Sex Education in the High School"
• Vokovich, V. M., August 1928, "The Historical and Contemporary Russian Mother"
• Vollmer, Myles, "The New Year's Eve Drag"
• Weinberg, S. K. [see next Folder]
• Weinreb, Jane, materials on Commonwealth College, 1932
• Wellman, C. H., Jr., "Two Case Studies of Juveniles"
• Wellman, C. H., Jr., background paper, 1928
• Wellman, C. H., Jr., autobiographical paper, 1929

Box 140
Folder 3
Weinberg, S. Kirson, "Jewish Youth in the Laundale Community, A Sociological Study"
Weinberg, S. Kirson, "Jewish Youth in the Laundale Community, A Sociological Study"

**Box 140**  
**Folder 5**  
**White-Winch**  
- White, Leonard, chapters two and three from "Chicago Experiment in Social Science," 1929  
- Willey, Malcolm M., "Selected Notes and Observations on the Lynds’ Middletown in Transition"  
- Winch, Robert Francis, August 1939, "The Relation between Neurotic Tendency and Adjustment in Engagement"  
- Winch, Robert Francis, letter from W. Ogburn, July 1939  
- Winch, Robert Francis, write-up on research in social psychology

**Box 140**  
**Folder 6**  
**Wirth-YMCA**  
- Wirth, Louis, "The Bases of Marriage and Their Relation to Marital Happiness"  
- Wirth, Louis, "Meditation on Middletown in Transition"  
- Wirth, Louis, paper on Monroe District  
- Wirth, Louis, autobiographical fragment  
- Yen, Ching-Yueh, 1932, "Some Problems on the Growth of Shanghai"  
- Young, Donald, "The Task of the Social Scientist in Human Relations: The Limiting Factors," 1948  
- Young, Kimball, "Family and Marriage Customs among the Mormons," 1917  
- Young, Pauline V., "The (Russian) Molokan Community in Los Angeles"  
- YMCA paper on "Counseling Boys," author unknown

**Box 140**  
**Folder 7**  
**Zorbaugh, Fred M. and Zorbaugh, Harvey Warren**  
- Zorbaugh, Fred M., [sic] short essays on ecology of city  
- Zorbaugh, Fred M., outline "The Study of a Neighborhood"  
- Zorbaugh, Fred M., "Chronological Statement of Work of Chicago Federation of Settlements"  
- Zorbaugh, Fred M., material from work under Shaw, including a report for April 29, 1927 and some cases  
- Zorbaugh, Harvey Warren, write-up "Solidarity," about Gold Coast with interviews, character sketches, etc.

**Box 141**  
**Folder 1**  
Zorbaugh, Harvey Warren, material for the "Gold Coast and the Slum," 1924, includes interviews, neighborhood descriptions, etc.

**Box 141**  
**Folder 2**
Unidentified miscellaneous
• Write-up on roomers, perhaps for rooming house study
• Character sketches of prominent community figures, community and author unknown

Box 141
Folder 3
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 4
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 5
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 6
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 7
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 8
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 9
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 141
Folder 10
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 142
Folder 1
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 142
Folder 2
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 142
Folder 3
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 142
Folder 4
Autobiography of an Icelander, author unknown

Box 142
Folder 5
Notes related to Icelander autobiography, 1910-1920

Subseries 2: Course Papers
Sub-subseries 1: Social Pathology
Box 142
Folder 6
1917-1918, including, birth control; dependent families
Box 142
Folder 7
1920-1924, case studies and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 142
Folder 8
1925-1926, including dance marathons
Box 142
Folder 9
1927, examinations and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 142
Folder 10
1927, papers, including dreams; marriage and divorce
Box 143
Folder 1
1928, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 143
Folder 2
1928, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 143
Folder 3
1928, papers, including, motion pictures; urban studies; ethnic studies
Box 143
Folder 4
1929, case studies and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 143
Folder 5
1929, papers, including, ministry as profession, Maxwell Street, Negro church, child life
Box 143
Folder 6
1930, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 144
Folder 1
1930, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 144
Folder 2
1930, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 144
Folder 3
1930, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts
Box 144
Folder 4
1930, examinations
Box 144

140
Folder 5
1930, papers, including, studies with south side children; guidance clinic; dance halls; YMCA; Russia; Chicago Tribune

Box 144
Folder 6
1931, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 144
Folder 7
1931, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 144
Folder 8
1931, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 145
Folder 1
1931, gymnasium in Czechoslovakia

Box 145
Folder 2
1931, papers, including, gangs; divorce; Chicago Parental School

Box 145
Folder 3
1932, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 145
Folder 4
1932, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 145
Folder 5
1932, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 145
Folder 6
1932, especially on demoralization

Box 145
Folder 7
1932, papers, including, Chicago Workers' Committee; gang on the Rangers (see also a 1931 paper); family

Box 145
Folder 8
1933, papers, including, autobiography of R. A. Baker; suicides in Chicago; homosexuality

Box 146
Folder 1
1934, case studies, examinations, student autobiographical accounts

Box 146
Folder 2
1934, case studies, examinations, student autobiographical accounts

Box 146
Folder 3
1934, case studies, examinations, student autobiographical accounts
Box 146
Folder 4
1934, papers, including, Michigan County Detention

Box 146
Folder 5
1934, unemployment and women; birth control, runaway girls and delinquency, social
scientists’ view; graft, the Depression and unemployment

Box 146
Folder 6
1935, including, anonymous autobiography; child disorganization

Box 146
Folder 7
1937, including, venereal disease; sex-morons; prostitution; Mexicans; dance orchestra
musicians; miscellaneous book reports

Box 146
Folder 8
1938, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 146
Folder 9
1938, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 146
Folder 10
1938, papers, including, delinquent girls; Kansas relief; prostitution; homosexuality;
Polish; poverty and psychoses

Box 147
Folder 1
1940-1942, papers

Box 147
Folder 2
1944, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 147
Folder 3
1944, papers, including, youth in wartime; deviant homes; mental illness; prostitution;
factors in selection of mate; racial attitudes; adjustment of returning servicemen

Box 147
Folder 4
1945, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 147
Folder 5
1945, paper on "Factors relating to the Success and Failure of Teen-Age Groups in
Chicago," by Phyllis Noskin

Box 147
Folder 6
1945, papers, including, later maturity; prostitution; suicide

Box 147
Folder 7
1946, including, definition of personal adjustment; topic proposals

Box 147
Folder 8
1947-1948, including homosexuality

Box 147
Folder 9
Undated, "My Autobiography," by Myra L----

Box 147
Folder 10
1947-1948, cases apparently from the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute

Box 148
Folder 1
Undated, case studies, autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 2
Undated, case studies, autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 3
Undated, case studies, autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 4
Undated, case studies, autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 5
Undated, case studies, autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 6
Undated, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 7
Undated, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 148
Folder 8
Undated, papers, including, malnutrition

Box 149
Folder 1
Undated, movies; army; revolution; Chinese urban areas; lynching; old age

Box 149
Folder 2
Undated, pre-school movement; abortion; temperament; gangs; birth control; child life;
Pressey's X-O test for University of Chicago students

Box 149
Folder 3
Undated, papers, including, revolution; insanity; mental testing

Box 149
Folder 4
Undated, veterans; family desertion; anti-Semitism among Negroes; restlessness in women

Box 149
Folder 5
Undated, ecological factors; rural schools; insanity; children and marriage; urban areas; rooming houses; gangs; Negro fraternity at University of Chicago

Box 149
Folder 6
Undated, book reviews

Box 149
Folder 7
Undated, papers related to sexual pathology, e.g., homosexuality, prostitution, syphilis

**Sub-subseries 2: Urban Sociology**

Box 150
Folder 1
Pre-1926, including, hoboes

Box 150
Folder 2
Pre-1926, clippings from The Comet, 1924-1925

Box 150
Folder 3
Pre-1926, papers, including, local communities

Box 150
Folder 4
1926, papers, including, local communities

Box 150
Folder 5
1926, cities

Box 150
Folder 6
1926, cities

Box 150
Folder 7
1926, cities

Box 150
Folder 8
1926, Chicago

Box 151
Folder 1
1926, review papers on Park and Mumford

Box 151
Folder 2
1926, papers on cities

Box 151
Folder 3
1926, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts on cities and city life

Box 151
Folder 4
1927, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 151
Folder 5
1927, papers on cities

Box 151
Folder 6
1927, papers on cities

Box 151
Folder 7
1927, papers on cities

Box 151
Folder 8
1927, papers on cities

Box 152
Folder 1
1927, papers, churches in the city

Box 152
Folder 2
1928, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 152
Folder 3
1928, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 152
Folder 4
1928, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 152
Folder 5
1928, papers on cities

Box 152
Folder 6
1928, papers on cities

Box 152
Folder 7
1928, papers on cities in poetry and literature

Box 153
Folder 1
1928, paper on Miami

Box 153
Folder 2-3
1929, student autobiographical accounts, experience with cities

Box 153
Folder 4
1929, case studies

Box 153
Folder 5-6
  1929, papers

Box 154
Folder 1
  1929, papers, including, Los Angeles; psychoanalysis; theater

Box 154
Folder 2
  1929, papers, including, Los Angeles; psychoanalysis; theater

Box 154
Folder 3
  1929, papers, including, Los Angeles; psychoanalysis; theater

Box 154
Folder 4
  1930, case studies

Box 154
Folder 5
  1930, case studies

Box 154
Folder 6
  1930, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 154
Folder 7
  1930, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 154
Folder 8
  1930, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 155
Folder 1
  1930, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 155
Folder 2
  1930, papers on Chicago

Box 155
Folder 3
  1930, papers on Chicago

Box 155
Folder 4
  1930, papers on Chicago

Box 155
Folder 5
  1930, papers on Chicago

Box 155
Folder 6
  1930, papers on Chicago
Box 155
Folder 7
  1931, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 156
Folder 1
  1931, students' autobiographical accounts

Folder 2
  1931, family in the city, case studies

Folder 3
  1931, family in the city, case studies

Folder 4
  1931, family in the city, case studies

Folder 5
  1931, miscellaneous case studies and papers

Folder 6
  1931, papers (some regarding New York City from students in Burgess' Columbia University summer course)

Box 157
Folder 1
  1931, papers

Folder 2
  1931, on family budgets

Folder 3
  1931, on Chicago

Folder 4
  1931, on Chicago

Folder 5
  1931, clippings, Chicago Uptown News

Folder 6
  1931, on Chicago Ukrainians

Box 158
Folder 1
  1931, Chicago West Side News

Folder 2
  1932, case studies and examinations
Box 158
Folder 3
  1932, case studies and examinations

Box 158
Folder 4
  1932, case studies and examinations

Box 158
Folder 5
  1932, case studies by Margaret Artman

Box 158
Folder 6
  1932, case studies

Box 159
Folder 1
  1931, papers on cities

Box 159
Folder 2
  1931, papers on cities

Box 159
Folder 3
  1931, on Chicago; book reviews

Box 159
Folder 4
  1933, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 159
Folder 5
  1933, paper on "The Jolly Girls Club," by Martha E. Gross

Box 159
Folder 6
  1933, case studies, students' autobiographical accounts, and papers

Box 159
Folder 7
  1933, case studies, students' autobiographical accounts, and papers

Box 160
Folder 1
  1933, papers on Chicago

Box 160
Folder 2
  1933, papers on Chicago

Box 160
Folder 3
  1933, papers on Chicago

Box 160
Folder 4
  1933, "Politics under the Beacon," by Irwin Spencer Bickson
Folder 5
  1933, miscellaneous

Box 160
Folder 6
  Post-1933, from miscellaneous courses apparently related to urban topics, including,
  Sociology 264, 364, 203, 475, 5, 13a, 269

Box 160
Folder 7
  Population pyramid type papers, assorted years

Box 160
Folder 8
  Population pyramid type papers, assorted years

Box 161
Folder 1
  Undated, case studies and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 161
Folder 2
  Undated, case studies and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 161
Folder 3
  Undated, case studies and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 161
Folder 4
  Undated, and examinations

Box 161
Folder 4
  Undated, and examinations

Box 161
Folder 5
  Undated, and examinations

Box 161
Folder 6
  Undated, and examinations

Box 161
Folder 7
  Undated, and examinations

Box 162
Folder 1
  Undated papers on Chicago

Box 162
Folder 2
  Undated papers on Chicago

Box 162
Folder 3
  Undated, cities
Folder 4
   Undated, cities
Box 162
Folder 5
   Undated, cities
Box 162
Folder 6
   Undated, miscellaneous, including book reports
Box 162
Folder 7
   Undated, abstracts
Box 162
Folder 8
   Undated, miscellaneous

Sub-subseries 3: The Family (Sociology 351, 251, 11, 352, 353, 137, 257)

Box 163
Folder 1
   1914 and 1920
Box 163
Folder 2
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 3
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 4
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 5
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 6
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 7
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 8
   1921, case studies
Box 163
Folder 9
   1921, case studies
   • BOX164
Box 163
Folder 1
1921 papers
Box 163
Folder 2
  1921 papers
Box 163
Folder 3
  1921, including, modern English family; modern Japanese family
Box 163
Folder 4
  1923, examination ("A Day in the Life of a Family")
Box 163
Folder 5
  1923, examination ("A Day in the Life of a Family")
Box 163
Folder 6
  1923, examination ("A Day in the Life of a Family")
Box 163
Folder 7
  1923, case studies
Box 163
Folder 8
  1923, case studies
Box 163
Folder 9
  1923, and papers
Box 165
Folder 1
  1926, students' autobiographical accounts
Box 165
Folder 2
  1926, case studies and papers, including, "Changes of Marriage Mores in China," by C. C. Wu
Box 165
Folder 3
  1927
Box 165
Folder 4
  1928, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 165
Folder 5
  1928, papers on family and delinquency
Box 165
Folder 6
  1928, women and the family
Box 165
Folder 7
1928, miscellaneous topics

**Box 165**
**Folder 8**
1928, miscellaneous topics

**Box 165**
**Folder 9**
1929, papers, including, "Concepts of Social Analysis," by A. P. Herman; "Family Provisions for Recreation," by Alice L. Torrey

**Box 165**
**Folder 10**
1929, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 1**
1929, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 2**
1929, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 3**
1930, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 4**
1930, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 5**
1930, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 6**
1930, examinations and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 166**
**Folder 7**
1930, papers, including, urban Negro; Bankundo of equatorial Africa; Swedish immigrants; German family; children

**Box 167**
**Folder 1**
1931, students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 167**
**Folder 2**
1931, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 167**
**Folder 3**
1931, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

**Box 167**
**Folder 4**
1931, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts
Folder 6
1931, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 167
Folder 7
1931, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 168
Folder 1
1931, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 168
Folder 2
1931, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 168
Folder 3
1931, papers, including, Chinese rural community; studying wishes of children; Roman family life; Jibaro and the family

Box 168
Folder 4
1932, including, paper on Italian family

Box 168
Folder 5
1933

Box 168
Folder 6
1934, case studies, examinations, and students’ autobiographical accounts, (“A Day in the Life of a Family”)

Box 168
Folder 7
1935, papers, including, effect of war; Effect of the Depression

Box 168
Folder 8
1935, students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 169
Folder 1
1935, students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 169
Folder 2
1936, case studies

Box 169
Folder 3
1936, case studies

Box 169
Folder 4
1936, students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 169
Folder 5
1936, students’ autobiographical accounts and case studies
Box 169
Folder 6
1936, students' autobiographical accounts and case studies

Box 170
Folder 1
1936, students' autobiographical accounts, case studies, and papers

Box 170
Folder 2
1936, papers

Box 170
Folder 3
1936, examinations

Box 170
Folder 4
1936, examinations

Box 170
Folder 5
1936, examinations

Box 170
Folder 6
1939, examinations

Box 170
Folder 7
1939, examinations

Box 170
Folder 8
1939, examinations

Box 171
Folder 1
1939, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 171
Folder 2
1939, papers

Box 171
Folder 3
1940-1941

Box 171
Folder 4
1944, including, Indian family; Chinese family; mobility dating; nursing school

Box 171
Folder 5
1945, case studies

Box 171
Folder 6
1945, students' autobiographical accounts, case studies, and examinations

Box 171
Folder 7
1945, students' autobiographical accounts and paper proposals
Box 171
Folder 8
1945, bibliographies and papers on marital adjustment
Box 171
Folder 9
1946, case studies, examinations
Box 172
Folder 1
1947, students' autobiographical accounts
Box 172
Folder 2
1947, students' autobiographical accounts
Box 172
Folder 3
1947, students' autobiographical accounts
Box 172
Folder 4
1948
Box 172
Folder 5
1950, "What I Like in a Date"
Box 172
Folder 6
Undated, "Sociologic Survey of the Boys at the Division Street YMCA," by Lawrence E. Zeitz
Box 172
Folder 7
Undated, case studies
Box 172
Folder 8
Undated, case studies
Box 172
Folder 9
Undated, case studies
Box 173
Folder 1
Undated, case studies
Box 173
Folder 2
Undated, case studies
Box 173
Folder 3
Undated, case studies
Box 173
Folder 4
Undated, case studies

Box 173
Folder 5
Undated, case studies

Box 173
Folder 6
Miscellaneous papers from courses related to the family and delinquency, from Sociology 466, 352

Box 173
Folder 7
Methods in Family Research, Sociology 451, 1949-1950, including
- "Social Class as a Factor in Delinquent Behavior," by J. F. Short, Jr.
- "Analysis of Courses for Prospective Parents at Lying-In Hospital," by A. P. Hare
- "The Sociological Study of Intermarriage," by A. Elias and C. Fritz
- "Bereavement and Methods of Family Research," by A. F. Henry

Box 174
Folder 1
Miscellaneous, 1922-1949, including following courses, Sociology 11, 104, 283, 352, 357, 450

Box 174
Folder 2
Miscellaneous, 1922-1949, including following courses, Sociology 11, 104, 283, 352, 357, 450

Box 174
Folder 3
Sociology [11]8, 1949, possibly from University of Utah

Box 174
Folder 4
Sociology 118, 1949

Box 174
Folder 5
No course identification, including family as an institution, literature abstracts, Japanese peasant

Box 174
Folder 6
"Behavior Problems as a Result of Group Interactions," author unknown

Box 174
Folder 7
No date, no course, case studies; married couples’ self-analysis, "Attitudes toward Marriage, Report on Thirty-Six Men in the Armed Services," H. T. and Y. F. Childs

Box 174
Folder 8
Miscellaneous
- Unidentified autobiography found with Merton's re-study of Angell's Effect of the Depression work, which appears unrelated
• Papers from Sociology 5, 7, early courses relating to family (Sociology 5) and city (Sociology 7) and scattered work from Sociology 51

**Box 174**
**Folder 9**
1916 and 1917, including, urban, marriage, family, psychoanalysis

**Box 174**
**Folder 10**
1918, students' autobiographical accounts, case studies, including, "social differentiation"; "Social identification"; theaters; homosexuality

**Box 174**
**Folder 11**
1919, case studies, including women’s movement

**Box 175**
**Folder 1**
1920, including essays on "tension in the family"

**Box 175**
**Folder 2**
1920, including essays on "tension in the family"

**Box 175**
**Folder 3**
1920, including essays on "tension in the family"

**Box 175**
**Folder 4**
1920, including essays on "tension in the family"

**Box 175**
**Folder 5**
1920, including essays on "tension in the family"

**Box 175**
**Folder 6**
1920, including essays on "tension in the family"

**Box 175**
**Folder 7**
Sociology 5

**Box 175**
**Folder 8**
Sociology 5

**Box 175**
**Folder 9**
Sociology 5

**Box 176**
**Folder 1**
1921, Sociology 5

**Box 176**
**Folder 2**
1921, Sociology 5

**Box 176**
Folder 3
1923, Sociology 7
Box 176
Folder 4
1924 Sociology 11 (family)
Box 176
Folder 5
1927-1940, Sociology 5, 7, including, essays on sex education
Box 176
Folder 6
Undated, Sociology 5 (351?), including papers on "the family and literature"
Box 176
Folder 7
Undated, Sociology 5 (351?), including papers on "the family and literature"
Box 176
Folder 8
Undated, Sociology 5 (351?), including papers on "the family and literature"
Box 176
Folder 9
Undated, Sociology 5 (351?), including papers on "the family and literature"
Box 176
Folder 10
Undated, Sociology 5 (351?), including papers on "the family and literature"
Box 176
Folder 11
No date, Sociology 7, case studies

Sub-subseries 4: The Family (Sociology 358, 259)
Box 177
Folder 1
1934-1935, papers, including, effects of the Depression; jingles; recreation
Box 177
Folder 2
1934-1935, papers, including, effects of the Depression; jingles; recreation
Box 177
Folder 3
1934-1935, papers, including, effects of the Depression; jingles; recreation
Box 177
Folder 4
1934-1935, papers, including, effects of the Depression; jingles; recreation
Box 177
Folder 5
Undated, student autobiographical accounts
Box 177
Folder 6
Undated, papers
Box 177
Folder 7
  Undated, papers
Box 177
Folder 8
  Undated, papers
Box 177
Folder 9
  Undated, papers

Sub-subseries 5: Crime and Delinquency (Sociology 51, 114, 219, 373, 378)

Box 178
Folder 1
  1917-1919
Box 178
Folder 2
  1920, students’ autobiographical accounts and case studies
Box 178
Folder 3
  1921, students’ autobiographical accounts and case studies
Box 178
Folder 4
  1924
Box 178
Folder 5
  1925-1926
Box 178
Folder 6
  1927-1928, students’ autobiographical accounts and case studies
Box 178
Folder 7
  1928, students’ autobiographical accounts, case studies, and papers
Box 178
Folder 8
  1928, papers
Box 178
Folder 9
  1928, papers on crime in Chicago
Box 178
Folder 10
  1928, papers on crime in Chicago
Box 179
Folder 1
  1928, case studies and students’ autobiographical accounts, including many from summer course at University of Southern California, Los Angeles
| Folder 2  | 1928, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts, including many from summer course at University of Southern California, Los Angeles |
| Box 179  |  |
| Folder 3 | 1928, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts, including many from summer course at University of Southern California, Los Angeles |
| Box 179  |  |
| Folder 4 | 1929, students' autobiographical accounts and case studies |
| Box 179  |  |
| Folder 5 | 1929, students' autobiographical accounts and case studies |
| Box 179  |  |
| Folder 6 | 1929, students' autobiographical accounts and case studies |
| Box 179  |  |
| Folder 7 | 1929, papers |
| Box 179  |  |
| Folder 8 | 1929, papers |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 1 | 1929, papers |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 2 | 1930, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 3 | 1930, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 4 | 1930, including "Graft,” by M. H. Hayes |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 5 | 1931, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 6 | 1931, papers, including "The Boy Scout Movement and Delinquency in Chicago" |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 7 | 1931, papers, including "The Boy Scout Movement and Delinquency in Chicago" |
| Box 180  |  |
| Folder 8 | 1933-1939 |

160
Box 180
Folder 9
   1949
Box 180
Folder 10
   Undated, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 180
Folder 11
   Undated, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 181
Folder 1
   Undated, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 181
Folder 2
   Undated, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 181
Folder 3
   Undated, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 181
Folder 4
   Undated, case studies and students' autobiographical accounts
Box 181
Folder 5
   Undated, case studies
Box 181
Folder 6
   Undated, "Autobiography of Anthony Skowronski"
Box 181
Folder 7
Box 181
Folder 8
   Undated, papers
Box 181
Folder 9
   Undated, including, "Newspaper History of Crime in Chicago, January 1 to June 30, 1890"
Box 181
Folder 10
   Undated, papers, including, "Sociological Analysis," by E. O. Rausch
Box 182
Folder 1
   Undated, "The Delinquent Boy in Chicago," by F. B. Anderson and M. W. Boynton
Box 182
Folder 2
   Sociology 51 papers on "types," undated
Box 182  
Folder 3  
Sociology 51 papers on "types," 1920  

Box 182  
Folder 4  
Sociology 51 papers on "types," 1921  

Box 182  
Folder 5  
Sociology 51 papers on "types," 1922  

**Sub-subseries 6: General Sociology (Sociology 1, 14)**  

Box 182  
Folder 6  
Sociology 1, 1916-1917  

Box 182  
Folder 7  
Sociology 1, 1919  

Box 182  
Folder 8  
Sociology 1, 1920-1925  

Box 182  
Folder 9  
Undated  

Box 182  
Folder 10  
No date, write-ups of class sessions led by teaching assistants, including, House, Thrasher, Kruege, Byron, Kinchloe  

Box 182  
Folder 11  
Sociology 14, 1924  

**Sub-subseries 7: General Sociology (Sociology 210, 310)**  

Box 182  
Folder 12  
1928, "Publications and Culture," by J. E. Arrington  

Box 182  
Folder 13  
1929, students' autobiographical accounts  

Box 182  
Folder 14  
1930, "Social Life of Negroes," by E. H. Fitchett, anonymous autobiography  

Box 182  
Folder 15  
1931, students' autobiographical accounts  

Box 182  
Folder 16
1931, questions raised in the course

Box 183
Folder 1
1931, papers, including, distribution of patients in Loop; customs among the Slavic peoples; Communist Party and Negroes of Chicago; resumes of concepts; syllabus of course

Box 183
Folder 2
1932, papers, including, report of Thespian Club; physical descriptions of community; Negro tours in the South; backgrounds

Box 183
Folder 3
1933-1937
• 1933-1934, 3e
• 1935, note for papers
• 1936, "Old Age," by A. S. Y. Chen
• 1937, students’ autobiographical accounts

Box 183
Folder 4
1938, papers, including, institutions; population growth; race accommodation

Box 183
Folder 5
1940, "A Comparison of Two Italian-American Communities Located in Different Cities in the State of Illinois"

Box 183
Folder 6
1941-1949
• 1941, students’ autobiographical accounts
• 1943, including, bibliography for study of development of personality in Chinese family; case of relation between the psychogenetic traits and the manifestations of behavior in one’s later period, Y. L. Lu
• 1944-1949, including old people; race track; "The Chinese Family in Chicago," by Y. Liang

Box 183
Folder 7
1940, students' autobiographical accounts

Box 183
Folder 8
Undated, papers

Box 183
Folder 9
Undated, papers

Box 183
Folder 10
Undated, "Isolation of Shelter Inmates," by S. K. Weinberg

Box 184

163
Folder 1
Undated papers, "The Problem of Unattachment of Shelter House Men," by S. K. Weinberg

Box 184
Folder 2
Undated papers, including, book reviews; railroad; nursing; religious sects

Box 184
Folder 3
Undated papers, including, "Vengeance," by T. C. Hu, "Ancestral Worship," by C. T. Tu, "La Rabida," backgrounds

Box 184
Folder 4
Undated papers, also from Sociology 269 papers

Box 184
Folder 5
Miscellaneous course papers
• General Sociology, Ecology and Institutions
• 1929, Human Ecology
• Sociology 350, Institutions, 1936, "The Seminary as a Mechanism of Personality Development"
• Sociology 464, 1948, "Maps as Ecological Tools"

Sub-series 8: Recreation and Play

Box 184
Folder 6
Notes, student papers from Sociology 34, 1924-1925, 1934

Sub-series 9: Sociology and Social Work

Box 184
Folder 7
Examinations from Sociology 355 and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 184
Folder 8
Examinations from Sociology 355 and students' autobiographical accounts, including a convict history of "Ben Frankenstein" (possibly out of place)

Box 184
Folder 9
Examinations from Sociology 355 and students' autobiographical accounts, and Sociology 203, 1929, occupational attitudes, from the University of Southern California

Box 185
Folder 1
Sociology 203 and 355, 1929, papers

Box 185
Folder 2
1940, including attitudes toward war; churches in Chicago
Folder 3
1940, autobiographical study of the family; personality schedules; reports on use of schedules

Box 185
Folder 4
1940, pupil adjustment; supply and demand of teachers; neurosis; city planning; migration; labor unions; census tracts; population; paper proposals

Box 185
Folder 5
1941 and 1943, mainly on population pyramids

Box 185
Folder 6
Miscellaneous, including field work for Sociology 467

Box 185
Folder 7
1946 and 1948, including, prediction; city planning; education; business; population; success of high school students

Box 185
Folder 8
1946 and 1948, public opinion polls; Negro population; stereotypes

Box 186
Folder 1
Sociology 333, including, race riots; criminology

Box 186
Folder 2
Miscellaneous papers related to methods

Box 186
Folder 3
History of Sociology papers, 1928

Box 186
Folder 4
Sociology 14, on community and village

Box 186
Folder 5
Sociology 268, 1931, including, cancer; brokerage office

Box 186
Folder 6
Sociology 269, including, 1929, "South Deering," by Newton I. Zemans; 1930, life histories and analysis, by George L. Townsend

Box 186
Folder 7
Sociology 269, life histories, no date

Box 186
Folder 8
Sociology 280, 1927, at University of Southern California, including, organized religion; parent backgrounds; population growth
Box 186
Folder 9
Sociology 299, mainly 1931, including E. Shanas and C. Cohen

Box 186
Folder 10
Sociology 378, 1930, 1937, case studies, examinations, and students' autobiographical accounts

Box 186
Folder 11

Box 187
Folder 1
Statistics 201 and Sociology 203 and 305 (Ogburn’s course, 1938)

Box 187
Folder 2
Miscellaneous papers
- "Psychic Type" for Sociology 2, by M. Long
- "On Politics in Europe," by A. Shafter
- Estimate of disposition according to Humm’s analysis of disposition of temperament
- "Social Psychology and Sociology," by Gaston
- "Roffenstein," by E. Aherns
- Methodological note by Charles E. Hendry, December 22, 1931
- "A Departure in Education, The Reaction of a Group of Little Children to a Specific Leadership," for Sociology 203, by A. E. Emman
- Examination, December 22, 1924
- "On the Boarders’ Edge of Slum-Town" by Leonard N. Wildon, 1936
- Cases from a rooming house
- Delinquency cases by Mary Ballard, 1924

Box 187
Folder 3
Two batches of cases, as examples of character types

Box 187
Folder 4
Miscellaneous papers
- "In with an Out Group, A Study of Our Groups," by E. C. Tuckner
- Personal student account of joining labor gang during the Depression
- "The Place of a Sociologist in a Child Guidance Clinic"
- "Why Filipinos in Chicago Became Immigrants," by E. L. Cabillonar
- "The Volstead Gold-Rush," by Irwin S. Bickson

Box 187
Folder 5
Miscellaneous papers
- "Housing Conditions," by Russell Jelliff, 1914
- Statistics problems by L. Gibbons
- Autobiography of Mary L. Harvey
• Unidentified background papers
• "Union League Boys’ Club," by H. K. Foster
• "The Nursemaid," by Martha H. Hall
• "Housing," by M. M. Pierce
• "Dating and Rating in a Selected College Community," by D. Silverstein
• "Taxicab in Chicago," by Max J. Strom
• Problem papers
• "Negroes and the Defense Industry," by S. Elbaum
• Chapter 1, "Crime and Criminal Justice in Chicago"
• "Contemporary American Farm Families"
• "Factors Influencing Friendship Formation"

Box 187
Folder 6
Miscellaneous papers
• 1923-1924, set of interviews
• Case study of Filipino
• Two chapters from "The Veteran," 1947, no author cited (with comments)
• A chapter on "Predicting Intermarriage"
• "Ideology and Utopia, A Critique of Mannheim"
• Report on a peace rally, 1940
• Two pages from a "Chapter Four" on girls' family treatment
• "On News Coverage"

Box 187
Folder 7
"A Day in the Life of a Boy," 1927; "My Vocation"

Box 187
Folder 8
"A Day in the Life of a Boy," 1927; "My Vocation"

Box 188
Folder 1
Abstracts on venereal disease (see also Cohen, C.)

Box 188
Folder 2
Hyde Park, including, plan for survey according to Professor Robert E. Park; incomplete list of organizations; "Old Days in Hyde Park," by David A. Pierce, 1923

Box 188
Folder 3
Negroes, including
• "Discrimination against the Negro in National Defense Industries, Training, Labor, and Employment"
• Correspondence, "Excerpts ... concerning Research Methods in the Negro Youth Study"

Box 188
Folder 4
Mexicans in Chicago

Box 188
Folder 5
   Autobiographies of grade school children
Box 188
Folder 6
   Caste system in India, author unknown
Box 188
Folder 7
   Miscellaneous book notes and bibliographic lists
Box 188
Folder 8
   Write-ups of rooming house areas and character sketches, including, Woodland Park, Oakwood Boulevard, Hillcrest Apartments
Box 188
Folder 9
   Unidentified miscellany, some items possibly related to Effects of the Depression; Chinese studies

Sub-subseries 10: Dissertation Proposals

Box 188
Folder 10
   Anderson-Blackiston
Box 188
Folder 11
   Blough-Bruce
Box 188
Folder 12
   Carmel-C. Cooper
Box 188
Folder 13
   R. Cooper-De Poister
Box 189
Folder 1
   Dreer-Everson
Box 189
Folder 2
   Farber-J. Gordon
Box 189
Folder 3
   T. Gordon-Harlan
Box 189
Folder 4
   Harris-Hughes
Box 189
Folder 5
   Jenkins-Krout
Box 189
Sub-subseries 11: Miscellaneous

Box 191
Folder 1
List of Items on Index Cards and Sheets
- Bibliography and notes on race and culture [Box of 4" X 6" sheets]
- Race and Ethnic Groups in Chicago, including,
- "Social Directory of Oak Park," by I. F. White, Sociology 264
Series V: Burgess' Writings

Series V contains rough drafts, typescripts, mimeographed copies, and reprints of many of Burgess' articles and portions of his published books. These are organized into groups under the same topics as the Research section.

Subseries 1: Parole and Crime

Box 193
Folder 1
Parole and crime
• "The Present Crisis Situation," no date, rough draft
• "Classification," about 1927-1928, for Herald Examiner symposium
• "Parole and Parole Administration"
• "Parole and Public Administration"
• "Can Parole Administration Be Placed on a Scientific Basis?"
• "Probation"
• "Statement on Table of Parole Statistics"
• "The Present Status of the Parole System"
• "Editorial" on parole statistics
• "The Future of Parole In Illinois," with notes
• "The Future of Parole In Illinois," rough draft, includes reprint of "Protecting the Public by Parole and by Parole Prediction"
• "Protecting the Public by Parole and by Parole Prediction", rough draft

Box 193
Folder 2

Parole and crime
- "Prisons and Parole Reform," November 1937
- "Predicting Success of Failure upon Release from State Institutions," reprint, October 1929
- "How to Secure Real Parole Reform," copy of Illinois Labor Notes, April 1939
- "Part IV, Factors Determining Success or Failure on Parole," copy of text material used for Sociology 373
- Incomplete text of paper on parole in Illinois
- "Summary of Findings," from the Committee to Study Indeterminate Sentence; Bruce, Burgess, and Hanno
- Unidentified paper on methods in criminological research [see Box 191, Folder 5, below]
- Burgess’ chapter, appearing at the conclusion of Clifford R. Shaw’s book, Brothers in Crime
- Review of O. Scott’s work with lie detector
- "The Trend of Crime in Chicago," author unknown
- Questionnaire on criminal research

Subseries 2: Crime and Delinquency

Box 193
Folder 3

Crime and delinquency
- "Comments" on white collar crime
- "Sociological Research," comments on "current trends," no date
- "The Family and Juvenile Delinquency," with a case analysis and notes
- "The Schools in Relation to Juvenile Delinquency"
- "Introduction" on vice and gambling, especially in Kansas City
- "The Economic Factor in Juvenile Delinquency"
- "Environmental Factors in Present Crime Situation"
- "The Development of Criminological Research in the Soviet Union," with Nathan Berman

Box 193
Folder 4

Crime and delinquency
- "Crime and Deportation," with supplementary materials (perhaps a student’s work)
- Incomplete write-ups on delinquency during wartime

Box 193
Folder 5

Crime and delinquency
- "The Theory of Differential Association as the Cause of Crime"
- "Theory and Quantitative Analysis in Criminological Research" (first page of untitled paper in Box 191, Folder 2, above)
• "The Social Background of the Police Problem"
• Incomplete write-up on the use of local residents for case work
• "Expectancy Tables, Area Data, Family and Social Relations Charts, and Life Histories"
• "The Study of the Delinquent as a Person," reprint, May 1923
• "Juvenile Delinquents Grown Up," book review, February 1941

Box 193
Folder 6
Survey of the Chicago Crime Commission, by Burgess, Wirth, Albert Reiss, Jr., and Blackiston

Subseries 3: Child and Family

Box 193
Folder 7
Child and family
• "The Family and the Urban Community," with Ruth Pearson Koshuk
• "The Family in the City"
• "The Child in the Second Decade, The Field of Sociology"
• "The Growing Child in the Family and in the Play Group"
• "The Cultural Study of Adolescence"
• "Parent Child Relations and Family Education," rough draft
• "Types of Successful and Unsuccessful Families"
• "The Fate of the Family"
• "Families in Apartment House Areas"

Box 193
Folder 8
Child and family
• "Problems Facing the North American Family after the War," rough draft
• "The Contribution of Research to an Understanding of Marriage and the Family"
• "The Effect of the War upon the Family," draft with reprint, November 1942
• "The Future Orientation of Family Research"
• "Recreation and the Family"
• "The Family in a Changing Society"
• "The Growing Child in the Family and in the Play Group"
• "Community as a Resource for Youth"
• "Postwar Problems of the Family," reprint, August 1944
• "The Family and the Person," reprint, 1928
• "Sociological Research in Adolescence," reprint, July 1936
• "The Family as a Unity of Interacting Personalities," December 1926
• "The Romantic Impulse and Family Disorganization," 1928
• "The Need of Sociological Research on the Modern Family," May 1928
• Miscellaneous write-ups

Box 194
Folder 1
Text of readings and selections on the family, apparently used for Sociology 56, including many selections from Burgess’ writings
Subseries 4: Marriage

Box 194
Folder 2
Marriage
- "Predicting the Adjustment in Marriage of Engaged Couples," with Paul Wallin, with corrected drafts
- "Predictive Factors in the Success or Failure of Marriage"
- "The Engagement Interview"
- "Emotional Dependence," or "Personal Relations"
- "The Companionship Stage"

Box 194
Folder 3
Marriage
- "What Is Success in Marriage," paper 1
- "Prediction of Success in Marriage," paper 2, October 1947
- "Prediction of Marital Adjustment"
- "Prediction of Marital Success"
- "Social and Economic Factors in Marital Adjustment"
- "Integration"
- "Chapter 2. The Wise Choice of a Mate"
- "Predicting Success and Failure in Marriage"
- "Predicting Marriage Adjustment"
- "Reasons for the Upswing in Divorce"
- "A Constitutional Study of Married Couples"
- "Memorandum on the Need for Research in the Field of Marriage and the Family"

Box 194
Folder 4
Marriage
- "The Prediction of Adjustment in Marriage," draft of first part
- "The Prediction of Adjustment in Marriage," mimeographs of all three parts
- "Personal Appearance and Neuroticism as Related to Age at Marriage," reprint, February 1944
- "Monogamy in Social Characteristics," reprint, September 1943
- "Predicting Adjustment in Marriage," reprint, December 1939
- "The Prediction of Adjustment in Marriage," reprint with attached chart, October 1936
- Miscellaneous write-ups

Subseries 5: Urban Sociology

Box 194
Folder 5
Urban sociology
- "The City as the Sociologist Sees It"
- "Urban Areas," two drafts
- "Predicting Human Behavior in the Urban Environment"
- "The Educative Effect of the Urban Environment"
• "The Use of Census Data in Local Community Studies"
• "Family and Social Data by Local Communities"
• "Community Organization as a Resource for Youth," typescript of manuscript and private pamphlet
• "Chapter IX, Studies of Institutions"
• "The Central Business District and the Homeless Man"
• "Middletown in Transition, A Study in Cultural Conflict," a book review
• "The Determination of Gradients in the Growth of the City," reprint, 1927
• "Social Forces in the Community Making for Mobility"
• "Residential Segregation in American Cities," reprint, November 1928

Subseries 6: Old Age

Box 195
Folder 1
Measuring Personal Adjustment in Old Age, manuscript [incomplete], including some mimeographed chapters

Box 195
Folder 2
Measuring Personal Adjustment in Old Age, manuscript [incomplete], including some mimeographed chapters

Box 195
Folder 3
Measuring Personal Adjustment in Old Age, manuscript [incomplete], including some mimeographed chapters

Box 195
Folder 4
Old age
• "The Study of Linear Maturity," with Havighurst and Goldhammer
• "Measuring Personal Adjustment in Old Age," with Havighurst
• "A Longitudinal Study of Adjustment in Old Age"
• "Occupational Differences in Attitudes toward Aging and Retirement," with L. G. Gorey, P. C. Pineo, R. T. Thornbury

Subseries 7: Prediction and Methodology

Box 195
Folder 5
Prediction and methodology
• "Prediction in Social Science," two drafts
• "Predicting Criminal Behavior"
• "Predicting Marital Adjustment"
• "The Effect of Prediction upon Human Behavior and Its Prediction"
• Manuscript on prediction, unidentified

Box 195
Folder 6
"Is Prediction Feasible in Social Work? An Inquiry Based upon a Sociological Study of Parole Records," with several commentaries discussing the paper, and a rejoinder by
Burgess, including, discussion by Stuart A. Rice; "The Validity of Burgess’ Method of Predicting Parole Success or Failure," by E. H. Sutherland; "Discussion on Professor Burgess’ Paper on Prediction," by Launes; "Prediction, A Scientific Aid to Social Work," by Edwin J. Cooley; unidentified commentary; discussion and notes by Burgess

**Box 196**

**Folder 1**

Methodology (general)
- "Research Methods," rough draft and notes
- "What Social Case Records Should Contain to be Useful for Sociological Interpretation," with reprint, June 1928
- "An Experiment in the Standardization of the Case-study Method"
- "Statistics and Case Studies as Methods of Sociological Research," 1927 reprint
- "Projects of High Priority"
- Subseries 8: General Sociology and Miscellaneous Topics

**Box 196**

**Folder 2**

General
- "Culture and Personality"
- "Population Movements and Consequent Social Disorganization"
- "A Positive Program of Mental Health Administration"
- "The Cultural Hybrid"
- "Research Problems in the Field of Child Development"
- "The Standardization of Personality Tests in Relation to Personality Adjustment"
- "Editor’s Forward," January 1932, for pre-school play study
- "The Sociological Aspects of Mental Health Administration," reprint
- "The Cultural Approach to the Study of Personality," reprint, 1930
- "Social Control of the Newer Forms of Communication," May 1929, reprint
- "Communication," May 1930
- "Communication in the United States in 1927," reprint, July 1928

**Box 196**

**Folder 3**

Transcript of coroner’s inquest, April 1929, at which Burgess was a juror

**Series VI: Maps and Charts**

Series VI contains a large group of oversize maps, each identified by an item number. Items 1-4 are specifically related to the Family Composition Study. There are also other maps related to the 1920 and 1930 census. There are several items on the wards of Chicago, and some of Cynthia Cohen’s material on venereal disease. As the inventory indicates, the remainder are maps of the distribution of various features of social interest, e.g., unemployment, land values, parks and playgrounds, etc. There are also a number of maps of local communities. Each map is numbered but they are not housed consecutively.

**Box 197**

**Folder 1**

Sub-communities with families receiving relief, for family composition study
Folder 2
Sub-communities with families receiving relief, for family composition study
Box 197
Folder 3
Sub-communities with families receiving relief, for family composition study
Box 197
Folder 21
South Lawndale, 1924
Box 197
Folder 22
Englewood and West Englewood, 1924
Box 197
Folder 23
Near West Side, 1927
Box 197
Folder 24
Near West Side, 1923
Box 197
Folder 25
Near West Side, 1923
Box 197
Folder 26
Lawndale Community
Box 197
Folder 27
Lower North Community
Box 197
Folder 28
Pilsen
Box 198
Folder 29
Greater Grand Crossing, blueprint
Box 198
Folder 30
McKinly Park, 1924
Box 198
Folder 31
Woodlawn community, 1924
Box 198
Folder 32
Back-of-the-Yards and Sherman Park, 1923
Box 198
Folder 33
Brighton Park, 1923
Box 198
Folder 34
Negro population and types of rental, Chicago (map), 1932

Box 198
Folder 35
Location of civic, community, and boosters' clubs, real estate boards, taxpayers’ association, and miscellaneous organizations in Chicago

Box 198
Folder 36
Englewood and West Englewood residence of delinquent boys and girls near Ogden Park, Chicago, 1924 (prepared by Daniel Russel)

Box 198
Folder 37
Nationalities of members of the Union League Boys' Club, 1929, (prepared by H. K. Foster for Sociology 269)

Box 198
Folder 38
Nationalities of members of the Union League Boys' Club, 1929, (prepared by H. K. Foster for Sociology 269)

Box 198
Folder 39
Nationalities of members of the Union League Boys' Club, 1929, (prepared by H. K. Foster for Sociology 269)

Box 198A
Folder 40
Map of "United Charities of Chicago, A Case Study of a Social Agency," October 1920-1921, prepared under the direction of Robert E. Park, by Fay B. Karpf and Erle F. Young

Box 198A
Folder 41
Map of "United Charities of Chicago, A Case Study of a Social Agency," October 1920-1921, prepared under the direction of Robert E. Park, by Fay B. Karpf and Erle F. Young

Box 198A
Folder 42
"Male Delinquency Rates by Square Mile Areas," 1929, by Earl R. Moses

Box 198A
Folder 43
"Residence Telephones per 100 Population in Chicago by Central Office Areas," 1934

Box 198A
Folder 44
"Map of Unemployment Rates Based on Population," April 1, 1930 and January 1, 1931

Box 198A
Folder 45
Maps of geographic distribution of Elgin State Hospital patients with mental disorders (prepared by H. W. Dunham, Jr., 1932)

Box 198A
Folder 46
Maps of geographic distribution of Elgin State Hospital patients with mental disorders (prepared by H. W. Dunham, Jr., 1932)

Box 198A
Folder 47
Maps of geographic distribution of Elgin State Hospital patients with mental disorders (prepared by H. W. Dunham, Jr., 1932)

Box 198A
Folder 48
Maps of geographic distribution of Elgin State Hospital patients with mental disorders (prepared by H. W. Dunham, Jr., 1932)

Box 198A
Folder 49
Maps of geographic distribution of Elgin State Hospital patients with mental disorders (prepared by H. W. Dunham, Jr., 1932)

Box 198A
Folder 50
Maps of geographic distribution of Elgin State Hospital patients with mental disorders (prepared by H. W. Dunham, Jr., 1932)

Box 198A
Folder 50a
"Residences of Senile Cases, Psychopathic Hospital, 1930"

Box 198A
Folder 50b
"Residences of Manic-Depressive Cases, Psychopathic Hospital, 1930"

Box 199
Folder 51
Housing study, area 29th to Pershing Road (39th) Streets between Wentworth Avenue and Lake Michigan, 1934

Box 199
Folder 52
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 53
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 54
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 55
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 56
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 57
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930
Box 199
Folder 58
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 59
Eight maps of railroad lines and size of incorporated places, 1890-1930

Box 199
Folder 60
"Local Communities of Chicago with 1930 Population"

Box 199
Folder 64
Twenty-six Chicago neighborhood maps (purpose unknown)

Box 200
Folder 4
Charts (84) of census data for family composition study

Box 200
Folder 5
Chart (18 pp.) of rental classes in Chicago (prepared by Walter C. Reckless); Items 6-15 are maps in crayon or ink (prepared by Lewis C. Copeland)

Box 200
Folder 61
Forty-eight maps of wards with election precincts, 1937, with areas crayoned

Box 200
Folder 62
Six graphs concerning venereal disease and organic heart disease deaths in Illinois, prepared by Cynthia Cohen [see also 67]

Box 200
Folder 63
Frequency histograms of venereal disease and organic heart disease mortality data from chart 62 (prepared by Cynthia Cohen)

Box 201
Folder 6
"Percentage of People Attending University of Chicago College Lectures for Chicago," 1930-1937

Box 201
Folder 7
"Acres of Parks and Playgrounds per 1,000 Persons"

Box 201
Folder 8
"Percent of Total Subscribers to the Chicago Symphony Orchestra for Chicago," 1936-1937

Box 201
Folder 9
"Percent of Members of Prairie Club for Chicago," 1936
"Percent of Total Mailing List of Bertha Ott’s Concert Management for Chicago," season 1936-1937

Box 201
Folder 11
"Percent of Total Subscribers to Adult Education Council Series for Chicago," season 1936-1937

Box 201
Folder 12
"Distribution of Daily Newspapers"

Box 201
Folder 13
"Port and Transportation Districts"

Box 201
Folder 14
Community Areas of Chicago as adopted by 1930 census

Box 201
Folder 15
Community Areas of Chicago as adopted by 1940 census

Box 201
Folder 16
Two maps of Bridgeport and adjoining neighborhoods, with notations in pencil, 1923

Box 201
Folder 17
Two maps of Bridgeport and adjoining neighborhoods, with notations in pencil, 1923

Box 201
Folder 18
Oakdale, 1924 (ink original)

Box 201
Folder 19
Canaryville and Fuller Park

Box 201
Folder 20
Loop, 1926

Box 201
Folder 20a
Loop, 1927

Box 201
Folder 65
Neurotic inventory correlations for broken engagements and married couples, 1944

Box 201
Folder 67
Consolidated abstract charts of deaths from syphilis in Pittsburgh, 1911-1929 (incomplete)

Box 202
Folder 66
Marriage schedule code groups, adjustment groups, 1-1,045 (almost complete)
Box 202
Folder 67
Parole report instructions, 55 pages (oversize, from Box 35, Folder 11)

Box 202
Folder 68
Questionnaires , grade 4A (oversize, from Box 93, Folder 8)

Box 202A
Concentric circle diagram, circa 1925

Series VII: Restricted

Box 203
Folder 1
Anderson, Nels files on hobos from Series VI, Subseries 1; originals restricted due to fragile condition

Box 203
Folder 2
Anderson, Nels files on hobos from Series VI, Subseries 1; originals restricted due to fragile condition

Box 203
Folder 3
Anderson, Nels files on hobos from Series VI, Subseries 1; originals restricted due to fragile condition

Box 203
Folder 4
Anderson, Nels files on hobos from Series VI, Subseries 1; originals restricted due to fragile condition

Box 203
Folder 5
Anderson, Nels files on hobos from Series VI, Subseries 1; originals restricted due to fragile condition